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Abstract
Despite improvements in medical technology and increased availability of health care,
blacks have continued to suffer excess mortality for a number of common health conditions.
Although many factors have been examined to explain the disparities that continue to exist
between blacks and whites, less work has evaluated the role of perceived discrimination in
contributing to these differences. The purpose of this dissertation is to examine the various ways
in which discrimination can impact health care use.
This dissertation uses data from the Commonwealth Fund 2001 Health Care Quality
Survey specifically focusing on key measures of perceived discrimination as well as measures of
health care utilization. These measures included feelings of being treated with disrespect or
being looked down upon, perceptions of receipt of unfair treatment due to race or language
spoken, and beliefs that better treatment would have been received had the respondent had been
of a different race.

Measures of utilization included receipt of a physical exam within the prior

year, receipt of optimal cancer screening and recommended elements of chronic disease care,
delay of needed care and the decision to not follow the doctor’s advice. Minorities were
significantly more likely than whites to report being treated with disrespect or being looked
down upon in the patient-provider relationship. Persons who thought that they would have
received better treatment if they were of a different race were significantly less likely to receive
optimal chronic disease screening and more likely not to follow the doctor’s advice or put off
care. Racial concordance of patient and provider (i.e. concordance being defined as whether a
patient and provider were of the same racial background) did not affect whether a patient
perceived being treated with respect in the patient-provider setting.

1

Identifying policy initiatives to reduce rates of perceived discrimination in the health care
setting is a challenging goal which must be multifactorial in nature. While improving the
numbers of minority providers in the health care setting is critical, the Commonwealth Fund data
suggest that this is not the only pathway that must be addressed.
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Chapter One: Background
General Overview of Disparities in Health Care Utilization
Despite dramatic advances in available medical treatments and technologies, members
of ethnic and racial minority groups in the United States have excess mortality for a number of
common health conditions. Life expectancy for black males, for example, is seven years less
than that for white males, and that for black females is five years less than that for white
females.1 A recent Institute of Medicine study found that, compared to whites, members of
ethnic and racial minorities also experience disparities in health care for a wide variety of
conditions, even when controlling for factors such as income and insurance.2
Many of the health disparities affecting minorities relate to conditions that can be
mitigated with adequate primary care and early detection. For example, elevated blood pressure
and cholesterol, both treatable with early intervention, have been clearly linked to the risk of
coronary artery disease, from which blacks have disproportionate rates of morbidity and
mortality.3,4,5,6,7 Similarly, despite the efficacy of mammography and cervical smear cytology in
reducing the risk of mortality from breast and cervical cancer, black women continue to have
1

Wagener DK, Molla MT, Crimmins EM et al. Summary Measures of Population Health: addressing the first goal
of Healthy People 2010, improving life expectancy. CDC Healthy People 2010 Statistical Notes. Sept, 2001. No.
22.
2
Smedley BD, Stith AY, and Nelson AR, eds, Institute of Medicine Committee on Understanding and Eliminating
Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Health Care, Board on Health Sciences Policy. Unequal Treatment: Confronting
Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Health Care. Washington DC: National Academy Press. 2002.
3
East MA, Peterson ED. Understanding racial differences in cardiovascular care and outcomes: Issues for the new
millennium. Am Heart J 2000;139:764-6.
4
Rosamond WD, Chambless LE, Folsom AR et al. Trends in the incidence of myocardial infarction and in mortality
due to coronary heart disease, 1987 to 1994. N Engl J Med 1998;339:861-867.
5
Barnett E. Disparities in premature coronary heart disease mortality by region and urbanicity among black and
white adults ages 35-64, 1985-1995. Public Health Rep. 2000; 115: 52-64.
6

Asher CR, Topol EJ, Moliterno DJ. Insights into the pathophysiology of atherosclerosis and prognosis of Black
Americans with acute coronary syndromes. Am Heart J . 1999; 138: 1073-81.
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higher rates of mortality and advanced presentation of both diseases than do white women.8,9,10,11
At the same time, blacks have been shown to have comparable and even in some cases higher
rates of screening for some conditions than do whites.12,13 According to recent data from the
Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance Survey, blacks have higher median rates of screening than
whites for breast, cervical and colorectal cancer as well as for hypertension and cholesterol.14
Blacks have rates of primary care comparable to or better than those of whites yet still
have been consistently shown to have higher rates of morbidity and mortality for a variety of
conditions. This apparent inconsistency between high preventive care rates in the face of
persistent healthcare disparities in life expectancy is a question that remains unanswered. A
multitude of explanatory factors have been proposed to account for this apparent dichotomy,
ranging from differing rates of referral for specific life-saving interventions to patient and
provider attitudes affecting treatment decisions.
The Institute of Medicine report, Unequal Treatment, highlights many of the component
factors that can impact racial disparities in health care utilization. These factors, shown in
Figure 1, can occur at the level of the patient, the health care system, or the patient-doctor
interaction.15 This first chapter of the dissertation is designed to present an overview of the
literature investigating which factors might play a role in disparities specifically in health care
7

Cooper RS, Durazo-Arvizu R. Hypertension detection and control: population and policy implications. Cardiol
Clinics. 2002; 20: 187.
8
Martin LM, Parker SL, Wingo PA; Heath CW. Cervical cancer incidence and screening: status report on women
in the United States. Cancer Pract. 1996; 4130-4.
9
Shelton D, Paturzo D, Flannery J, Gregorio D. Race, stage of disease, and survival with cervical cancer. Ethn Dis
1992; Winter: 47-54.
10
Wingo PA, Tong T, Bolden S. Cancer statistics. CA Cancer J Clin. 1995; 45: 8-30.
11
Simon MS; Severson RK. Racial differences in survival of female breast cancer in the Detroit metropolitan area.
Cancer. 1996; 77: 308-14.
12
Screening for colorectal cancer- United States, 1997. MMWR 1999; 48:116-121.
13
Martin LM, Parker SL, Wingo PA; Heath CW.
14
Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance Survey. www.cdc.gov
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utilization. The remainder of this dissertation further explores the specific role that
discrimination plays in contributing to racial disparities. It will also present empirical evidence
highlighting the relationship between perceived discrimination and health care utilization.

Figure 1.1: Factors Contributing to Disparities in Health care Utilization

Poverty
Access to Health Facilities/Providers
Insurance Level Factors
Patient Preferences
Cultural Factors
Education
Provider Referral Patterns
Patient-Doctor Communication
Institutional Factors
Discrimination

Poverty
Poverty is an obvious predisposing factor contributing to differences in health outcomes
and disparities in care. Blacks, Hispanics and Native Americans have higher poverty levels
overall than do whites. Median income of black and Hispanic families is half that of whites,
while poverty levels among black and Hispanic children are twice those of white children.16
The high poverty levels, particularly among blacks in the lowest income segments,
undoubtedly contribute to racial discrepancies in health status and specifically in health care
15

Smedley BD, Stith AY, and Nelson AR, eds, Institute of Medicine Committee on Understanding and Eliminating
Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Health Care, Board on Health Sciences Policy. Unequal Treatment: Confronting
Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Health Care. Washington DC: National Academy Press. 2002.
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utilization. For all races, poverty, as well as education, has been found to be linked with higher
mortality rates. For example, mortality for white men with incomes less than $11,000 is more
than 2 ½ times that of white men with incomes above $11,000. This ratio is similar for black
women; however, blacks at all income levels have higher baseline levels of mortality than
whites.17,18

Access
Poverty impacts health care utilization largely through its effect on limiting a patient’s
ability to pay for medical care. African Americans and Hispanics have lower rates of access to a
regular provider and to specialist care.19 In a survey of self-reported access to care, blacks made
33% fewer visits to physicians than whites for all levels of health.20
When blacks do access the health care system, they tend to receive care at facilities that
do not emphasize continuity of care, such as hospital emergency rooms, or in other cases, those
that don’t emphasize quality of care. For example, in one study of diabetic care, blacks were
found to be less likely than whites to receive eye examinations. This disparity could be largely
attributed to differences in the quality of health care facilities used by members of different
races; i.e., those used by blacks provided fewer eye examinations in general.21

16

The Council of Economic Advisors. Changing America:Indicators of Social and Economic Well-Being by Race
and Hispanic Origin. The Presidents Initiative on Race. Septermber, 1998.
17
Pappas G, Queen S, Hadden W, Fisher G.The increasing disparity in mortality between socioeconomic groups in
the United States, 1960 and 1980. NEJM. 1993; 329:103-9.
18
Geronimus AT, Bound J, Waidmann TA, Hillemeier MM, Burns PB. Excess mortality among blacks and Whites
in the United States. NEJM. 1996; 335: 1552-8.
19
Hargraves JL. The insurance gap and minority health care, 1997-2001. Tracking Report. 2003; 2:1-4.
20
Freeman HE, Blendon RJ, Aiken LH, Sudman S, Mullinix CF, Corey CR Americans report on their access to
health care. Health Affairs. Spring, 1987. 6-18.
21
Heisler M, Smith DM, Hayward RA, Krein SL, Kerr EA. Racial disparities in diabetes care processes, outcomes,
and treatment intensity. Med Care. 2003; 41:1221-32, 2003.
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Many of the differences in access are related to cost barriers. One in 11 blacks reports
economic hurdles to care versus 1 in 20 whites.

Blacks are also less likely to have any

insurance coverage, which may contribute to lower likelihood of reporting a usual source of care
in this population.22 Seventy six percent of black males and 83% of black females have
insurance compared to 84% and 87% of white males and females, respectively. For all races,
patients without insurance are significantly more likely to suffer from difficulties in obtaining a
usual source care than similar patients with insurance.

Insurance-Level Factors
Although lack of insurance plays a role in disparities in utilization rates, it is not the only
predisposing factor. Disparities have been demonstrated even among the insured (both privately
and publicly) as outlined below.

Medicare
Varying health care utilization and procedure rates have been demonstrated among black
and white Medicare recipients. Using Medicare data from 1993, Marian Gornick and colleagues
found that black Medicare beneficiaries have higher mortality rates compared to whites. Among
black Medicare recipients, the odds of dying is 1.19 that of whites for males and 1.16 times that
of whites for females. Although blacks as a whole have overall higher rates of preventive care,
blacks covered by Medicare were less likely to receive a number of important preventive
measures, including immunizations and mammography, as well as interventional measures such
as angioplasty. Differences persisted even when adjusting for income. The exception to this
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trend occurred for amputations and bilateral orchiectomy, both of which occurred in greater
frequency among blacks. For example, blacks had 6.7 limb amputations per 1000 versus 1.9 per
1000 for whites. This procedure is directly linked to complications from diabetes; however,
differential rates of amputation for blacks and whites far exceed the differential rates of diabetes
between the two races, thus suggesting that there may be deficiencies in controlling and
preventing this disease.23
Other studies of Medicare beneficiaries have documented significant differences between
blacks and other races in terms of both health care outcomes and treatments. Blacks with lung
cancer have higher mortality rates and much lower surgical resection rates than do whites at
similar stages of the disease.24

Black Medicare recipients have a lower survival rate for prostate

cancer than do white recipients with the disease, with the largest disparity seen among those who
undergo surgical resection.25
It is unclear why black Medicare recipients have different patterns of preventive care and
procedure use than their white counterparts.

Gornick showed that blacks have moderately

lower rates of ambulatory care visits than do whites (7.2 visits per person for blacks versus 8.1
for whites) but significantly higher rates of hospital discharges (376 hospital discharges per 1000
individuals for blacks versus 329 per 1000 for whites).26 These findings suggest that, for
patients in the Medicare population, there are other factors affecting these differential patterns
beyond simply access to the health care system. Overall, blacks may have more morbidities than
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whites upon initial eligibility for Medicare due to inequities in insurance status preceding
Medicare eligibility. Therefore, despite adequate Medicare coverage, black patients may
present with more advanced diseases at a point when complications have occurred that can be
treated only through drastic measures (such as leg amputation in the case of severe diabetes.)
There is some evidence that once black patients overcome the initial barriers to access, many of
these disparities are mitigated. For example, a study of black Medicare recipients with endstage renal disease showed that differences in procedure rates for blacks compared to those for
whites significantly decreased upon diagnosis and within 2 years of Medicare coverage.27 A
more recent study by Jha and colleagues showed that from 1992 to 2001 that was no reduction in
disparities between Blacks and whites for high cost medical procedures.28
Gaps in morbidity between white and black Medicare recipients may also be due to the
differential rates of co-insurance. Blacks have been found to have lower levels of supplemental
insurance at all income levels as compared to whites. Thirty-five percent of black versus 20
percent of white Medicare beneficiaries have no supplemental insurance. Blacks are also
significantly more likely to pay the non-Medicare-covered portion with out-of-pocket funds.29
Because many procedures as well as medication coverage require an out-of-pocket
contribution from Medicare beneficiaries, such costs might disproportionately affect blacks, who
may be poorer and therefore might be less likely to use the health care system due to the costs
barriers of co-pays. The RAND Health Insurance Experiment showed that an increase in out-ofpocket costs is associated with lower levels of preventive care utilization.30 Medicare
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beneficiaries who possess supplemental coverage that reduces their out-of-pocket contribution
have been shown to have higher rates of preventive care treatments than those without such
coverage. For example, an analysis of mammography rates in 1991 (when co-pays were required
for Medicare beneficiaries needing mammography) showed that only 14.4% of women without
supplemental insurance obtained a mammogram versus 44% of those with employer-sponsored
insurance and 24% with Medicaid coverage.31

Medicaid
Since Medicaid is a program for the poor and Blacks have disproportionately higher rates
of poverty than whites, Blacks have higher rates of Medicaid coverage than whites.32 In
general, Medicaid status improves access for poor minorities (as compared to those without any
coverage) although not to the level achieved by private insurance. The Robert Wood Johnson
Access to Care Survey found that 8.2% of Medicaid patients reported problems in obtaining
medical care versus 15.1% of uninsured individuals and 4% of individuals with private
insurance.33 Despite improving access to health care, Medicaid recipients still face significant
barriers to care due to such factors as decreased choice of providers as compared to persons who
are privately covered.
Among the Medicaid population, there have been disparities in health care utilization
based on race. Childhood asthma is one of the most widely studied conditions among Medicaid
beneficiaries due to the clear benefits of preventive management and the common interface
between asthma patients and the health care system. However, compared to white children,
31
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black children with asthma have been found to have fewer primary care visits but more
emergency room visits and hospitalizations for acute exacerbations.34 This difference was also
found in studies, even in cases when blacks and whites have a similar number of baseline wellchild visits.35
The reasons for these disparities in treatment are not entirely clear. It is possible that
minority Medicaid beneficiaries are more likely to reside in areas with fewer physicians, which
could disproportionately contribute to lower levels of preventive care. Inner city communities
may have fewer local specialists and hospital resources. South Central Los Angeles, for
example, has 5.1 physicians per 10,000 residents as compared to 22 per 10,000 in the greater Los
Angeles County area.36 With ratios such as these, insurance alone will not reduce the gap in
health outcomes based on race. Another possible explanation for treatment disparities among the
Medicaid population may be due to lower levels of Medicaid benefits in states with higher
proportions of black program beneficiaries compared to those with fewer black beneficiaries.
Blacks are more likely than whites to live in states, such as those in the south, with less generous
Medicaid programs.37

Managed Care
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Little data is available for black and white health status comparisons among the managed
care population although it appears that the gap in health care utilization is somewhat narrower
in this group. Medicare and Medicaid, discussed previously, both have managed care
components. In addition, managed care can also apply to the privately insured. Blacks in
private HMOs have been shown to have similar rates of access to specialists as white HMO
enrollees.38

Black Medicaid HMO beneficiaries with asthma have lower rates of preventive

visits and higher rates of emergency department visits than white beneficiaries.39 However,
blacks in Medicare managed-care plans have been found to have lower procedure rates than
whites for many treatments, including eye exams for diabetes, beta blocker use for myocardial
infarction, and follow-up visits after acute mental health hospital stays.40

Other Insurance
Privately insured blacks also experience disparities in health care use compared to their
white counterparts. Disparities have also been demonstrated across the board in patients with
other types of coverage, such as those covered by Veterans Affairs (VA) Healthcare System
(VA). Numerous recent studies examining cardiac procedures among blacks and whites have
shown disturbing patterns of disparities. White-black differences in angiography, coronary
artery bypass surgery and angioplasty have been shown to persist regardless of insurance
coverage, suggesting that there are other factors which contribute to disparities in access beyond
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economic factors.41,42 A study of cardiac disease patients in Massachusetts found that, among
patients with private insurance who were candidates for an acute intervention, whites were 1.11
times more likely than blacks to undergo angiography, 2.78 times more likely to undergo
angioplasty, and 1.81 times more likely to undergo bypass surgery.43 Similar findings were
found in the VA Healthcare System with whites being 1.64 times more likely to receive
angiography and 3.17 times more likely to receive coronary artery bypass surgery than blacks
with cardiac disease.44 Another analysis showed that blacks at a veteran’s hospital (but not those
at a university hospital) were less likely than whites to be recommended for cardiac
revascularization.45

Patient Preferences
Given that health disparities exist among blacks and whites of comparable insurance
status, factors beyond a basic ability to pay must be examined to explain the racial differences in
utilization rates. The determining factors can vary from patient preferences for care to
physician characteristics to the nature of the interface between patients and the medical care
system.
It has been hypothesized that minority patients may be less likely than whites to utilize
care due to patient preferences, whether due to a lack of trust, fear, or perceived discrimination.
However, a study of patient’s preferences for coronary artery revascularization found that, when
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controlling for other factors, patient familiarity with the procedure was more important than race
in predicting a patient’s acceptance of the procedures.46
A study of VA patients with myocardial infarction showed that blacks were less likely than whites to
receive coronary artery bypass surgery; however, there were no documented differences in refusal rates, suggesting
that patient preferences were not the sole cause of utilization disparities in this case.47

Cultural Factors
Cultural factors may also play a role in patient preferences. For example, Blacks and
Hispanics have been found to be less likely to accept pharmacotherapy for the treatment of
depression and likely to find anti-depressants acceptable.48 Similarly cultural differences in end
of life care have been documented. Blacks have been shown to be less likely than whites to
have living wills or use palliative care. .4950 Cultural barriers are also though to be one factor
which may account for disparities in cancer screening, treatment and mortality.5152
Ingrained in these cultural factors are issues of trust and discrimination. Corbie-Smith
and colleagues have shown that trust issues play a prevalent role in Blacks’ choices to participate
in clinical trials.5354 In focus groups evaluating use of cardiac procedures among VA patients,
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researchers found that blacks commonly emphasized the importance of establishing trust with
their providers prior to agreeing to a procedure.55 Further discussion related to the concepts of
trust and discrimination will be presented later in this dissertation (see chapter 2).

Education
Education levels have been associated with patient preferences for utilization of the
health care system, with those with lower education often choosing to use the health care system
less. Overall, minorities have lower levels of education than whites. Only 73% of blacks and
54% of Hispanics graduate from high school versus 84% of whites. College completion rates
show an even greater gap between whites and minorities; 14% of blacks and 9% of Hispanics
have a bachelor’s degree as compared to 26% of whites.56
A study of coronary care unit patients in Baltimore found that patients with lower levels
of education were less likely than patients with higher levels of education to choose to receive
coronary catheterization. Although race was not an independent predictor of such preferences in
multivariate analysis, the authors suggested that the persistent disparities seen in such procedures
for blacks and whites might be due to differential levels of education.57
Lower levels of education are also associated with lower levels of health literacy, i.e., the
ability to perform such functions as reading prescriptions and understanding medical brochures,
appointment slips, and other health-related materials. A significant percentage of the population
has a low level of health literacy, which can similarly impact health care utilization.58,59 A study
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of two public urban hospitals found that over one-third of English-speaking patients had low
levels of health literacy.60 An individual’s level of health literacy has been linked to both health
care system utilization and health outcomes. Persons with lower health literacy levels have been
shown to have comparatively worse rates of comprehension of their disease, adherence to
treatment, and overall health outcomes for such illnesses as diabetes, hypertension, and
HIV.61,62,63 Similar findings have been shown for managed care communities as well.
Specifically, Medicare managed care enrollees with low health literacy rates have been shown to
have lower rates of preventive care use and higher rates of hospitalization than comparable
patients with higher levels of health literacy.64,65

Differences in Physician Referral Rates
While previous discussion has focused on the role of the patient in impacting utilization
rates, differences in utilization may also arise at the provider level. Providers have been shown
to be less likely to refer minority patients for procedures and other acute interventions. The best
documented examples of differential referral rates and treatment patterns have been in the area of
cardiology. Non-whites with acute cardiac ischemia were two times more likely than whites to
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be sent home from the emergency department and those with acute myocardial infarction were
more than four times more likely to be incorrectly diagnosed.66 A review by Sheifer and
colleagues examining past studies of intervention for cardiac disease showed consistently lower
procedure rates for blacks as compared to whites.67,68 Schulman and colleagues conducted a
study, which has been frequently cited in the literature, documenting a link between
discrimination and rates of cardiac procedure referral. In this study, physicians were presented
with male and female actors of various races, all of whom reported identical chest pain case
scenarios. The study found that physicians were less likely to refer blacks and women (as
compared to white men) for cardiac catheterization.69
An alternative hypothesis to explain differing referral rates among blacks and whites,
however, is that white patients could be more likely to be referred for procedures inappropriately,
resulting in overutilization. Whites have been shown to have higher rates of cardiac
revascularization that is not clinically necessary, according to the RAND clinical appropriateness
criteria.70 Another study found that, among renal patients, whites who were considered
inappropriate candidates for kidney transplantation were more likely than blacks to be placed on
a waiting list and receive kidney transplants.71
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Patient-Doctor Communication
Circumstances surrounding the patient-doctor visit may similarly impact health care
utilization rates. For all races, participatory decision-making has become increasingly important
in the patient-doctor relationship. Minorities have been found to be less likely than whites to
receive adequate information during the doctor’s visit and less likely to participate in medical
decisions with their providers.72,73 Cooper-Patrick and colleagues found that blacks in racially
concordant relationships with their physicians are more likely to rate their visits as
participatory.74
Physicians who spend time communicating with patients about their illnesses and
treatment options tend have more positive responses to care.75 For example, evidence has shown
that patients who engage in active discussions about their care plan with their providers have
higher levels of satisfaction, fewer self-referrals, and overall better compliance with treatment
regimens than those patients who do not engage in such discussions.76,77,78,79
Less is known about how patient-doctor communication specifically impacts use of
health care services among minorities. In a recent analysis by Saha and colleagues, Hispanics
and Asians were more likely to report lower-quality patient-physician interactions, which in turn
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resulted in lower satisfaction with care. However, the quality of patient-physician interaction did
not explain racial disparities in preventive care use.80
Language also plays a strong role in the effectiveness of communication within the
patient doctor setting and often can be difficult to distinguish from cultural issues. The role of
language and interpreter services in impacting racial disparities in care will be further discussed
in Chapter 6.

Institutional Factors
Institutional factors also contribute to health care disparities. In addition to access
problems that occur for those who are poor or uninsured discussed above, other difficulties in
navigating the health care system can disproportionately affect minority populations. For
example lack of available interpreter services in a health care environment can make it
inaccessible to a non-English speaking individual and therefore contribute to disparities (see
chapter 6.) Similarly an institution that has complex administrative processes for referrals and
grievances can add further barriers for minority patients. One study found that rates of service
utilization declined for minorities after being shifted from Medicaid fee for service to Medicaid
managed care. The authors suggested that this decline may have been due to the added
administrative barriers associated with managed care plan enrollment, such as the requirement of
gatekeeping services and referrals for care.81
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Discrimination
Although a large number of factors have been examined as playing a potential role in
health care disparities among Blacks, less work has evaluated the impact of discrimination. This
is an important factor that must be considered in explaining disparities; however, it is a difficult
topic not only because of its political sensitivity, but because of the difficulties in evaluating and
documenting it. Nevertheless, discrimination must be part of any discussion of racial and ethnic
disparities in health because of its pervasiveness within American culture.
Discrimination can affect health from a variety of perspectives. As shown in Figure 1,
discrimination not only can impact utilization rates directly but can also impact other factors
discussed above, such as access, referral rates and patient preferences. Subconscious
discrimination can lead to racial bias, as manifested as differing referral patterns. It can also
affect health directly. For example, victims of discrimination can face high levels of stress,
which has been associated with a variety of poor health outcomes, such as high rates of
depression and hypertension. 82 Discrimination can also impact health in a more indirect way. A
patient’s perception of discrimination within the health care system could conceivably impact his
or her utilization of the health care system. For example, a patient’s initial negative interaction
with a health care provider may influence the patient’s decision not to seek further health care,
thus leading to poor health outcomes in the long-term. Both direct and indirect mechanisms of
discrimination are important explanatory factors that have been not been extensively explored in
the public health literature.
Overall, the current literature related to the various factors that contribute to disparities
has large variations in both quality and quantity. There is a great deal of literature on the
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objective factors that are correlated with disparities such as poverty, access and insurance. The
studies related to these topics often use quantitative analysis of large datasets, such as the
Medicare claims data, and are able to adequately control for potential confounding factors.
Some of the more subjective contributors to racial disparities, such as patient preferences and
cultural factors, lack a great deal of supportive evidence largely in part because these factors are
difficult to quantify. It is likely that all of these factors interact to play a role in racial disparities
in health and healthcare.
This dissertation investigates the role of discrimination in racial disparities, particularly in
the area of health care utilization. It will mainly focus on how the perception of discrimination
affects care. In doing so, it targets a number of key questions:
1) What are the mechanisms through which discrimination can impact health care use?
2) How can discrimination be measured?
3) How does perceived discrimination influence the use of health care services?
4) What role does provider and medical staff race have on perceived discrimination?
5) What policy initiatives can be implemented to address the issue of discrimination in the
health care environment?

In the chapters that follow, I seek to address these questions. Specifically, I will evaluate
discrimination as a causative factor in disparities in health care utilization, with a major focus on
African-Americans. I will first define the term “perceived discrimination” and present a
conceptual framework to evaluate the differing pathways from which discrimination could
potentially impact health care and will review existing literature supporting each pathway
(Chapter 2). I will then discuss the challenges related to measuring discrimination, exploring
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existing datasets available to investigate the impact of discrimination on health care utilization
(Chapter 3). In chapters 4 and 5, I will use the Commonwealth Fund’s Quality of Care Survey
as the basis for an empirical analysis of how perceived discrimination affects health care
utilization. Finally, I will discuss various policy options available to combat discrimination in
the health care setting.
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Chapter Two: Defining a Conceptual Model of Discrimination’s Effects on Health and
Health care Utilization

A major challenge in evaluating the literature on discrimination as it relates to health and
health care is breaking down the various definitions of discrimination. In this chapter, I will
outline a working definition of discrimination and will describe a conceptual model that will
establish the basis for further discussions in the paper.

I will then discuss the various pathways

through which perceived discrimination can affect health care utilization and will provide
examples from previous studies.

Conceptual Model
The terms “discrimination,” ”racism,” “perceived discrimination,” ”perceived racism,”
and “segregation” are often used interchangeably. In disentangling these terms, I will identify a
number of important issues concerning the exact nature of how various social forces impact
health and health care for minorities
According to Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 10th ed., racism is “the belief
that race is a primary determinant of human traits and capacities and that racial differences
produce an inherent superiority of a particular race; racial prejudice or discrimination.” 83
Discrimination, on the other hand, is a broader concept that can include racial discrimination as a
subcategory. Discrimination, as defined by Webster’s, is “prejudiced or prejudicial outlook,
action or treatment.”84 A useful definition of racial discrimination is provided by the National
Institutes of Health Office of Equal Employment Opportunity: “Racial discrimination is present
83
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when people are treated differently than others who are similarly situated because they are
members of a specific race. It can occur when individuals are treated differently because of
unalterable characteristics, such as physical features, indigenous to their race.”85

According to

the National Academy of Science, such differential treatment can be based either on race or on
factors other than race that nevertheless result in a “differential effect” on that particular group.86
The sociologist Lawrence Bobo also gives a definition of racism and discrimination
developed from his work as well as from the work of other scholars such as Wilson, Pettigrew
and Fredrickson. He defines racism as “a set of institutional conditions of group inequality and
an ideology of racial domination in which the latter is characterized by a set of beliefs holding
that the subordinate racial group is biologically or culturally inferior to the dominant racial
group.”8788 Discrimination in turn, is a “complex system of social relations that serve to limit the
social, political or economic opportunities of particular groups.”89
As indicated by these definitions, racism is a belief as well as an act. Racial
discrimination is the process through which racist beliefs are transformed into differential
treatment of a minority group, but also refers to the broader process of unequal treatment that can
be either intentional or unintentional and impacted by either societal or historical factors. Racial
discrimination can be an act performed by an individual or one deeply ingrained in an
organizational or institutional structure.
84
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Racial discrimination has been established so firmly in our society that despite many of
the legal interventions that have made it less common on an overt level, it continues to impact a
number of social sectors. Feagin, in his book Racist America, documents the widespread
influence discrimination has on society today. Its influence spans all segments of society
including housing, employment and the legal system. In addition, the historical legacy of
discrimination can lead to internalized attitudes ingrained in both whites and blacks that promote
a culture of separatism.90 Patricia Devine has discussed the impact that such longstanding racism
can have on individuals. A tendency to discriminate can exist even when there is the conscious
recognition by a member of a majority group that racism is inherently wrong. Reducing
discriminatory behavior not only requires the psychological recognition that it is wrong but also
making an active and conscious effort to change this behavior, which can often be much more
challenging.9192
Perceived discrimination, which is the principal form of discrimination addressed in this
dissertation, refers to the sentiments of an individual in a minority group about treatment
experienced in a particular social setting. Specifically it is defined as an incidence in which a
member of a racial minority group perceives mistreatment based on race or ethnicity.
Perceived discrimination, though commonly studied, has a number of limitations.
Usually perceived discrimination’s measurement is subjective, based on the impression of the
person in the minority group. Quantitative measurement is often difficult to obtain. It is also
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subject to a number of biases. For example, a minority member may minimize their perceptions
of discrimination to avoid “alienating” the interviewer.93 94
Unfortunately, there is a limited body of literature that evaluates the concept of
discrimination, whether perceived or otherwise, in health. I will therefore attempt to build a
conceptual model from prior definitions presented from work within the social science literature
combined with related work from the health care literature. Sociology is the field through which
discrimination has been studied in most detail.
Feagin and Eckberg, in the social science literature, defined a conceptual model of
discrimination which identifies subcategories of discrimination based on whether the
discrimination is intentional or unintentional and whether it is practiced by an individual or
embedded within an organizational structure. According to the framework, discrimination can
be described as isolate, small group, direct institutional, and indirect institutional. “Isolate” or
“small group” discrimination refers to an intentional negative act by an individual member
(isolate) or small group of individuals (such as those involved in a lynching) within a dominant
racial or ethnic group against a minority individual or group outside of a formal organizational
framework.
Both direct and indirect institutional discrimination are embedded within a larger
organization. Direct institutional discrimination is the process through which large scale
organizations employ intentionally discriminatory practices, which are purposefully carried out
by individual representatives acting on the organization’s behalf (an example would be for bank
loan officer to deny a mortgage to a person simply because of his or her racial background, a
93
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practice known as “redlining”) Indirect institutionalized discrimination, on the other hand, is not
directly meant to be harmful to a group, yet nonetheless has a negative impact on a minority
group. For example, organizations that use hiring practices and standards that are traditionally
disadvantageous to a group may not be intentionally biased against the group, yet such practices
may result in discrimination by presenting unrealistic barriers which cannot be easily be
overcome by a group facing historical disadvantage. 95 In the medical field, the use of board
scores to determine the residency candidacy of minorities could be an example of indirect
institutionalized discrimination since minorities typically have lower scores on such tests (for a
combination of reasons, including historic disadvantage in receiving medical school preparation).
Given that there is no strong and consistent association of board scores with clinical performance
or quality of care, the use of such scores could potentially serve as an artificial barrier to
minorities seeking career advancement.96
There have been few attempts in the health literature to develop a conceptual model of
discrimination. Camara Jones has developed a model to describe how racism can lead to negative
health consequences. Her model includes three categories of racism: 1) institutionalized racism,
2) personally mediated racism, and 3) internalized racism.
According to Jones, institutionalized racism results when individuals have different levels
of access to opportunities within society because of race (similar to the model of indirect
institutional discrimination described by Feagin and Eckberg above). Examples of such
institutionalized discrimination include unequal access to housing and job opportunities for
minorities. This unequal access may have been embedded within society at large due to
historical barriers which made it acceptable for a dominant racial group to deny a minority group
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the ability to attend certain schools, live in certain neighborhoods or obtain certain jobs. This
propagates a cycle: for example, limitations in access to quality schools may lead to lack of
preparation for jobs even after racial barriers have been lifted.

Personally mediated racism is

described by Jones as “prejudice and discrimination” involving an individual who, either
consciously or unconsciously makes assumptions about or treats another individual unfairly
based on race. Internalized racism refers to an individual’s inner feelings of poor self-value and
negative beliefs that have resulted from outward racial stigmas. In other words, minorities may
accept the negative racist views of society as true.97
Jones describes the interaction of these three levels of racism in her paper “A Theoretic
Framework and a Gardener’s Tale”. She uses a garden, separated into rich and poor soil as an
allegory to present of the types of divisions that can grow because of an initial racist insult. The
rich soil, similar to a social environment that fosters privilege and opportunity can lead to the
development of a seemingly preferable species of flower. The poor soil, similar to an
environment that contains social barriers to performance, leads to the development of a
seemingly inferior species of flower (paralleling a racial minority group). The soil represents
institutional racism or the social factors that can inhibit an individual’s potential for growth.
The series of preferences that result from interpreting the flowers as being inherently better
represents the personal racism that occurs when preferences develop disregarding the social
environment that may have influenced an individual’s outcome. Internalized racism is paralleled
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to the poor soil flowers’ belief that they are inferior because of personal characteristics rather
than because of the negative contributory environment.98
Drawing upon the structural models set up by Jones and Feagin and Eckberg, I have
attempted to define a conceptual model for this dissertation that illustrates the various
mechanisms through which discrimination can affect health care utilization (see Figure I.)
Racial discrimination exists within a larger societal structure which shapes or defines individual
actions. So although many of these mechanisms are presented as discreet entities, there is a
large degree of overlap since all act in concert.
The model indicates that both the discriminatory practices themselves (depicted as boxes
in Figure I) as well as the attitudes and resultant actions that result from these discriminatory
practices (shown as arrows in Figure I) can impact health and health care use in various ways. I
will now further expand on/explain the definitions in my conceptual model, giving examples of
each, and then discuss studies which evaluate the relationship of each of these forms of
discrimination to health care use.
I am therefore grouping discrimination, for the purposes of this dissertation as:
x Discrimination as part of the larger social context (i.e., in non-health care settings)
o Individual/Isolate or Small Group
o Institutionalized
Direct
Indirect
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x Discrimination within the health care setting. This discrimination can be further
defined as:
o Institutional (health care system-level factors)
Direct
 Indirect
o Provider level (individual or small group mediated)
Intentional/Conscious
Unintentional/Subconscious
o Patient level
Perceived discrimination
Internalized discrimination

Figure 2.1 Conceptual Model: Categories of Discrimination and Linkage Pathways
General Social Factors:
Segregation

Segregation can lead to lower access;
Inadequate social capital can impact
physician supply

Health Care System Discrimination:
Direct:
-Purposeful division of care
based on race
Indirect:
-Inadequate access in
minority areas
-Lower minority physician
recruitment

Lower Social Capital

Poverty

General Societal
Discrimination
-Direct
-Indirect

Leads to unconscious
conditioning/
stereotypes
Individual/Provider
Discrimination:
-Intentional/Conscious:
-Purposeful mistreatment
based on race
-Unintential/Subconscious
-Stereotyping

Lack of
minority
physician supply

-Differing rates of referrals

Discrimination in general society
can lead to perceived discrimination,
mistrust

Poor communication
Mistrust

Patient Factors:
-Perceived Discrimination
-Stressors impacting health
-Internalized Discrimination
-Poor health practices
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Lack of racial concordance
with providers

Mistrust based on historical
examples of mistreatment

General Societal Discrimination
The first part of the model that I will present focuses on discrimination as it exists within
the general society.

This category can be further classified into individual/isolate or small

group and institutional discrimination. Individual/isolate or small group discrimination builds
upon Feagin and Eckberg’s definition described above, that is, an intentional negative act by an
individual or small group of individuals of a dominant racial or ethnic group against a minority
group that is not a part of an organizational structure. Institutional discrimination, on the other
hand, builds upon both the definition of Feagin and Eckberg as well as Jones. Direct institutional
discrimination involves obvious mistreatment based on race as part of an organized entity.

Individual/Isolate or Small Group Discrimination
General social discrimination in this conceptual model can be mediated by both
individuals (in isolation) or by small groups. Both types of discrimination involve direct harmful
activity towards an individual through day-to-day interactions in locations such as the workplace.
Since it is the focus of my dissertation, I am excluding the patient-provider relationship within
health care settings from this category for the purposes of my conceptual model.

Instead, health

care settings will be described as a separate subentity in order to expand upon the definitions in
more detail.

Institutional discrimination
Institutional discrimination has been well documented in the non-health literature.
Blacks and other ethnic minorities have been found to receive unfair treatment in mortgage
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acquisition, wages, and job opportunities--all examples of direct institutional discrimination.99,100
Indirect institutional discrimination, similar to Jones’s concept of “institutionalized racism”
involves historical limitations in access to opportunity that in turn foster unequal access to
various opportunities. Indirect institutional discrimination is closely linked to the concepts of
segregation and limited social capital, which will be discussed later.

Health Care System Discrimination
Drawing from Feagin and Eckberg’s classification of institutional discrimination as direct or
indirect, I classify discrimination within the overall health care system according to the same
distinction.

Direct Health Care System Discrimination
Direct health care system discrimination refers to purposeful institution-sanctioned
practices which are intentionally harmful to a minority racial group. In the report Unequal
Treatment, the Institute of Medicine outlines several cases of discrimination in the health care
system as documented by the Office of Civil Rights. Such cases involve a wide spectrum of
health care institutions, including pharmacies, home health agencies, and hospitals.101

An

example of direct institutionalized health care system discrimination would be a hospital policy
that divides wards based on race, a practice quite common in the earlier part of the 20th
century.102
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Indirect Health Care System Discrimination
Indirect health care discrimination results from factors that are not intentionally meant
to be harmful but that nonetheless have a negative impact on minorities. For example, although
urban areas typically have higher than average numbers of teaching hospitals than non-urban
areas, other health care resources are often limited in minority communities, leading to low rates
to access to health care resources, such as regular providers. Many inner city residents may
have fewer opportunities to be treated by physicians and other health care providers within the
community.103

Similarly, the impact of poverty on health and health care (described in Chapter

One) is likely to be more severe for minorities, who are more likely to have lower incomes.
Minority physicians are more likely to practice in minority and underserved areas; this in
turn can further impact access to care (which will be discussed in more detail later in this
chapter).104 Because minority physicians play a large role in access to care for minority patients,
relatively low numbers of trained minority physicians compared to numbers of minorities in the
general population can result in another example of indirect discrimination. As discussed, certain
well-established medical school practices, such as using board scores for medical school
advancement and residency interviews are disadvantageous to minorities and can impact rates of
minority physicians who can later practice in minority communities.105
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Provider-Level Discrimination
Provider-level discrimination parallels the concept of isolate or small group
discrimination presented above and can be either conscious or subconscious. This subcategory,
however, refers to discrimination mediated by an individual specifically within the health care
setting.

Conscious/Intentional Provider-Level Discrimination
Conscious/intentional provider-level discrimination occurs when an individual provider
or small group of providers (for example, a health care staff) purposely mistreats an individual
patient based on his or her race or ethnicity. This is rarely reported in the literature since it is
difficult to quantify.

Subconscious Provider-Level Discrimination
According to Michelle Van Ryn, providers, reflecting attitudes that may exist among
members of society as a whole, are likely to have a subconscious belief system which leads them
to view an individual of a particular racial/ethnic group or class based on associated stereotypes.
Although physicians are trained to be objective and fair in approaching patients of all races and
backgrounds, this subconscious belief system is based on the provider’s previous knowledge of
or experience with a general population of individuals (such as “blacks.”) The provider may
assume that this general knowledge would apply to a specific individual within that population.
This method of applying assumptions about a general population to a specific individual may in
turn affect how the physician interprets his or her patient’s complaints and further impact clinical
decision-making, including decisions to refer patients for particular treatments or procedures.
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This process can manifest itself, for example, as differing rates of referral by race or gender106
and can lead to what Van Ryn calls a “self-fulfilling prophecy” in which subconscious behavior
by the physician subsequently affects how that patient views the provider, and both patient and
provider may develop less positive opinions of each other.107

Patient-level factors
Perceived Discrimination
Perceived discrimination refers to the patient’s belief that he/she is being treated unfairly
due to race or ethnicity in the health care setting. The term can refer to a patient’s opinions of a
particular patient-provider contact or reflect a general belief system of a patient towards the
health system. It is often subjective in nature, and can reflect preconceived biases and
perceptions of a racial minority group. Despite this subjective nature, perceived discrimination
can affect a patient’s experience with the entire health care system and is may therefore represent
an important determinant of health care utilization.
Patients can perceive discrimination in the health setting through their interactions with
providers (through a process such as that described by Van Ryn above, through which
unconscious stereotypes mediated by providers affect patient attitudes), through prior
interactions within the health care setting, or through prior interactions with society in general.
In one survey, two thirds of African-Americans reported perceiving discrimination due to race or
socioeconomic status in their interactions with health care providers.108
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discrimination, and its correlate perceived racism, has been shown to be correlated with lower
levels of satisfaction with the health system.109
Because it is difficult to conduct field studies directly evaluating episodes of overt
provider initiated discrimination within the patient-provider setting, most datasets are able to
measure only perceived discrimination from the perspective of the patient. The data from the
Commonwealth Fund, used for Chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation, similarly measures
discrimination from the patient’s perspective. Although experimental field studies, (discussed
more in the next chapter) are perhaps the best ways to objectively document cases of actual
discrimination in the social science literature, this method is not practical in the health care
arena. For one it would be expensive and difficult to ethically justify use of often invasive
healthcare services on an actual patient simply to document an experimental point. In addition,
multiple other factors impact a patient’s interaction with a doctor and receipt of health care
services such as comorbid conditions, communication styles of both the patient and doctor,
insurance status and the health care environment.
Because of the subjective nature of perceived discrimination and difficulty in correlating
it with institutional discrimination, it does face a challenge in gaining consistent and widespread
credibility in order for policy changes to occur. Perceptions of discrimination may be viewed as
stereotypical and automated responses by an ethnic minority group in response to a general view
of society rather than associated with a particular real life experience.110

This belief has lead to

many disparate views on the validity of discriminatory complaints.
It is often difficult to impose legal sanctions on an individual based on perceptions of
discrimination without actual confirmatory and documented cases of actual differential behavior.
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As Feagin and McKinney discuss in their book, “The Many Costs of Racism”, court cases
involving racial discrimination require a much stricter burden of proof than cases than involve
other forms of discrimination, such as sexual harassment cases. The individual must prove
severe psychological injury. This results in a culture of “blaming the victim” rather than placing
focus on the work environment.

111

Conservative writers such as Sally Satel argue that these perceptions of discrimination do
not realistically translate into actual differences in health outcomes and therefore can be
negated.112 This viewpoint oversimplifies the impact of discrimination on health and health care
utilization and ignores the many complex pathways that are involved, as described in my
conceptual model.
Regardless of these challenges, perceived discrimination still has significant importance
and warrants academic merit beyond the fact that it is the most practical type of discrimination to
measure in health care. If a perception of discrimination causes negative consequences in health,
or impacts utilization of a health care service such that disparities result, than it holds important
policy implications. Perceptions of discrimination can also serve as a policy impetus by
identifying areas in which further formal legal investigation of differential behavior may be
warranted. This will be discussed further in Chapter 6.

Internalized Discrimination
Drawing from the definition provided by Jones, the model defines internalized
discrimination as the process through which a patient adopts poor health habits as a result of
internalized feelings of poor self-value resulting from racial stigma (i.e., negative views from
110
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society reflected on him/her.) Such habits can include substance abuse as well as poor
preventive care behavior, which can similarly be impacted by perceived discrimination if a
patient’s perception of negative interaction with health care personnel leads to low rates of future
health care system use. This element of discrimination is important to mention but will not be
extensively discussed for the purposes of this dissertation because it involves complex policy
approaches somewhat divergent from what I am discussing here. Such approaches involve
policies which promote racial self-empowerment, building self-esteem and other psychological
interventions.

Interaction of Health System, Provider-Level and Patient-Level Discriminatory Factors
The three major classes of discrimination discussed – health system, provider-level, and
patient-level – are closely linked with each other. As indicated by the arrows on Figure I,
various mechanisms play a role in producing these relationships.
David Williams has discussed the differing ways in which these categories of
discrimination can interact to impact an individual’s health care use. First, societal
discrimination can create race-based barriers for a patient despite otherwise equivalent
socioeconomic status. For example, minorities may face additional barriers despite similar
educational backgrounds to whites. Second, it can impact access to health care for minorities,
who often live in areas where health care facilities may be sparse or inferior. Finally, racism and
perceived discrimination may have direct impacts on physiology, which in turn can affect
health.113,114
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Discrimination as related to the Broader Social Construct
Discrimination both in the health care and non-health care settings exists within the
broader social context. Within this larger social context are other factors that are so deeply
embedded in society that they can globally impact all levels of discrimination. These factors are
demonstrated in a separate box in Figure I.
Segregation is perhaps the largest social construct which directly impacts discrimination.
It can be measured in a variety of ways: Massey and Denton have identified five kinds of
measurement variables that can be used to characterize the level of segregation in an area:
evenness, exposure, concentration, centralization, and clustering (see Table II.)115 These
categories are useful for social sciences purposes of measuring the impact of segregation on
various outcomes, including health. By allowing researchers to identify levels of segregation
present in a particular geographical index, these indices can be used to examine the relationship
of spatial characteristics to health care outcomes.
Segregation can exist in a wide variety of forms. It can exist based on racial,
class/economic lines or both. Racial residential segregation is specifically defined as the
tendency of members of two or more racial groups to cluster together in separate special areas.116
Discrimination can be one factor that leads to racial residential segregation, for example, unfair
housing practices can limit a group’s access to a given neighborhood. However segregation can
also be impacted by other factors such as income, housing affordability and minority group
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preferences.117 African Americans, regardless of income tend to be more segregated than other
racial groups. In other groups, such as among Hispanics and Asian immigrants, segregation
tends to cluster around individual ethnic enclaves.118 Although poverty does impact
segregation, race tends to be the biggest factor that segregates individuals rather than class.
Impoverished individuals still tend to cluster together based on race rather than based on income
alone.119
Racial integration has transformed segregation in many respects causing segregation and
poverty to be more closely linked. What was once an “institutional ghetto” that was racially
segregated yet still served the social and functional needs of a black community has now become
a ghetto of poverty with high rates of unemployment and the social ills that follow. Rates of
black male employment in one area in Chicago, for example, decreased from 69% in 1950 to
37% in 1990.120 William Julius Wilson has proposed that this change is due to the decline of
social networks existing in black communities occurring with the out flux of many upper and
middle class blacks to the suburbs and other areas as these neighborhoods became less
segregated. Whereas black individuals of all professions previously may have lived in close
contact with each other with class separation limited to single blocks or buildings within an
enclave, blacks now have increased spatial separation.

In the period from 1970 to 1980

population in the five largest US cities decreased by 9 percent; however, individuals living in
extremely concentrated poverty areas (greater than 40%) increased by 182%.121 According to
one study, the proportion of blacks in a sample of suburbs across the United States increased
117
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from 6.3% to 8.5% from 1980 to 1990, with the highest increase reported in suburbs in the South
Atlantic region, which rose from 14.7 to 22% in these 10 years.122 This shift of higher income
blacks to the suburbs leaves a greater concentration of lower income, socioeconomically
disadvantaged blacks in urban areas, resulting in what Wilson calls a “culture of social
isolation.”

123

Many traditional black “ghetto” neighborhoods developed increased concentrations of
poverty as higher income individuals moved out. Blacks in these segregated “poverty ghettoes”
have worse outcomes such as higher rates of single motherhood and unemployment, compared to
blacks in areas of low segregation.
Consequently, segregation particularly that based on racial and class distinctions, can also
lead to an environment where discrimination can develop. For example, indirect institutional
discrimination develops in racially segregated areas where economic development may be
limited leading to fewer employment opportunities.

Segregation also lowers the effective tax

base from which many social services, such as schools, derive funding and therefore can further
contribute to such discrimination.124
Segregation has been linked directly to poor health and poor health care outcomes among
minorities; however, it can also indirectly impact health through various mechanisms—i.e.,
through the general health care system, through individual providers, and through the individual
patient’s perceptions and attitudes. The degree of segregation which individuals (both majority
and minority) experience can influence how much contact they have with members of other
racial groups. If a provider has less contact with minorities during the course of his/her lifetime,
121
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it can likely lead to the development of subconscious stereotyping of individual racial groups and
undoubtedly impact how he/she behaves in the health care setting. Similarly, segregation can
lead to cultural isolation when minority groups are less likely to trust practitioners from the
majority group/race.
Segregation also can also impact health care at the system level since it can affect access
to health care providers (to be discussed in Chapter 6.)

Segregation has also been linked to

poorer quality schools, lower rates of employment, and therefore lower levels of social capital,
(i.e., the potential pool of resources available in a community to foster collective beneficial
change for the group as a whole.) This lower rate of social capital can impact the health system
in a number of ways. For example, poorer quality schools in minority areas may result in fewer
minorities available to enter the medical school pipeline to become physicians

Studies of Discrimination’s Impact on Health and Health Care
Studies have also examined the role that discrimination plays on health care outcomes.
The discussion that follows presents these studies by the individual categories presented in my
model.

General Societal Discrimination
There are very few studies that link measures of general social discrimination, either
individual or institutional, with health consequences. Gee attempted to study how experiences
with discrimination within the general society could impact health among Chinese Americans.
To do so, he geocoded responses from the Chinese American Psychiatric Epidemiologic Study
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with data from the 1990 Census and the 1995 Home Mortgage Disclosure Act database
(HMDA). The linkage allowed Gee to evaluate the relationship of mortgage discrimination (i.e.,
“redlining” of home mortgage applications) to self-reported psychological health and segregation
indices. A positive relationship was found between redlining and mental health, which the
author suggested may have been due to the positive effects of living in proximity to others of the
same race (as opposed to living among members of different races if redlining had not occurred)
or possibly related to better baseline health in persons who tended to settle in such areas.125

Health Care System Discrimination
Direct Health Care System Discrimination
Most evidence of direct health care discrimination is based on data from the Office of
Civil Rights. These include obvious cases of discrimination along a wide spectrum of health
care institutions ranging from medical wards to community pharmacies in which there are
documented, objective incidences of differential treatment based on race (see Chapter 6 of this
dissertation for a more extensive discussion of such cases.)126,127

Indirect Health Care System Discrimination
Numerous studies have documented the impact of access to care on health and health
care outcomes. As outlined in Chapter 1, blacks have lower levels of access to the health care
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system largely as a result of the higher rates of poverty. Blacks are also less likely to have any
insurance coverage, which may contribute to their lack of a usual source of care. 128
Other studies have examined indirect discrimination as manifest through the lower rates
of minority physicians available. A study of California physicians found that black and Hispanic
physicians were more likely than non-minority physicians to care for minority patients and those
who were uninsured or covered by Medicaid. Black doctors cared for six times the number of
black patients as cared for by non-black physicians. Blacks also tend to practice in areas with
higher concentrations of poor and minority patients.129

Just as minority physicians have a

higher propensity than white physicians to practice in minority communities, minority patients
have a higher likelihood than whites of having minority doctors. A third of minority patients had
non-white doctors and specifically 20% of black patients had black doctors. In contrast, only
11% of white patients reported having non-white doctors and only 1% reported having a black
doctor.130 The likelihood of this relationship is even higher among lower income patients.131
The propensity of minorities to have relatively higher rates of use of minority physicians (as
compared to whites) persists even when controlling for socioeconomic factors.132 Although not
directly or intentionally discriminatory, the lower numbers of minority physicians mean that less
doctors who traditionally treat minority patients are available.
Although few studies have investigated how physician race impacts actual health or
health care use, there is some evidence that patients who have same race physicians have higher
levels of satisfaction with their health care interaction (to be discussed later in Chapter 5).
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Provider-Level Discrimination
Conscious/Intentional Provider-Level Discrimination
Studies documenting the impact of conscious or intentional acts of discrimination on
health care are rare given that this is particularly difficult to measure. Because it is such a
politically charged issue, most providers would not openly admit to intentional discrimination.
Often, providers would not even be aware that discrimination is occurring since often decisions
are subjective and made on a subconscious level (described below.)

Subconscious Provider-Level Discrimination
Assuming that Michelle Van Ryn’s model is correct, i.e., that prior experiences with a
racial group can impact a physician’s interpretation of a patient’s complaint and therefore lead to
differences in referral patterns133,134, I am classifying differences in referral patterns as examples
of “subconscious” discrimination though conceivably, in some cases, a physician could
consciously and intentionally decide not to make a patient referral due to the patient’s race or
ethnicity.
As discussed in Chapter 1, numerous studies have documented obvious differences in
referral and treatment patterns by race. Differential rates of referral and treatment patterns have
been documented in a number of settings, including managed care, private fee-for-service and
the veterans’ medical system, and across a wide range of services such as mammography,
132
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prenatal care, renal transplantation, and lung cancer resection, among other areas.135,136,137 Todd
and colleagues studied the effect of patient ethnicity on the administration of pain medication in
patients with long-bone extremity fractures, finding that 55% of Hispanic patients, as compared
to 26% of non-Hispanic white patients, failed to receive appropriate analgesics.138 These
differences persisted despite the fact that there was no demonstrable difference in physician
ability to assess pain severity in these groups.139 More recently, Todd used the same design to
compare analgesic administration in black and white patients. He found that white patients were
66 percent more likely than black patients to receive emergency department analgesics.140

Patient-level factors
Perceived Discrimination
Several studies have evaluated the impact of perceived discrimination on both health and
on health care (and within the health care setting.) I will first briefly discuss its impact on health
and then discuss studies evaluating perceived discrimination on health care and within the health
care setting. The subject of my dissertation is to look at the effect of perceived discrimination
specifically on health care utilization, which will be addressed in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Perceived discrimination and health
The adverse effects of perceived discrimination on a patient’s health may occur through a
variety of mechanisms. Perceived discrimination can impact health indirectly through the
mechanisms described above (such as lowered access and lower use of the health care system.)
Perceived discrimination can also have more direct effects through the stress that it may place on
an individual’s mental or physical health. The majority of this dissertation focuses on the role of
perceived discrimination on health care use. However I will briefly discuss studies that
demonstrate its role in health below.
The added stress of societal barriers based on race or ethnicity may cause acute illnesses
through the production of higher levels of certain stress hormones such as cortisol. This
relationship has been demonstrated in both animal and human models. Monkeys have been
shown to have greater risk of atherosclerosis when housed in unstable environments.141 In
humans, previous work using NHANES, for example, has demonstrated a relationship between
specific illnesses, such as cardiovascular disease, and sociodemographic factors such as race and
income.142 Researchers such as Dr. Teresa Seeman and colleagues have used the term “allostatic
load” to refer to the resultant wear and tear occurring in persons who are repeatedly exposed to
such stress.143 Such stressors have been thought to independently account for the negative
health outcomes that may be disproportionately present in certain groups as well as behavioral
effects.144 In addition, such stressors may potentiate the expression of illnesses, such as
hypertension, for which a certain group may already be genetically predisposed to have. It has
141
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been proposed that such stressors can affect health in the long term by causing changes in genetic
structure that may be passed from generation to generation.
David Williams reviewed 53 studies evaluating perceived discrimination and health, and
found mental health to be the most frequent health outcome studied. The majority of studies
demonstrated an association between adverse psychological sequelae and perceptions of
discrimination.145 It is important to emphasize that these studies show a correlation—a more
precise cause and effect relationship is difficult to show due to other confounding factors existing
within the social construct.
Some studies have evaluated the negative effects of discrimination on mental health using
the proxy of substance abuse. A study by Yen and colleagues of the University of California,
Berkeley, evaluated the relationship between perceived discrimination and alcohol use in a
sample of urban transit operators in San Francisco California. Perceived discrimination was
measured through questions about unfair treatment, reactions to unfair treatment, and
experiences of discrimination based on race. The researchers found that blacks were the most
likely to report perceptions of discrimination. These authors argue that discrimination’s negative
effects on mental health were manifested through increased use of harmful substances, such as
alcohol and cigarettes. Non-whites who reported discrimination consumed 13 more alcoholic
beverages a month than those who did not report such discrimination. Guthrie also reported
higher levels of smoking and perceptions of discrimination among black adolescent girls.146
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Mental health is not only a frequently studied outcome but may also be a mechanism
through which adverse physical outcomes arise. 147 Many studies have cited stress resulting from
discrimination as a contributor to adverse health outcomes. Krieger looked at health outcomes
related to perceived discrimination in the CARDIA study, which followed 1974 blacks and 2106
Whites between the ages of 25 and 37. The study found that blacks who not only perceived
discrimination but who were less likely to outwardly express discontent were more likely to have
baseline higher blood pressures than were those who outwardly expressed problems with
discriminatory practices. This is known as the “John Henry” effect, or alternatively, as John
Henryism.148 (John Henryism is an active approach to coping with stress in which an individual
tries harder to overcome an often insurmountable obstacle. It is based on the character John
Henry from a famous folk ballad, who was a black railroad worker of incredible strength and
determination. In a drive to prove his superhuman strength, he boasted that he could build a
railroad faster than a machine. He did so, but died of exhaustion in the grueling process.) This
study suggests that negative health outcomes are related not only to the presence of
discrimination within a social environment, but also how an individual chooses to deal with that
discrimination. Other studies have shown that black women who reported discriminatory
experiences have higher levels of carotid artery atherosclerosis as well as higher cardiovascular
reactivity.149,150
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Perceived Discrimination and Health Care Utilization
Although several of the studies discussed have shown evidence that perceived
discrimination may affect patient satisfaction and may cause stress reactions in patients that lead
to adverse health outcomes, less is known about how patient perceptions of discrimination affect
health care utilization.
If certain groups are less likely to use the health care system after having negative
experiences which they interpret as discriminatory treatment or disrespect, then they might be at
additional risk of poor outcomes for otherwise treatable conditions. The relationship between
perceived discrimination and health care utilization is the basis for the analytical component of
this dissertation. It will be discussed further in Chapter 4 using data from the 2001
Commonwealth Quality of Care Survey.

Discrimination as related to the Broader Social Construct
Segregation
Several studies have found a relationship between segregation and health. As discussed,
discrimination is closely related to the concept of segregation. Because segregation remains a
pervasive force in the United States, it is important to document studies which establish its
relationship to health and health care use. Its pervasiveness makes it difficult to completely
disentangle it from perceived discrimination. However an extensive discussion is beyond the
scope of this dissertation.
The highly concentrated and segregated poverty areas discussed earlier may have fewer
resources for employment and higher rates of violent crime than non-segregated poverty areas,
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all of which have been linked to high mortality rates.151,152,153 Schulz, Williams, and colleagues
have shown that not only is perceived discrimination associated with stress, but that people who
reside in such highly concentrated poverty areas can experience negative mental health
consequences. The researchers hypothesize that many of the adverse effects seen by race are
strongly linked to these socioeconomic dynamics; because blacks are more likely to live in
highly concentrated poor urban areas, they will have more stressors.154
There has been a significant body of research examining the relationship of segregation
to health. According to Acevedo-Garcia, segregation can impact health in a number of ways.
155

Isolation, clustering, centralization and concentration can contribute to adverse outcomes by

promoting the transmission of infectious diseases. For example, Hart and colleagues showed
that blacks and Hispanics in highly segregated zip codes have higher numbers of risk factors for
tuberculosis.156 Alcevedo-Garcia did a search of MEDLINE from 1966-2002 and OVID from
1974-2002 to identify all studies containing the term “segregation” or “racial segregation,”
finding that segregation was strongly associated with mortality and adverse health outcomes.
The majority of these studies used the dissimilarity index (described previously) as the
measurement of segregation. 157
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Jackson, in an analysis of data from the National Longitudinal Mortality Survey, linked
mortality data to a measure of segregation within census tracks by percentage of black
inhabitants. Black men between the ages of 25 and 44 living in the most highly segregated areas
had three times the mortality risk of those living in areas of lowest segregation.158

Income Inequality and Social Capital
There is some evidence that it is not segregation alone, but the income inequality
associated with concentrated poverty ghettoes that contributes to the adverse affects seen in
segregated areas.159 Minorities living in high poverty ghettos are less likely to be exposed to
employed professionals. This can mean that lower-income neighborhoods have fewer human
resources available for social networking and can limit the degree of economic stability (and
lower the average income) the neighborhood can achieve, thus reducing the amount of social
capital available.160

Research by Ichiro Kawachi and Bruce Kennedy at the Harvard School of

Public Health has supported the link between low income, lack of social capital, and poor health.
Their studies have found that income inequality, as judged by the Robin Hood Index (which
measures the percentage of income that must be redistributed in a population in order to achieve
equity) has been linked to higher rates of age-adjusted mortality as well as depression and social
anxiety.161,162,163,164,165 People with lower levels of social capital also report lower perceived
notions of health status.166,167
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Trust
Trust is another concept that can affect an individual’s perception of discrimination
within the health care setting. Several studies have documented lower levels of trust of the
medical establishment by blacks. In a survey of women who failed to respond to a recruitment
letter for a cancer trial conducted at the University of Texas, 32.1% of black women versus 4.1%
of whites stated that scientists could not be trusted.168

Boulware and colleagues found that

blacks were less likely to trust their physicians and more likely to report concern about
experimentation (i.e., that they were being taking advantage of to test experimental treatments or
interventions) in hospitals.169

Another survey found that two-thirds of African-Americans

reported perceiving discrimination due to race or socioeconomic status in their interactions with
health care providers.170
Mistrust may impact the patient-physician relationship in myriad ways. Low levels of
trust have been correlated with low rates of satisfaction in the patient-provider relationship.171
Blacks have also been shown to be less likely to participate in research trials due to fear of
unethical experimentation.172,173 In examining barriers to African-American participation in
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research trials through focus group methodology, Corbie-Smith and colleagues found that blacks
consistently made reference to experimentation in both research and clinical interactions with
physicians.174 Such perceptions of trust have impacted other aspects of clinical interactions
involving African Americans, including AIDS education, end-of-life decisions and organ
donation.175,176,177178

How Well do Perceived Discrimination and Institutional Discrimination Correlate?
Most of the studies looking at discrimination and health have investigated perceived
discrimination. Harder to determine is the correlation between perceived discrimination, which
is largely a subjective measure, and objective measures of discrimination. Darity, Coleman and
Sharpe have used the Multi-City Study of Urban Inequality to evaluate the association between
perceived discrimination and discriminatory practices in the workplace. They found that blacks
were more likely than whites to report racial discrimination in the workplace as well as less
likely to be promoted or receive a raise. These perceptions of wage discrimination as reported by
respondents correlated with market wage discrimination estimations for each individual. In fact,
the researchers found that even blacks who did not report subjective discrimination also had
evidence of such objective wage discrimination.179
As cited in Darity, one challenge in this area of research is the lack of available data
showing a clear link between discrimination and adverse health outcomes. Chapter 3 seeks to
173
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address common ways in which researchers have attempted to collect data about discrimination.
It also presents existing datasets available to investigate the link between discrimination and
health and health care utilization.
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Table 2.1 Massey and Denton’s classification of segregation with sample measurement
variables by category180
Category
Evenness

Definition
Distribution of group
across a city unit

Exposure

Amount of potential
interaction between
minority and nonminority groups in a
city—measures
experience of
segregation rather than
absolute physical space
segregation
Amount of space
occupied by a minority
group in an area.
Groups which reside in
a small section of the
city are more
concentrated

x

Degree to which a group
is located near an urban
center

x

Concentration

Centralization

Sample Measurement Variable
x Index of dissimilarity: 0-1 scale. Measures
proportion of minorities that would have to
move in order to achieve an even
distribution of races in an area
x Gini coefficient: 0-1. Mean absolute
difference between minority groups
weighted across neighborhoods as a
proportion of the maximum difference that
would occur with complete segregation.
x Entropy index: 0-1. Entropy defines the
maximum racial diversity in a city (for
example 50-50 is maximum diverse.) The
entropy index measures deviation from this
maximal entropy within a give
neighborhood as a proportion of the city’s
total amount of entropy.
x Atkinson index: 0-1Similar to gini index
but involves variances based on individual
neighborhoods

x

x
x

x

180

Interaction index (0-1): measures degree in
which members of a racial minority group
experience members of the racial majority
group.
Isolation index (0-1): measures the extent
in which a member of a racial minority
group experiences only members of the
same minority group.
Correlation ratio:
Delta: Proportion which defines the
number of individuals that would have to
be redistributed in order to get a uniform
distribution of minorities across all units.
Numerically is the proportion of
individuals of that racial group residing in
areas with higher than average
concentrations of that racial group.
Proportion of individuals living within the
central city (PCC): (-1.0 to +1.0) number
of individuals of a minority group living
within the political bounds of a central city
as a fraction of total number in the larger
metropolitan area.
Relative centralization index: (-1/0 to 1.0):
Relative proportion of one racial group
living within a central city unit as
compared to another racial group. Positive

Massey DS, Denton NA. The dimensions of residential segregation. Soc Forces 1988; 67: 281-315.
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Clustering

values indicate that the reference group has
a larger number residing within the bounds
of the central city.
x Index of absolute clustering within an
urban space (0- <1): measures
average number of members of a
particular racial group in nearby
neighborhoods as a proportion of total
number of members
x Spacial proximity, can be less than,
equal to or greater than 1: Measures
mean proximity of racial group to
members of another racial group.
x Relative clustering (RCL) can be
negative, 0 or positive, Compares the
mean distance between members of
one race to the mean distance of
members of another race.

Refers to the proximity
to which different
minority neighborhoods
reside to each other.
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Chapter Three: Measuring Discrimination-General Approaches and Available Surveys
The first part of this chapter will address methods used to measure racial discrimination,
outlining strengths and weaknesses of each area. The second half of the chapter highlights
existing surveys which have been used by researchers in the past to look at the issue of perceived
discrimination.
To reiterate, perceived discrimination refers to a persons’ belief that he or she was
discriminated against in a particular environment or experience based on inherent physical
attributes (race or ethnicity).

Perceived discrimination is most commonly studied because of

the difficulties in objectively measuring discrimination in the health care setting. The empirical
component of this dissertation focuses on this concept of perceived discrimination using data
from the Commonwealth Fund Quality of Care Survey. This survey has the benefits of allowing
researchers to study both perceived discrimination and health care utilization because it contains
responses to both fields of questions. Details about the discrimination variables contained in the
Commonwealth Fund Survey are discussed at the end of this chapter.
There are several methodological approaches to measuring racial discrimination.
Traditionally most research approaches have used either observational studies (such as datasets)
or experimental studies that involve paired tests in either the laboratory or in the natural setting.
Each type of research method has advantages and disadvantages. While experimental studies
may capture the experience of discrimination more accurately than observational studies, they
may be less practical to conduct and may not provide a good measure of how widespread
discrimination exists across the population. In contrast, observational studies using datasets such
as those collected from surveys can provide a tangible alternative to experiments, one that
provides information on the prevalence of discrimination; however, surveys offer information
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only from the perspective of the respondents and thus are subject to reporter bias. For example,
a survey may provide information about perceived discrimination, but cannot verify experiences
of actual discrimination.181
Some researchers argue that the state of discrimination in the United States can be best
be assessed through a national report card that relies on field testing across a variety of social
measures. If such testing is conducted in a number of metropolitan areas, it will provide a
nationwide measure of the prevalence of discriminatory practices spanning multiple settings.182
The issue of report cards will be further addressed in my discussion of policy options in Chapter
6.
The National Academy of Science, in its publication “Measuring Racial Discrimination”,
discusses many of the challenges related to the objective of measuring discrimination. One
challenge associated with the development of a national report card is the difficulty of
establishing an objective measure of discrimination, in particular one that establishes causality
between a discriminatory act and a negative consequence. Experimental studies involving
randomized subjects offer the closest thing to a gold standard in establishing causality; however,
most discrimination-related studies are likely to occur as “natural experiments” and thus can
establish only correlation rather than causality.
As mentioned above, research available to study discrimination falls under two
categories—experimental and observational. Chapters 5-8 of the NAS publication outline these
two categories with pros and cons of each. A summary of this discussion is presented below.183
181
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Experimental Studies
Experimental studies of discrimination most closely approximate a randomized controlled
design since they allow a researcher to vary their experimental subjects in a controlled manner
based on race, the main variable of interest. Such experiments can involve making race the
principal independent variable of interest and evaluating whether a subject would treat a minority
person differently than a white person in the same scenario. Alternatively, these experiments
can involve making discrimination the principal independent variable of interest and seeing
whether a person of color reacts differently depending on the presence or absence of
discriminatory treatment.
Experimental studies can occur either in the laboratory or field setting. Laboratory
experiments occur in a controlled environment as determined by the investigator. For example, a
laboratory experiment might study discriminatory reactions in a subject via the use of scripted
actors or photos (such as Schulman’s study discussed earlier in which researchers presented
doctors with pictures of white and black patients and assessed differences in their referral
patterns of such simulated patients.)

Laboratory Experiments
In a laboratory experiment, the experimenter can achieve randomized and controlled
variation of independent variables of interest. In addition, laboratory experiments can provide a
precise measurement of outcomes of interest, such as specific interviewer or applicant behavioral
patterns, and can limit the number of confounding factors that may affect behavior and are
difficult to control in the setting of a natural experiment. Such characteristics give laboratory
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experiments high internal validity, that is, the ability to establish an association between the
cause and effect of interest.
However, as outlined by the NAS publication, there are also some negative aspects of
laboratory experiments. Because experiments are designed by individual researchers, they are
subject to experimenter bias, and outcomes can vary based on subtle variations in how the
scenario is presented. In addition, laboratory experiments can test individual aspects of a
specific discriminatory action, such as how an individual responds to a person at one point in
time, but cannot provide any information about the frequency of the action’s occurrence. Thus,
although experiments possess a high level of internal validity, they may not be generalizable to
real-life situations and therefore lack external validity.

Field Experiments
Field experiments offer the experimenter the possibility of using a randomized design to
study discriminatory treatment; however, in this case, the research setting is the natural
environment (or “field”) rather than the laboratory. Types of field experiments include audit or
paired testing. This type of testing involves two sets of actors (auditors), one minority and one
white, who are presented to identical scenarios to assess differences in treatment based on race.
This approach has been used to evaluate discriminatory practices in a number of settings, such as
to assess lending discrimination. In this case, scripted actors of different races but similar
supporting documents and behaviors may be sent to a loan officer at a lending institution to
apply for a mortgage. The experiment would provide information about the behavior of the loan
officer.
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As discussed in the NAS publication, an advantage of the field experiment is its ability to
achieve randomization as in the laboratory setting. But unlike laboratory experiments, field
experiments occur in the natural setting and thus can more accurately mimic real life behavior,
increasing generalizability over the more traditional laboratory setting.
Unlike laboratory experiments, field tests don’t allow the scientist to evaluate pre-test
behavior (i.e., prior to the exposure of interest). Field tests can also be expensive and may be
subject to lapses in time between exposures of paired groups during which events may occur that
are entirely out of the control of the investigator. For example, in an experiment using paired
tests to evaluate housing discrimination, a house may be sold or rented by someone other than
the paired assigned subjects before both subjects have completed the experiment.
Field tests also raise questions of external validity, since the experimenter still has some
degree of control over the paired subjects, that is, it may be difficult to reproduce the results.
Observed differences in the experimental subject’s treatment of the paired subjects may also be
affected by non-measurable factors other than overt discrimination. For example, auditors may
not be accurately matched or representative of real-life characteristics or behaviors of applicants
of similar races in the same situation. Similarly, the experimental subject of interest may not
actually possess characteristics that are representative of others in the same position (e.g., the
loan officer may not act like the majority of other loan officers at a given bank and thus might
create a false perception of the predominance of discriminatory behavior at that institution.)184
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Observational Studies
Observational studies rely on data from sources such as surveys and administrative data
and use statistical modeling to establish a correlation between discrimination and outcomes.
Establishing true causality is more challenging in studies using administrative data than in those
using experimental data since, in the former, other factors may have affected an outcome
independently of discrimination. Since analysis is based on existing data, observational studies
are restricted to those domains that have been already included in the survey tool, which may or
may not include all of the important explanatory factors.
Observational data, particularly that which uses surveys, present subjective measures of
discrimination, that is, a respondent’s report of whether he/she perceived discrimination
introducing the possibility of individual bias. Nancy Krieger has identified four principal
mechanisms through which such bias can arise. For one, an individual may have internalized
discriminatory experiences, believing that he/she deserves mistreatment and thus under-reporting
his or her experiences of discrimination. Second, different individuals may interpret the same
particular action initiated by a majority group as either positive or negative (i.e. what one person
finds offensive, the other finds inoffensive), therefore introducing inconsistency to responses to
survey questions. Third, an individual may choose to give what he or she believes is a “socially
acceptable” answer to a survey question instead of reporting his/her true experiences with
discrimination. Finally, individuals may place undue emphasis on discrimination in lieu of
taking responsibility for their own actions.185 Below is a summary of the discussion of
observational data surveys and administrative data, as presented in Chapters 5-8 of the NAS
publication. The NAS has provided the best summary of these approaches to date; I am
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highlighting key aspects of this discussion. For a more detailed description, please refer directly
to this publication.186

Surveys
Surveys can be designed to measure individual’s perceptions of discrimination. They can
be either cross-sectional and/or longitudinal. Examples of prominent surveys with data on
discrimination include the General Social Survey (GSS) which includes several questions about
discrimination and other socially-related domains. Other surveys are discussed later in this
chapter.
Surveys offer a snapshot (or serial snapshots) of an overall population’s views of
discrimination. Longitudinal surveys offer the added ability of tracing how attitudes change
over a period of time. Surveys using a large sample size also allow the scientist to make a
general determination of the prevalence of discriminatory attitudes among the general public.
Despite these advantages, however, surveys can also have several disadvantages. For
example, as discussed, surveys measure perceptions of discrimination rather than actual
confirmed discriminatory behavior and may overstate or understate a respondent’s actual
experiences of discrimination. Surveys do not allow causality to be established, since it is can be
difficult to confirm a direct correlation between expressed attitudes and real-life discriminatory
behavior.187
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Administrative Data
Studies which use administrative data rely on information collected from governmental
or private agencies. For example, the Office of Civil Rights collects data on discriminatory
behavior. Since this information is collected as part of government or private reporting
requirements, it is often less expensive for the researcher to acquire and is often easy to access
given its public nature. Despite these advantages, the major purpose of such data is not for
research, and therefore administrative databases may not contain all of the variables of interest
and also may lack the academic rigor of surveys and experiments. The completeness of such
data can vary depending on thoroughness of the government or private entity collecting and
reporting the data. In many cases, available data may not report the full spectrum of
discriminatory occurrences.188 For example, as will be discussed in Chapter 6, the Office of Civil
Rights has traditionally not been very aggressive in collecting information about discriminatory
occurrences in the health care setting.189

Observational Datasets with Discrimination Related Questions
Now that I have described the framework outlined in the NAS, I will use this framework
to describe various observational datasets available to evaluate the link between discrimination
and health.
Observational datasets that accurately measure discrimination are limited in number and
scope, particularly ones that provide information on health care outcomes. Few large nationally
representative datasets include questions about both discrimination and health. For example,
many of the large datasets commonly used to evaluate health and health care utilization on a
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national level, such as the National Health Interview Study (NHIS) and the National Health and
Examination Survey (NHANES), have extensive information about health but do not include any
discrimination-specific measures. (The Hispanic Health and Examination Survey, a substudy of
NHANES conducted in 1982-1984, did contain a single question about whether a respondent had
been mistreated by a doctor as an explanatory factor for health care utilization, but there was no
question about mistreatment based on race.)190 While these studies could still be useful if linked
to other societal measures of discrimination, they cannot in themselves be used to evaluate
discrimination specifically in the health care setting. These studies also do not allow us to draw
any links between an individual’s health care status and his or her experience of discrimination.
There are also a number of datasets addressing discrimination in general society;
however, many of these datasets do not include any questions that specifically address health.
For example, the Multi-City Study of Urban Inequality (MCSUI) has rich information on both
blacks’ and whites’ attitudes related to discrimination. It was conducted from 1992-1994 and
surveyed 8500 households in Detroit, Atlanta, Los Angeles and Boston. It includes information
about a wide range of issues such as income, access to jobs, and neighborhood segregation. It
also asks respondents about their views of persons from various racial backgrounds, and thus
offers perceptions of discrimination from members of both the majority and minority race.
Unfortunately, the MCSUI offers no information about health or health status.191
Given that many surveys may include information on discrimination but lack
corresponding data on health and health care use, one approach for expanding their usefulness
would be to link them with other datasets which have more health-focused information. Such
linkages are possible only if different datasets use a common geographic unit, preferably on a
190
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relatively small scale, such as by census track or zip code. Unfortunately, many of the datasets
on discrimination may have information about a particular respondent available only at the state
level. In light of this challenge, researchers have often used segregation as a proxy for
discrimination. Segregation indices, as described in Chapter 2, can be calculated from censuslevel data. In fact, many researchers have linked census-level variables with datasets as the
NHIS and the NHANES, both of which have rich information on health care status and
utilization by geographic area. These linked datasets have been used to examine neighborhood
effects, such as segregation, on various health care attributes of respondents.192
Segregation and discrimination cannot be assumed to be identical and therefore are not
perfect proxies. Segregation, unlike discrimination, can be the result of an active choice of
minority individuals to cluster based on race. For example, there are cases where strict racial
segregation is actually impacted by individual preferences particularly in the case of segregated
high income African American neighborhoods.193 However the two are closely related and are
often impacted by similar social circumstances. Segregation, particularly that based on class,
may be a marker for the disparate opportunities that have occurred as a result of long term
discrimination, such as unequal access to housing, economic and employment opportunities.
Although linked datasets can be used to examine the interaction of discrimination with
health care, they cannot tell us how individual experiences of discrimination affect health care or
health care utilization. This linkage between larger neighborhood effects and individual
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outcomes is also subject to two major challenges, as outlined by Nancy Krieger—etiologic
period effects and ecologic fallacy. (Although her discussion was directed towards evaluating
segregation and health, many of the same concepts apply to evaluating the link between
discrimination and health.) Etiologic period effects refer to the issue of residential mobility.
Making the link between discrimination, for example, and adverse health outcomes assumes that
an individual has been exposed to the same level of discrimination over a prolonged period of
time when, in fact, an individual may have encountered various levels of exposure if he/she has
moved from one neighborhood or social situation to another. For example, an individual who
has lived at one address for 5 years and then moves to another address will likely encounter a
different social situation in each address that may lead to variations in the degree of
discrimination experienced.
The second issue, ecologic fallacy, refers to the assumption that population- and
individual-level factors are consistent, i.e. the conditions that apply to a general population of
individuals also apply to a specific representative of that population. Although there may be
prevailing associations between neighborhood effects and overall adverse health outcomes, these
effects may not persist for a specific individual being evaluated. The larger population level
associations may be due to other confounding factors beyond discrimination.194

Datasets Containing Information on Both Discrimination and Health Care
I will now discuss several datasets that contain questions on both discrimination and
health care. The datasets were found through a search of Medline from 1966 to the present
(search term: “racial discrimination”) and the University of Michigan database Inter-University
Consortium for Political and Social Research (search terms: “discrimination”,“respect,” and
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“health”). In addition, I also queried the sociology literature using JSTOR with a specific focus
on journals related to African American Studies, Anthropology, Political Science and Public
Policy and Administration and Sociology (search terms: “race discrimination,” “racial
discrimination,” “discrimination AND surveys”). Other government sites such as the CDC and
the National Longitudinal Surveys were similarly queried.
This discussion of surveys below includes only large national surveys that contain items
related to discrimination and health or single-site large-sample surveys with public use files
available for evaluation with data that has been collected in 1990 or later in the United States. It
does not include smaller surveys that evaluate this topic, though some of these were cited in
Chapter 2’s discussion of previous work on discrimination and health. . Please see the appendix
for a list of survey questions related to discrimination and health for each of the datasets
discussed below.

Surveys designed to study discrimination within the larger social context
General Social Survey
The General Social Survey (GSS) is one of the most widely used datasets to evaluate the
link between discrimination and outcomes—both those within the dataset as well as though
available through linkages with other datasets. The GSS is a bienniel survey conducted by the
National Opinion Research Center. It was initially fielded in 1972 with its most recent year of
data collection occurring in 2002. The GSS has a sample size of 3000 and uses 90-minute inperson interviews. Because it has been in existence for such a long period, it allows researchers
to study overall trends in perceptions of discrimination in the United States.195
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The GSS asks members of minority groups about their perceptions of discrimination and
views of majority groups ; it also asks members of majority groups how they perceive minority
groups and anti-discrimination policies. Within the survey are a number of health related
questions, such as self-perceived health status, patients’ opinions of their doctors, and patient’s
perceptions of treatment by their doctors. The 1998 survey is the most recent survey available
for public use.
A Medline search of GSS’s use in the health literature (key word “general social survey”)
revealed no studies that used the survey to establish a linkage between discrimination and
individual health behaviors. Kawachi and colleagues used the GSS to evaluate a link between
general levels of discrimination and overall community mortality levels. They found that an
overall level of “collective disrespect” of blacks in a given community was associated with
higher levels of mortality in both blacks and whites in a given area.196 Similarly, the authors
also used the GSS to establish a link between social capital and mortality as well as with violent
crime. 197198 However, the authors did not control for other factors beyond social capital which
could similarly affect mortality, such as access to care and insurance coverage. They also used
variables, such as trust and perceived fairness, which were so highly correlated with income
inequality that it is difficult to separate out the effects of each on mortality. Moreover, the data
allow analysis of social capital only at the state level; however, social capital likely plays the
most important role at the neighborhood level.
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Pros and Cons of the GSS
Because the GSS spans several years, it is a good resource for examining nationwide
changes in opinions of residents over time. Specifically, it allows researchers to examine
individual discrimination as part of a larger social context. Since the GSS is a public use dataset,
it is easily accessible. In addition, the survey includes useful questions for the purposes of
examining physician-patient relationships and discrimination. For example, it asks respondents
whether they trust their physicians and whether the physician “treats you with respect.” One
could conceivably use the survey to examine the linkage between patient trust or perceived
respect within the health care system and overall views of discrimination in general society.
One could also use the survey to link the prevalence of discrimination within a general
community to other data about morbidity or mortality. However, the GSS is used mainly to
examine national trends. Since the smallest unit of information reported is at the state level, its
use is limited for making a link between discrimination and health on a smaller scale.
One disadvantage of the survey is that the 1998 version does not include many questions
specifically addressing discrimination within the health care system. There are the questions
about trust and respect in the health care setting that may be reasonable proxies but the questions
are not specifically targeted to race. The survey also discusses health care utilization only in
reference to managed care programs. It would be useful for future research if the survey
included questions about health care use in broader settings.
Unfortunately, the questions about health care use as well as health status are limited so
the survey cannot be used to establish a correlation between use of the health care system and
general perceptions of discrimination within society. (The survey just has one question about
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perceived health status, and it may be difficult to establish a link between discrimination and
poor health.) Also, the questions on discrimination ask only about respondents’ opinions of
blacks and whites—there are no questions about other racial minority groups.

The CARDIA Study
The Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) study, funded by
the National Institutes of Health-National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NIH-NHLBI),
designed to assess behavioral, socioeconomic, and other risk factors associated with coronary
artery disease. The first study was conducted in 1985-1986 and involved 5,115 black and white
participants between the ages of 18 and 30 who were recruited from Birmingham, Chicago,
Minneapolis and Oakland. Since that time, the study has been administered five additional times
to these groups.199 Participants respond to questionnaires about lifestyle and also undergo
physical and laboratory exams to measure skin color, serum lipids, glucose tolerance and a wide
range of other testing measures related to coronary disease.
A number of studies have been published using CARDIA data. These studies have
investigated the link between health and discrimination in the larger social context both on the
individual and institutional level.200 The CARDIA survey not only includes questions on general
perceptions of discrimination but also includes questions evaluating how a respondent handles
particular life situations such as the “John Henryism” active approach to handling anger,
discussed earlier. The most recent CARDIA wave includes a specific form that combines
discrimination-related questions with coping strategies (see appendix).
199
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Nancy Krieger and colleagues used this dataset to show that blacks who reported that
they had never experienced discrimination in social settings and who typically accepted unfair
treatment had higher blood pressures than those blacks who acknowledged discrimination and
actively dealt with it.201 Krieger later studied the impact of the shade/color of skin on
individuals’ perceptions of discrimination and did not find an association between skin color and
blacks’ self-reported experiences of discrimination in most social situations. Her findings
suggest that skin color is not a good proxy for discrimination and that surveys should instead
include questions directly addressing perceived discrimination.202
Researchers have also used the CARDIA study to evaluate what my model would
categorize as indirect discrimination (to reiterate, indirect discrimination refers to factors that are
not intentionally meant to be harmful but that nonetheless have a negative impact on minorities.)
Karen Matthews and colleagues studied the effects of gains in socioeconomic status over a 10year period on the development of hypertension among blacks compared to whites. Her analysis
assessed socioeconomic status in terms of an individual’s educational attainment, income
increases, and ability to pay for basic goods. She found that blacks who had difficulty paying
and a decline in income had a higher chance of developing hypertension, while there was no
relationship between hypertension and educational degree attainment.203
Diez Roux and colleagues linked neighborhood characteristics such as median household
income and other composite factors (e.g., percentage of population who have completed college
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and percentage in executive positions) with smoking and the development of insulin resistance.
They found that living in neighborhoods with lower socioeconomic indicators was associated
with the development of insulin resistance. This linkage for smoking was not seen among blacks
(except at higher incomes), but was present among whites.204,205

Pros and Cons of the CARDIA Study
As a longitudinal study, the CARDIA study allows researchers to study the impact of
exposure to discrimination over time on health consequences of blacks. It is a public use dataset
and therefore is easily accessible. It also offers questions about how individuals cope with
discriminatory practices. The study offers objective data that can be used to establish a link
between discrimination and specific measures of health. The 2000-2001 wave has a specific
questionnaire that asks about discrimination in seven different environments including within the
health care setting. This allows researchers to study the relationship between health care
discrimination and other forms of discrimination in social settings as well as between perceived
health care discrimination and health care utilization.
Unfortunately, the questions about discrimination in the health system are generalized,
making in-depth evaluation difficult. The survey does not have extensive questions about
patient trust or opinions of the physicians within the health care setting. It also does not have
any information about the race of the treating physician. Finally, similar to that in the GSS, the
study population in the CARDIA study is limited to blacks and whites and therefore the study
does not offer information about the impact of discrimination on other ethnic minorities.
204
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Detroit Area Study, 1995: Social Influences on Health: Stress, Racism, and Health Protective
Services

The Detroit Area Study is one of a series of studies designed to evaluate experiences of
discrimination within the Detroit Metropolitan area. Designed by James Jackson and David
Williams from the University of Michigan, the study surveyed 1,139 individuals in 1995 on
issues related to discriminatory stressors and associated health consequences.206
Using data from the Detroit Area study linked with census track data, Williams showed
that black women were more likely than white women to experience stressors in their
neighborhood, and that these stressors were often linked to adverse health outcomes.207 The
data also revealed an association between neighborhood stressors and substance abuse. 208

Pros and Cons of the Detroit Area Study
This survey has an extensive number of questions to assess the prevalance of
discrimination among blacks and whites in the Detroit area. The questions ask respondents not
only about their views on other races, but about their willingness to live in an area with members
of another racial group. Questions are directed to assess general opinions about other races as a
whole as well as to get information about specific experiences.
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The survey includes a range of health questions addressing such issues as personal health
problems, mental health stressors, and alcohol and substance abuse. It also includes questions
about health care utilization variables, race of physician and perceived treatment within the
health care setting. The study allows a linkage not only between individual perceptions of
discrimination and health but also between overall neighborhood experiences with discrimination
and health.
Unfortunately, most of the discrimination questions are targeted towards experiences in
the general social setting. Those which seek to look within the health care setting are limited.
Although there are questions related to perceived disrespect in the health care setting,
respondents were not asked to distinguish between whether they felt this disrespect was due to
their race/ethnicity or other causes.
Because the survey is limited to individuals within the Detroit area, it may not be
generalizable to the entire United States population. Finally, similar to the GSS, the questions on
discrimination ask only about opinions of blacks and whites—there are no questions about other
racial minority groups.

National Survey of Black Americans

The National Survey of Black Americans is a National Institute of Mental Health Study
conducted by University of Michigan researchers James Jackson and Harold Neighbors in four
waves from 1980 to 1992. The first wave, conducted in 1980, consisted of 2,107 individuals.
The most recent wave, conducted in 1992, consisted of 659 respondents, including samples of
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persons from prior waves. The original sampling scheme was based on the 1970 census in order
to maximize the chance that any black family could be selected for participation.
Thomas LaVeist matched the National Survey of Black Americans with the National
Death Index to examine how neighborhood factors affect mortality.

He found that segregation

was linked to an increased risk of death in the initial cohort of 2,107 individuals studied over the
13-year period. A positive association of segregation and African American mortality was
reported.209

Pros and Cons of the National Survey of Black Americans
This survey has questions on both discrimination and health and focuses specifically on
blacks. The survey is longitudinal so it can be used to track opinions across time. Health
questions related to trust of the medical system are included so that researchers might use it to
examine the correlation between discrimination in general society and that perceived by
respondents within the health care system.
One disadvantage of the survey is that Wave IV, which is the most recent wave available,
is small. Moreover, the responses are somewhat outdated since the last data collection period
was in 1992.
Also, the discrimination questions in wave IV are limited and are targeted towards
experiences in the general social setting with no health care-specific discrimination questions.
Since the survey is restricted to blacks, it cannot be used make inferences about the
corresponding opinions of whites or other racial groups.
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The MIDUS Study
The Midlife in the United States (MIDUS) study was fielded in 1995. It sampled adults
in the United States between the ages of 25 to 75. A total of 7,189 respondents completed a
phone survey and then were mailed a supplemental mail survey. As a correlate, a separate study
was initiated for ethnic and racial minorities in urban areas; this study included many of the same
questions from the general MIDUS survey.210 An analysis of the MIDUS data evaluating all
forms of discrimination found no link between racial or gender discrimination and mental health
complaints.211

Pros and Cons of the MIDUS Study
The MIDUS study includes several questions on discrimination and several on health
care. Its health care questions include those related to general stresses as well as health care
status, access to care and insurance coverage. This allows the researcher to potentially link
health care indicators with discrimination in general society. Although one question asks
whether an individual’s health care was affected by discrimination, the study does not include
detailed questions about discrimination as it occurs specifically within the patient-provider
setting. In addition, a few of its questions on discrimination lump together all types of
discrimination (gender, race, etc.), making it impossible to identify the type of discrimination
specifically perceived by the respondent.

Surveys designed to assess discrimination within the health care setting
The Commonwealth Fund Quality of Care Survey
210
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The Commonwealth Fund Quality of Care Survey, which is used in this dissertation, has
a number of domains allowing an exploration of the relationship of perceived discrimination to
health care utilization. Respondents form a nationally representative sample of 6,722 adults, age
18 and older, who live in the continental United States and who speak English, Spanish,
Mandarin or Cantonese, Vietnamese or Korean. Data were collected between April 30 and
November 5, 2001.
The survey relied on data collected through random digit dialing with an oversample of
telephone exchanges with higher than average numbers of minority households. In addition to
the oversampling based on telephone exchanges, interviews were conducted with members of
394 households, identified from a nationwide demographic tracking survey as having an
Asian/Asian American or African American family member. Interviews were conducted in
English, Spanish, Mandarin, Cantonese, Vietnamese or Korean depending on the respondent
preference. The response rate for the entire sample was 53.1%.
Measures of discrimination in this dataset are presented below in Table I. The next two
chapters discuss the discrimination measures of the dataset in more detail and present analysis of
the relationship of these measures to health care utilization.
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Table 3.1
Measures of Discrimination in the Dataset
--Did the Doctor treat you with a great deal of respect and dignity, a fair amount, not too
much or none at all? (4 point scale)
--Please tell me if you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree or strongly disagree
with the statement: I often feel as if my doctor looks down on me and the way I live my life (4
point scale)
--“Thinking about all of the experiences you have had with health care visits in the last two
years, have you ever felt that the doctor or medical staff you saw judged you unfairly or treated
you with disrespect because of your race or ethnic background?” (yes/no)
--What happened to make you feel you were judged unfairly or treated with disrespect?
-The doctor or staff talked down to me
-Took other patients instead of me/treated other patients better
-Acted negatively or disrespectfully/rude/impolite
-Treated unfairly or unequal
--“Do you think there was ever a time when you would have gotten better medical care if you
had belonged to a different race or ethnic group?” (yes/no)

Pros/Cons of the Commonwealth Fund’s Quality of Care Survey
Unlike many of the datasets which address discrimination in the general social setting (as
outlined in chapter 3), this dataset evaluates perceptions of discrimination specifically in the
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health care setting. It also presents measures of general preventive health care utilization. Many
prior studies that look at the role of perceived discrimination in the health care setting do not
evaluate how such perceptions influence outcomes. The measures of utilization in the
Commonwealth Fund dataset allow us to go one step further to describe how such perceptions
impact use of health care services.
The survey also includes information about the race of the provider as well as the staff,
providing the opportunity to explore the relationship of provider-level factors to patients’
perceived discrimination.

As a result, the data allow some initial evaluation of the pathways

presented in the conceptual model in Chapter 2. (For example, one pathway showed that the
lower number of minority physicians available for care within the patient-provider relationship
could potentially impact perceived discrimination in the health care setting.)
Although questions in this dataset ask patients about disrespect and unfair treatment, in
no place does the actual survey use the word “discrimination.” However, the questions included
are similar to those found in other surveys addressing discrimination and are reasonable
substitutes.
Unlike field studies that directly observe and measure discrimination, this survey relies
on self-reported measures of discrimination, i.e., perceived discrimination. Therefore, the
resulting data do not allow us to identify which specific aspects of the doctor-patient relationship
may have influenced the reports of perceived discrimination. As in other observational studies,
this survey is subject to the bias of under-reporting or over-reporting of discrimination by
individual respondents.
There is also no way to evaluate how the measures of discrimination in the health care
setting relate to experiences of discrimination in the larger social setting.
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Responses may have

been affected by experiences completely outside of the patient-provider relationship, or outside
of the health care system. It is difficult to disentangle the influences of general life experiences
on perceptions of the health care interaction; for example, respondents who perceive racial bias
in other environments, such as the workplace, may also be more likely to perceive it in the health
care setting.
Although the Commonwealth Fund Survey has not been used to evaluate the relationship
between perceived discrimination and health care utilization, other researchers have investigated
related domains using this data. Research by both Saha and LaVeist in the 1994 version of the
survey did document patient preference of same race physicians, as well as improved utilization
of services and satisfaction of care when patient-physician relationships were race concordant.
212213214

This relationship, however, was not demonstrated in the 2001 version of the survey,

which was used for this dissertation.215 Using the current version of the survey, Johnson and
colleagues also looked at measures of perceived respect and found that patient-doctor
communication factors also played an additional role in whether minority patients had negative
experiences in the patient doctor relationship.216
Other than the Commonwealth Survey, there are no studies that have questions on both
perceived discrimination as well as utilization measures all combined within one dataset. For
this reason, the Commonwealth data represents a unique opportunity to examine the link of
perceived discrimination with outcomes.

Because of this, the Commonwealth Survey is used as
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the focus of my dissertation to address the issue of health care discrimination and utilization, an
issue which has not been well studied in the past. In addition, it has data on racial concordance
of providers, allowing a targeted analysis of concrete measures that can be impacted through
policy interventions that will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter Four: An Empirical Analysis of the Effect of Perceived Discrimination on Health
Care Utilization
As earlier chapters in this dissertation have outlined, there are numerous pathways
through which discrimination can impact health care utilization. Based on the conceptual model
presented in Chapter 2, the patient-provider relationship is one such area in which discrimination
can arise. Such discrimination can be initiated by the provider, most often subconsciously as
described by Michelle Van Ryn217, or can be in turn perceived by the patient in response to prior
experiences in health care or other settings.
Prior research has demonstrated a link between perceived discrimination and lower levels
of satisfaction with the health care system.218 In one survey, two thirds of respondents reported
feeling discriminated against in their interactions with health care providers due to their race or
socioeconomic status.219

There is less evidence examining the relationship between perceived

discrimination and quality and outcomes of care.
This chapter seeks to further examine the role that perceived discrimination has on
utilization measures.

Specifically, I will evaluate who is more likely to feel discriminated

against in the health care setting, and how such perceptions impact utilization of various health
care services, with a focus on preventive care.
I hypothesize that minority patients and those that do not speak English, more often
perceive negative experiences with the health care encounter than do whites or English speakers.
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I further hypothesize that patients who report such negative experiences are less likely to seek
preventive care or return for follow-up care when needed.

Sample
Data for this analysis comes from the Commonwealth Fund 2001 Quality of Care Survey
discussed in the previous chapter. The sample was weighted to correct for the
disproportionate sample design (such as oversampling minority racial groups) and to assure that
the sample is representative of all adults age 18 and older based on the March 2001 Current
Population Survey (CPS). The final weighted sample is therefore representative of the 193
million adults in the United States who have telephones.220 Analysis was performed using
STATA Version 6.0 221 on the weighted sample.

Methods
Data from the survey were used first to explore the relationship between
sociodemographic measures and measures of perceived discrimination. Next, the impact of
perceived discrimination on utilization was evaluated.
Dependent variables:
Negative perceptions of the patient-provider relationship
The measures of discrimination used in this stage of analysis included questions about
being treated with respect, feeling looked down upon, feeling that unfair treatment was received
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221
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because of race, and feeling that better treatment would have been received had the respondent
been of a different race. Items included for evaluation were:

1. “Did the doctor treat you with a great deal of respect and dignity, a fair
amount, not too much, or none at all?” (Asked of respondents who visited doctor
or clinic or been admitted to hospital in last 2 years; possible responses were:
great deal, fair amount, not too much, none at all, don’t know, refused)
2. Please tell me if you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree or
strongly disagree with the statement “I often feel as if my doctor looks down on
me and the way I live my life.” (Asked of all respondents; possible responses
were: strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, strongly disagree,
don’t have a doctor, don’t know, refused)
3. “Thinking about all of the experiences you have had with health care visits in
the last two years, have you ever felt that the doctor or medical staff you saw
judged you unfairly or treated you with disrespect because of your race or ethnic
background?” (Asked of respondents who visited doctor or clinic or been
admitted to hospital in last 2 years; possible responses were: yes, no, don’t know,
refused)
4. “Do you think there was ever a time when you would have gotten better
medical care if you had belonged to a different race or ethnic group?” (Asked of
all respondents; possible responses were: yes,no, don’t know, refused)
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I examined a number of options to examine the four principal variables both alone and in
concert. This included evaluating correlation coefficients and conducting a series of factor
analyses to determine the relationships among these items. In order to do these preliminary tests,
variables that were answered on a scale (i.e. did not have simple yes/no answers) were first
collapsed into binomial responses for consistency and simplicity of analysis. For example, the
variable “treated with disrespect” was considered positive if a respondent answered “strongly
agree” or “somewhat agree” to question 1 above: “Please tell me if you strongly agree,
somewhat agree, somewhat disagree or strongly disagree with the statement ‘I often feel as if my
doctor looks down on me and the way I live my life’”; all other responses to this question were
considered negative. Similarly the variable “looked down upon” derived from question 2 above
was considered positive if the respondent answered “strongly disagree or somewhat disagree to
the statement: “Did the doctor treat you with a great deal of respect and dignity, a fair amount,
not too much, or none at all?”; all other responses to this question were considered negative.
The individual items were weakly correlated, with the exception of the variables “being
treated unfairly because of race” and “would have gotten better care if belonging to a different
race”, which was moderately correlated with a correlation coefficient of 0.42 (see table 4.1 for a
detailed table of correlation coefficients).
Principal components factor analysis was also performed to evaluate additional ways to
group the variables. Eigenvalues for all factors were less than 1, suggesting no one factor
explained more variability than the individual variables did alone (based on Kaiser’s rule). The
first factor, which had the highest Eigenvalue of 0.75, had a factor loading of 0.55 and 0.54 with
the “being treated unfairly because of race” and “would have gotten better care if belonging to a
different race” respectively, suggesting a modest correlation with these two variables. Please
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see table 4.2 for list of Eigenvalues and factor loadings. Because of the relatively low degree of
variability explained by the factors, individual items were evaluated without the use of these
derived factors.
Asians were least likely to report being ‘treated with respect,’ while blacks and Hispanics
were more likely to report that the ‘doctor looks down on me.’ Because both response items
describe negative perceptions of the health care encounter and so that we could preserve sample
size for our analyses, I combined responses indicating that respondents felt they were treated
with disrespect and those indicating they felt looked down on to create a single dichotomous
variable characterized as “being treated with disrespect” (see table 4.3).
Those who stated that they did not have interactions with a doctor during the prior 2 years
were unable to answer 3 and were excluded from analysis relating to this question. Those who
were excluded from this question (n=712) were more likely to be minority, male, have incomes
less than 100% and were less likely to have a college education or chronic disease. Since it is
expected that persons who were minority or lower incomes would be more likely to perceive
being treated unfairly in the patient-doctor relationship, the effect of these exclusions could
potentially bias our results by minimizing the actual degree of perceived mistreatment that
actually existed in these populations. See table 4.4 for a table for of demographics of excluded
vs. included participants.
A smaller proportion of respondents were also excluded from the analysis of the
combined disrespect/look down variable. This occurred because question 1 (treated with
disrespect) was asked only of participants who had been seen by a doctor during the prior 2 years
and question 2 (looked down variable) was asked of all participants. Therefore only participants
who responded “did not have a doctor” to question 2 were excluded (n=59). Participants who
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were excluded from this question were more likely to be Hispanic, uninsured non-English
speaking or not report their incomes. They were less likely to be college educated or have a
chronic illness (Please see table 4.5).
The final grouping of variables used in analysis, including excluded criteria for each
variable, is listed in table 4.6. Refusals and don’t know responses were grouped as a negative
response in order to be conservative. This grouping could possibly bias the results to minimize
the prevalence of perceived discrimination in the patient-doctor relationship.

Utilization and optimal care
Self-reported use of services was examined, including whether respondents had a
physical exam within the past year. Although the use of these self-reported measures has
several limitations, such as respondent inaccuracies and recall bias (see discussion section), these
were the best available outcomes for analysis since no chart review or other objective ways to
confirm responses were available. For cancer screening and care for chronic disease, two
variables were created to represent ‘optimal care’ (optimal cancer screening and optimal chronic
disease care). For example, optimal cancer screening involves being up to date on all tests,
based on age and gender based on established practice guidelines222, for which the individual
was eligible. These tests included: colon cancer screening within the prior year (for respondents
over age 50), cervical cancer screening within the prior 3 years (all women over age 18),
mammography within the prior year (women over age 50), and any history of PSA test or rectal
exam for prostate cancer screening (men over age 50). We excluded men less than 50 years of
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age from this analysis since colon or prostate cancer screenings are not routinely recommended
in this age group.
There is some variability in cutoff ages depending on the particular guideline. For
example the National Comprehensive Cancer Network recommends that cervical cancer can be
discontinued at age 70 and that annual screening for mammography should start at age 40. The
United States Preventive Services Task Force recommends mammography every 1-2 years at age
40 and annually at age 50.223224 In order to address this issue, I also examined the effect of
lowering the required age of mammography to 40, lowering the required age of prostate
screening to age 40 and limiting the upper age for cervical cancer screening to age 65. (see
discussion section.)
Respondents were considered to have optimal chronic disease testing if they reported
receiving all of the appropriate testing relevant for their particular condition. For diabetics, this
included having a Hemoglobin A1c level checked within the past 6 months, a blood pressure
check, as well as foot and eye exams within the prior year and cholesterol testing within 5 years;
for those with heart disease and/or hypertension optimal screening included having had blood
pressure checked within the prior year and cholesterol testing within the prior 5 years. This
approach for determining “optimal screening” is consistent with that of McBean et al., who have
shown that a combination of appropriate tests is more predictive of glycemic control for diabetes.
225

Because I was interested in different aspects of patient-initiated care seeking, I also evaluated
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delays in seeking care and adherence to physician recommendations as further measures of
outcome. I focused on the specific survey questions:
x “During the last 12 months, was there any time when you had a medical problem
but put off, postponed or did not seek medical care when you needed to?”
x “Has there been a time in the last two years when you didn’t follow the doctor’s
advice, or treatment plan, get a recommended test or see a referred doctor?”
(asked of respondents who had visited a doctor or clinic or had been admitted to
the hospital in the last two years.)

Demographic Variables
Demographic variables were included to control for various socioeconomic
characteristics that could have potentially affected our analysis (described below.)

I

dichotomized education into high school graduate or less, and some technical school/college and
more.

I dichotomized the primary language spoken at home into non-English vs. English, and

used federal poverty level groupings, <100%, 100-200% and >200% to categorize household
income. Almost 19 percent of respondents did not report their incomes, so I created a dummy
variable to account for those with unreported incomes. I classified insurance status as no
insurance versus any (both public and private) and race/ethnicity as white, black, Hispanic,
Asian, and other (Native American, mixed race or other.)
I also tested the model alternatively dichotomizing income into less than 20,000 a year as
well as greater than 20,000 a year instead of using the federal poverty cutoff levels described
above. Although bivariate results are presented, the final model utilized the federal poverty
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groupings, which was based on an index of the federal poverty level and household size and
therefore gave a more accurate view of income.

Analysis
To test the first hypothesis, I examined associations between demographic characteristics,
utilization variables, and negative perceptions of the health care encounter using chi-squared
tests and multivariate logistic regression. I examined the effect of these variables alone and in
concert. For example, I first calculated predicted percentages to evaluate the combined effects
of race and gender, as well as race and education, in relationship to our outcome variables
without interactions in order to preserve a greater sample size. Using this approach assumes that
the combinations had a linear and additive affect but did not alter the slope of the relationship
between the dependent and independent variables.
Next I used interaction terms to evaluate the combined effects of race and gender, race
and income and race and insurance assuming that these interactions could possibly change the
slope of the relationship between the dependent and independent variables, ( i.e. the combined
independent variables exerted a steeper, or more dramatic impact on the dependent variable than
each of the individual independent variables did alone) .
Finally, I used multivariate logistic regression to test the relationship between negative
perceptions of the patient-provider relationship and my utilization variables. In these analyses,
perceptions were the covariate of interest; I controlled for patient characteristics that could also
influence utilization, including education, income, insurance status, presence of a primary
physician and existence of a comorbid condition (in this case, hypertension, diabetes, heart
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disease, asthma and cancer.) This last variable was, by necessity, excluded from the analysis
involving optimal chronic disease testing.

Results
Table 4.7 describes demographic characteristics and utilization measures for our sample.
Consistent with prior literature, our analysis found that blacks and Hispanics had lower incomes
and higher rates of uninsurance than both whites and Asians. For Blacks, almost 16% lived
below 100% of the federal poverty level and over 25% lived between 100-200% of the federal
poverty level. For Hispanics, 23% lived under 100% of the federal poverty level and over 23%
lived between 100-200% of the federal poverty level. In contrast, less than 8% of whites and
11% of Asians reported incomes less than 100% of poverty; while just over 17% of whites and
16% of Asians reported incomes between 100-200% of poverty. Slightly over 20% of Blacks
were uninsured and 32% percent of Hispanics were uninsured versus less than 11% of whites
and under 14% of Asians. Eighteen percent of those who were classified as “other race” were
uninsured.
Hispanics had the highest rates of respondents for whom English was not the primary
language. Only 59% of Hispanics reported that they spoke English primarily at home. Almost
92% of Asians reported speaking English at home. Almost all whites and blacks (over 99%)
spoke English at home.
Hispanics and Asians were less likely than whites to have received optimal chronic
disease care, while blacks and Hispanics were more likely than whites to have received optimal
cancer screening. There were no differences between racial/ethnic groups in not following the
doctor’s advice or in putting off care.
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Negative perceptions of the patient-provider relationship:
Chi squared analysis examining the bivariate relationship between demographic
characteristics and negative perceptions of the patient-provider relationship are shown in table
4.8. As expected, members of racial minority groups were all significantly more likely than
whites to report being treated with disrespect, being treated unfairly because of race and that they
would have received better care if belonging to a different race. Approximately 19% of Blacks,
23% of Hispanics, 26% of Asians and 16% of individuals belonging to other races were found to
report being treated with disrespect versus less than 12% of whites (p<0.05 for all comparisons
between each race and whites.) Similarly uninsured respondents and those in the lowest income
levels—whether grouped by federal poverty cutoffs or absolute income cutoffs-- were also more
likely to report all three perceptions.
Persons for whom English was not the primary language were also more likely to state
that they had been treated with disrespect and to report that they believe they would have
received better care if they had been of a different race. Men were more likely to report being
treated with disrespect as compared to women (approximately 15% of men vs. 12% of women.)
Percentages of respondents who reported negative perceptions controlling for other
demographic characteristics were predicted and reported in table 4.9. Actual correlation
coefficients used to make these predictions are shown in Appendix 2, tables A.2.1-A.2.3.
Bivariate relationships persisted after controlling for other respondent characteristics, including
education and income; however income was no longer found to have a significant relationship
with the variable “would have received better treatment if belonging to a different race.”
Based on predicted percentages, over fourteen percent of blacks (p=0.067), 19% of
Hispanics (p<0.001) 20% of Asians (p<0.001) and 15% of members of other races (p=0.032)
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reported that they had been treated with disrespect by their doctor versus only 9% of whites.
Members of these groups were also more likely than whites to report that they were treated
unfairly because of their race and that they would have received better care if they had belonged
to a different race (p<0.001 for all races). (Table 4.9)
As in the bivariate analysis, men were also significantly more likely than women to
perceive being treated with disrespect in the patient-provider relationship when controlling for
other demographic characteristics (15.9% vs 11.6%),
Education was similarly associated with perceptions of disrespect. Almost 18% of
persons without a college education felt that they had been treated with disrespect, versus only
10% of those with a college education. Minorities with lower education appeared to be more
likely to have this perception. Twenty nine percent of Asians, 22% of Hispanics and 19% of
blacks versus 13% of whites without a college education reported being treated with disrespect
or being looked down upon.
I also used the model to evaluate the combined linear effects of race with a number of
covariates including gender, income and insurance on the dependent variables of interest. Table
4.10 shows predicted percentages for variables which combined the effects of race and income,
race and gender and race and education, and race and insurance. (See Appendix 2, tables A.2.4A.2.6.) For all combinations, there was a magnified increase in percentages or respondents who
reported negative perceptions in the patient-provider relationship when the variables were
examined in concert as compared to individually (p<0.001 for all linear combinations.) The
combined effects of race and insurance had the greatest impact with 22% of uninsured blacks
reporting disrespect, 26% of Hispanics, 31% of Asians and 24% of members of other racial
groups (see table 4.12.)
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Interaction terms were also to examine whether race had a significant interaction with
gender, income and insurance. I introduced separate models with interactions for each race and
gender, each race and income and each race and insurance. Correlation coefficients are shown in
appendix 2, tables A.2.7-A.2.15. See tables 4.11-4.13 for the predictions from these
coefficients.
Tables 4.11 shows the percentages for demographic characteristics for the model with
interaction terms added for race and gender. There was no significant effect of the interaction
between race and gender and perceived disrespect in the patient provider relationship. However
the relationship between unfair treatment because of race and the interaction between gender and
Asian race, as well as gender and Hispanic race, was significant at p<0.10 suggesting that race
and gender exerted a slightly different effect on this perception than did each individual variable
alone (ie had a different slope.) The predicted percentages were slightly less than the predicted
percentages of the linear combinations noted in table 4.10.
The interaction between race and income was found to be significant only for the variable
“would have received better treatment if belonging to a different race”. With the exception of
the interaction between Hispanics and income, most of the racial-income interactions showed a
more pronounced effect between negative perceptions in the patient-provider relationship for
persons at the lowest income level (less than 100% of poverty.) Sixteen percent of Blacks with
incomes less than 100%of poverty reported that they would have received better treatment if
belonging to a different race, versus 15% of Blacks in general. In contrast, 10% of Hispanics
with incomes less than 100% of poverty reported being treated unfairly because of race versus
13% of Hispanics in general. (See table 4.13.)
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There was no significant relationship demonstrated between the interaction for race and
insurance and any of the negative perceptions with the exception of Asian race and “would have
received better treatment if belonging to a different race” (p=0.095). This suggests race and
insurance did not have a differing relationship with our dependent variables of interest beyond
those exerted by each of the variables individually.
Impact on Care:
We examined the relationship between the negative perceptions described above and
health care utilization. Appendix 2 shows all coefficients from each individual regression with
the negative perceptions described above as the key independent variable of interest and
demographic variables as covariates (see tables A.2.16-A.2.30). Table 4.14 shows the predicted
percentages from these individual regressions.
Respondents who reported being treated with disrespect were significantly less likely to
have had a physical exam within the prior year. Forty one percent of persons reporting being
treated with disrespect reported receiving an exam versus almost 49% of those who were not
treated with disrespect (p<0.10.) Respondents with diabetes, hypertension or heart disease were
less likely to have received optimal care (ie having a Hemoglobin A1c level checked within the
past 6 months, a blood pressure check, as well as foot and eye exams within the prior year and
cholesterol testing within 5 years; for those with heart disease and/or hypertension optimal
screening included having had blood pressure checked within the prior year and cholesterol
testing within the prior 5 years.) Less than 59% of persons with chronic disease who perceived
disrespect in the patient-provider relationship reported receiving these optimal exams versus
76% of those who did not report disrespect. These respondents were also more likely to report
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not following the doctor’s advice and putting off needed care (Tables 4.14.) This relationship
was not seen for optimal cancer screening.
Persons who felt that they had been treated unfairly due to their race and who felt that
they would have received better care if they had been a different race, were more likely to ignore
the doctor’s advice and put off care when medically needed. Almost 47% of persons who felt
that they had been treated unfairly due to race reported not following the doctor’s advice in the
past versus 24% of those who did not have this perception. Similarly 41% had delayed care in
the past, versus 20% of others. Those who felt that they would have received better care if they
had been of a different race were also less likely to receive optimal chronic disease care. (See
table 4.14.)

Discussion
I hypothesized that patients who have negative perceptions of the patient-provider
relationship would be less likely to seek needed care, and that reports of such feelings would be
more prevalent among minority patients. As anticipated, large proportions of blacks, Hispanics
and Asians report that they were treated with disrespect, were treated unfairly or would have
received better care if their race had been different. Male gender and lower educational
attainment were also associated with perceived disrespect, particularly among minorities.
The finding of greater likelihood of perceived disrespect among minority groups, men,
and those with lower levels of education is particularly important in light of the strong
relationship between such reports and the quality of care that patients receive. Those who
reported that they were treated unfairly because of race were less likely to get a routine physical
exam, follow a doctor’s advice, or receive appropriate secondary preventive care for diabetes,
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heart disease and hypertension. In other words, negative experiences within the health care
environment may jeopardize care for medically needy patients. Receipt of suboptimal care,
particularly in the context of chronic disease, is likely to be associated with worse health
outcomes, and may contribute to disparities.
While the relationships between negative perceptions and receipt of care for chronic
disease and receipt of a routine physical examination were strong, the correlation did not persist
for cancer screening. Black and Hispanic respondents were more likely than whites to receive
optimal cancer screening, a finding that has been reported elsewhere.226,227 We hypothesize that
this is in part because a wide array of community programs (such as health fairs) make special
outreach efforts allowing the patient to “bypass” the traditional office environment (i.e., a clinic
or doctor’s office).228 These settings may be more likely to use culturally sensitive approaches or
may be transient so that negative perceptions based on race or income may be less likely to form.
However, based on our finding that individuals who report negative perceptions of the patientprovider relationship are less likely to get follow-up care (e.g., for diabetes management), I
hypothesize that individuals who receive initial cancer screening might be less likely to follow
up on abnormal results. It may be the case that in situations requiring long-term patient-provider
relationships, such as chronic disease care, patients’ perceptions of discrimination and disrespect
may take the greatest toll. This hypothesis is supported by previous literature which has
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consistently reported excess mortality despite higher cancer screening rates among
blacks.229,230,231,232,233
This study has several limitations, many of which were outlined in chapter 3. To briefly
reiterate, this survey relies on self-reported measures of discrimination and therefore cannot
allow us to identify what specific areas within the patient-doctor relationship affected
perceptions. Responses may have been affected by experiences within the general social setting
rather than specifically within the health care environment.
In addition, self-reported utilization measures may not always be accurate, particularly
regarding cancer screening.234,235 Next, despite the deliberate oversampling of major race/ethnic
groups, I was limited in my ability to examine important subgroups within them, whether related
to ethnicity (e.g., Cuban, Vietnamese) or chronic condition (e.g., asthma, diabetes), even though
some groups may differ dramatically from others. There were also insufficient numbers of
Native Americans to analyze separately in a manner that would have produced meaningful and
methodologically sound results. The small numbers of Native Americans echoes a problem
recurrent in disparity research and unfortunately there has been insufficient research extensively
evaluating health care issues among this population given these sampling issues in many of the
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broader surveys. In the future greater efforts should be made to oversample such
underrepresented populations to more effectively assess issues related to health care utilization.
I also excluded respondents who did not have a regular doctor because they were unable to
answer key questions about the health care encounter. Finally, there is no agreement on the
definition of age-appropriate breast and cervical cancer screening236,237 I conducted additional
analyses that varied the age criteria for testing, including starting the required age for screening
at age 40 (for breast cancer) as well as setting the age cut off for required screening at 65 (for
both breast and cervical cancer screening), and found that the results were essentially unchanged
from those presented. Similarly, the utility of prostate screening has also been questioned.
Removing prostate cancer from consideration in composition of optimal cancer screening
variable also did not alter results significantly.
Although it is difficult to findings suggest that there may still be a substantial core of
individuals who will actively avoid care, perhaps based on previous negative interpersonal
experiences in getting care. Interventions aimed at both doctors and potential patients will be
required to address this. Future research is needed to focus on which approaches can best
improve perceptions of care within the patient-provider relationship and how such interventions
can reduce racial disparities in health care. In chapter 6, I will discuss many of the policy
approaches that can address issues related to these perceptions.
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Table 4.1
Correlation Coefficients for Individual Variables Measuring Discrimination/Negative Perceptions in
the Patient-Provider Encounter
Treated with
Disrespect

Treated with
Disrespect
Looked Down
Upon
Treated Unfairly
Because of Race
Would Have
Been Treated
Better if
Belonging to A
Different Race

Looked Down
Upon

Treated Unfairly
Because of Race

Would Have
Been Treated
Better if
Belonging to A
Different Race

1.000
0.1769

1.0000

0.1357

0.1208

1.000

0.1117

0.1066

0.4292
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1.000

Table 4.2
Principal Components Factor Analysis of the Individual Variables Measuring
Discrimination/Negative Perceptions in the Patient-Provider Encounter
4.2.1 Eigenvalues
Factor
1
2
3
4

Eigenvalue
0.75253
0.11246
-0.13161
-0.23772

Difference
0.62006
0.24408
0.10611
-

Proportion
1.5400
0.2364
-0.2767
-0.4998

1

2

Uniqueness

0.26230

0.21239

0.88609

0.24852

0.21701

0.89114

0.55547

-0.08928

0.68348

0.54167

-0.11085

0.69430

4.2.2 Factor Loadings

Treated with
Disrespect
Looked Down
Upon
Treated Unfairly
Because of Race
Would Have
Been Treated
Better if
Belonging to A
Different Race
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Cumulative
1.5400
1.7765
1.4998
1.0000

Table 4.3
Looked Down Upon vs. Treated with Disrespect: Responses by Race;
Proportions (Absolute Numbers)
“Did the doctor treat you with a great deal of respect and dignity, a fair amount, not too much, or none at
all?”
Great Deal
A fair amount
Not too much
None at all
Don’t Know
Refused (9)
Total (6008)
.756 (4387)
.216 (1428)
.016 (117)
.007 (44)
.003 (30)
.0003(2)
White (3205)
.767 (2438)
.209(681)
.013(52)
.007(23)
.003(10)
.0004(1)
Black (947)
.749 (693)
.223(234)
.017(12)
.004(4)
.004(4)
0
Hispanic (969) .758 (706)
.206(227)
.021(19)
.011(11)
.004(6)
0
Asian (561)
.593(318)
.346(207)
.037(24)
.008(3)
.013(8)
.004(1)
Other Race
.743(232)
.215(79)
.029(10)
.012(3)
.0008(2)
0
(326)

Please tell me if you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree: I often feel as
if my doctor looks down on me and the way I live (refused was small-left out this column here for space)
Strongly agree
Somewhat
Somewhat
Strongly
Don’t have a
Don’t Know
Refused
agree
disagree
disagree
doctor
Total (6722)
.050 (311)
.063 (457)
.137(918)
.709 (4735)
0.014(98)
.022 (182)
.003(21)
White (3488)
.036 (106)
.055 (184)
.136(461)
.741 (2615)
0.013(48)
.016 (66)
.003(8)
Black (1037)
.0822(66)
.061(63)
.114(133)
.699(735)
0.008(6)
.035(30)
.001(4)
Hispanic
.090 (82)
.092(104)
.131(143)
.619(753)
0.030(32)
.033(35)
.004(4)
(1153)
Asian (669)
.071(35)
.138(83)
.218(117)
.519(396)
.004(3)
.043(32)
.007(3)
Other
.080(22)
.062(23)
.143(64)
.643(236)
.022(9)
.044(19)
.005(2)
Race(375)
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Table 4.4
Differences in Demographic Characteristics of Those Excluded and Included from Analysis of the
Question 3—“Treated Unfairly Because of Race”.a
Included
Excluded
(n=6008)

(n=714)

Race
Whites
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Other

70.2
11.1
9.4
4.0
5.4

59.7*
10.1
17.2*
6.2
6.8

Gender
Male

42.7

68.5*

Age (in years)
18-65
% 65+

82.8
17.1

90.2*
9.8*

44.9
55.1

58.5 *
41.5*

Income as Percent of Poverty Level
<100%
100-200%
>200%
Unknown

10.1
18.4
53.4
18.1

11.9
18.7
44.2*
25.3*

Insurance Status
No insurance
Medicaid
All other insurance

12.9
3.5
83.9

27.4*
2.6
70.0*

Presence of Chronic Illnessb

54.2

24.3*

English as primary language
spoken at home

96.0

90.8*

Education
High School Grad or less
Some College/Technical
School or more

a

Chi squared analysis comparing Groups included and excluded from analysis
b
Hypertension, heart disease, diabetes, asthma
* Statistically significant difference detected between included and excluded groups, p<0.05
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Table 4.5
Differences in Demographic Characteristics of Those Excluded and Included from Analysis of the
Combined Disrespect/Look Down Variable (Combined from Questions 1 and 2)a
Included

Excluded

(n=6663)

(n=59)

Race
Whites
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Other

69.0
11.0
10.1
4.3
5.6

64.8
6.4
26.9*
0
1.9

Gender
Male

45.5

58.5

Age (in years)
18-65
% 65+

83.7
16.3

84.2
15.8

46.2
53.8

73.9 *
26.1*

Income as Percent of Poverty Level
<100%
100-200%
>200%
Unknown

10.3
18.4
52.6
18.7

16.3
18.7
23.9*
41.7*

Insurance Status
No insurance
Medicaid
All other insurance

14.3
3.4
82.3

42.3*
3.6
54.1*

Presence of Chronic Illnessb

36.0

12.4*

English as primary language
spoken at home

95.5

79.8*

Education
High School Grad or less
Some College/Technical
School or more

a

Chi squared analysis comparing Groups included and excluded from analysis
Hypertension, heart disease, diabetes, asthma
* Statistically significant difference detected between included and excluded groups, p<0.05
b
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Table 4.6 Final Grouping of Variables Used in Analysis of Negative Perceptions in the PatientProvider Relationship
Variable

Positive Response (coded:1)

Negative Response
(coded: 0)

Excluded/Missing

Look Down/Treated with
Respect

Responses:
“Question 1:
Did the doctor treat you with a
great deal of respect and dignity, a
fair amount, not too much, or
none at all?”
-Not too Much
-None at all
AND/OR
Question 2:
“Please tell me if you strongly
agree, somewhat agree, somewhat
disagree or strongly disagree with
the statement “I often feel as if my
doctor looks down on me and the
way I live my life.”
-Strongly agree
-somewhat agree

Question 1:
“Did the doctor treat you with
a great deal of respect and
dignity, a fair amount, not too
much, or none at all?”
-Don’t Have a Doctor
AND
Those Who Had Not Visited a
Doctor or clinic or been
admitted to the Hospital in the
Prior two years so had not
been asked Question 2.

Treated Unfairly by
Doctor

Question 3: Thinking about all of
the experiences you have had with
health care visits in the last two
years, have you ever felt that the
doctor or medical staff you saw
judged you unfairly or treated you
with disrespect because of your
race or ethnic background?”
-Yes

Responses:
Question 1:
“Did the doctor treat you with a
great deal of respect and dignity, a
fair amount, not too much, or
none at all?”
- Great Deal
-fair amount
-Don’t Know
-Refused
AND
Question 2: “Please tell me if you
strongly agree, somewhat agree,
somewhat disagree or strongly
disagree with the statement “I
often feel as if my doctor looks
down on me and the way I live my
life.”
- Somewhat disagree
- -Strongly disagree, don’t
have a doctor, don’t
know, refused)
Question 3: Thinking about all of
the experiences you have had with
health care visits in the last two
years, have you ever felt that the
doctor or medical staff you saw
judged you unfairly or treated you
with disrespect because of your
race or ethnic background?”
-No
-Don’t Know
-Refused

Would have gotten better
care if belonging to a
different race

Question 4: Do you think there
was ever a time when you would
have gotten better medical care if
you had belonged to a different
race or ethnic group
-Yes

Question 4: Do you think there
was ever a time when you would
have gotten better medical care if
you had belonged to a different
race or ethnic group
-No
-Don’t Know
-Refused
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Question 3: Thinking about all
of the experiences you have
had with health care visits in
the last two years, have you
ever felt that the doctor or
medical staff you saw judged
you unfairly or treated you
with disrespect because of
your race or ethnic
background?”
-Respondents who were not
asked question ie who had not
visited doctor or clinic or been
admitted to hospital in last 2
years;
N/A

Table 4.7: Demographics/Characteristics and health care utilization of study sample (n=6722)a
Total

Whites
(%)

Blacks

Other

(%)

(%)

(n=1037)

(n=1153)

(n=669)

(n=375)

45.7

45.1

41.9

45.9

49.7

56.8*

%18-64

83.7

79.9*

86.1*

91.1*

91.2*

87.3*

% 65+

16.3

18.9*

12.5*

8.6*

6.9*

12.7*

46.4

44.0

56.0

68.3

25.8

33.2

56.0

44.0*

31.7*

74.2*

66.8*

Gender
%Male

(%)

Asians

(n=3488)

Overall Sample

(%)

Hispanics

Age (in years)

Education
High School Grad
Or Less

Some College/Technical 53.5
School or more
Income as Percent of
Poverty Level
<100%

10.3

7.7

15.7*

23.0*

10.7

8.5

100-200%

18.4

17.2

25.4*

23.2*

16.5

12.9

>200%

52.3

57.4

40.0*

31.4*

53.9

50.8

Unknown

18.9

17.7

18.9

22.4*

18.8

27.7*

No insurance

14.5

10.6*

20.6*

32.8*

13.6

18.0*

Medicaid

3.4

2.4*

8.6*

5.8*

3.3

1.4

All other insurance

82.1

87.0*

70.8*

61.4*

83.1

80.6

Insurance Status
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Table 1, cont.

Presence of Chronic Illness 35.7

35.9*

44.4*

30.2*

24.5*

35.2

English as primary language
spoken at home
93.4

99.9*

99.6*

59.4*

91.7*

98.5

No primary physician

23.2

19.1*

28.6*

41.1*

32.1*

24.5

Had physical exam
within prior year

47.9

47.1*

56.8*

48.5

41.0

44.0

Put off care in past year

19.5

19.5

19.4

19.2

16.3

23.0

(n=6008) (n=3205)
Not Followed Doctor’s
Advice
Chronic
Illness screening
% Optimal
Cancer Screening
% Optimal

a

24.2

24.9

(n=1794) (n=974)
73.6

76.9*

(n=4894) (n=2648)
52.4

50.2*

(n=947)

(n=969)

21.9

21.7

22.1

(n=258)

(n=111)

54.8*

61.5*

(n=367)
73.7

(n=561)

(n=326)
25.3

(n=94)
62.2*

(n=821)

(n=774)

(n=408)

(n=243)

62.0*

60.3*

54.0

46.8

Chi squared analysis compares percentages of each demographic characteristics of Whites as Baseline to Blacks, Hispanics or Asians.

b

Hypertension, heart disease, diabetes, asthma

* Statistically significant difference detected between whites and blacks, Hispanics or Asians with chi squared test for p<0.05
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Table 4.8:
Unadjusted percentages from chi-squared analysis for demographic groups for whether respondent ever felt looked down upon, treated with disrespect,
or would have received better treatment if belonging to a different race.
Looked Down/Treated
With Disrespect
(n=6663)

Treated Unfairly Because
of Race
(n=6008)

Gender
Female
Male

10.9%
14.6%***

3.0%
3.3%

4.9%
5.1%

Language
English
Non-english

12.5%
16.8%

2.8%
10.2%****

4.3%
19.2****

Household Incomea
Income Groupings:
<20000/year
>20000/year

18.6%****
11.4%***

5.4 %***
2.9%***

7.7%***
4.2%***

18.9***
16.3***
9.6

6.4****
5.4****
2.2

9.3****
6.4***
3.5

11.1%
22.0%***

2.2%
9.3%***

3.7%
12.6%****

11.6%
19.1%**
23.2%***
25.9%***
15.7%**

1.2%
8.1%***
8.1%**
5.9%***
6.9%****

1.4%
15.3%****
13.5%****
13.5%****
8.7%****

Federal Poverty Level
Groupingsa:
<100% Federal Poverty
100-200% Federal Poverty
>200% Federal Poverty
Insurance
Insurance
No Insurance

Would Have Received
Better Care if Different Race
(n=6722)

Race
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Other Race
a

Federal poverty group compares each group to >200% poverty

b Race compares each group to white
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Table 4.8 continued
Looked Down/Treated
With Disrespect
(n=6663)
Education
High School/less
Some college/tech
School or more

Treated Unfairly Because
of Race
(n=6008)
3.6
2.7

9.2%
16.6%****

****Refers to significance level in regression p<0.001
*** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.01
** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.05
* Refers to significance level in regression p<0.10
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Would Have Received
Better Care if Different Race
(n=6722)
5.3
4.7

Table 4.9
Relationship of demographic variables to measures of negative perceptions: Predicted Percentages using multivariate regressiona
Looked Down/Treated
With Disrespect
(n=6663)

Treated Unfairly
Because of Race:
(n=6008)

Would Have Received
Better Care if Different Race
(n=6722)

Gender
Female
Male

11.6
15.8****

4.0
4.3

7.0
7.2

Primary language
English
Non-English

13.0
15.9****

3.7
9.8

6.0
19.5**

Income as % of
Poverty Level
<100%
100-200%
>200%

19.6***
17.3**
10.1

8.4*
7.3**
9.9

12.5
9.5
5.1

Insurance
Insurance
No Insurance

11.4
23.0****

2.9
11.4****

5.3
16.4****

9.4
14.1*
19.4****
20.2****
15.2****

1.2
7.9****
7.9****
6.1****
6.8****

1.4
15.2****
13.3****
12.2****
8.8****

5.0
3.6

7.8
6.6**

Race
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Other Race

Education
High School/less
17.9
Some college/tech 10.3****
School or more
a

This table reports predicted percentages derived from our multivariate regression. The independent variables of interest are: “looked down/treated with disrespect”, “treated unfairly because of race”,
and “would have received better care if different race” The dependent variables were: gender, language, income, insurance, race and education.
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Table 4.10
Relationship of demographic variables to measures of negative perceptions: Predicted Percentages Predicted Combinations by Race
and Gender, Race and Income and Race and Insurance using multivariate regression (without interaction terms)a
Looked Down/Treated
With Disrespect
(n=6663)

Treated Unfairly
Because of Race:
(n=6008)

Would Have Received
Better Care if Different Race
(n=6722)

Race and Gender
White Male
Black Male
Hispanic Male
Asian Male
Other Race Male

11.1
17.0****
22.6****
23.7****
17.5****

1.3
8.4****
8.4****
6.7****
7.5****

1.5
15.8****
13.3****
13.1****
9.3****

Race and Income
White Income < 100%
Black Income <100%
Hispanic Income <100%
Asian Income <100%
Other Race Income <100%

18.7****
23.6 ****
27.6****
21.2****

2.0
11.0****
12.5****
11.4****
12.0****

1.9
18.0****
17.9****
17.9****
11.5****

16.8****
23.3****
26.1****
31.1****
23.9 ****

3.3****
16.8****
15.0****
15.7****
16.3****

3.0****
25.8****
22.1****
24.6****
16.5****

Race and Insurance
White Uninsured
Black Uninsured
Hispanic Uninsured
Asian Uninsured
Other race Uninsured

a

This table reports predicted percentages derived from our multivariate regression. The independent variables of interest are: “looked down/treated with disrespect”, “treated unfairly because of race”,
and “would have received better care if different race” The dependent variables were: gender, language, income, insurance, race and education.

****Refers to significance level in regression p<0.001
*** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.01
** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.05
* Refers to significance level in regression p<0.10
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Table 4.11
Relationship of demographic variables to measures of negative perceptions: Predicted Percentages from Multivariate Regression
Model with Interaction Terms for Race and Gendera
Looked Down/Treated
With Disrespect
(n=6663)

Treated Unfairly
Because of Race:
(n=6008)

Would Have Received
Better Care if Different Race
(n=6722)

Gender
Female
Male

11.5
15.9**

3.9
4.1

7.2
7.0*

Primary language
English
Non-English

13.0
15.9****

3.6
10.0

6.0
19.8**

Income as % of
Poverty Level
<100%
100-200%
>200%

19.6***
17.2**
10.1

8.5*
7.2**
2.8

12.6
9.5
5.1

Insurance
Insurance
No Insurance

11.4
22.9****

2.9
11.3****

5.3
16.5****

Race
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Other Race

9.4
14.0
19.4****
20.1****
15.1

Education
High School/less
17.9
Some college/tech 10.3****
School or more

1.2
7.6****
8.2****
6.0****
7.0****

1.4
15.2****
13.5****
12.2****
9.0****

5.0
3.5

7.9
6.6**
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Table 4.11, cont.

Interaction Terms:
Race and Gender:
White Male
Black Male
Hispanic Male
Asian Male
Other Race Male

10.8
18.3
22.5
24.6
18.0

1.6
10.0
6.0*
3.5*
7.3

2.0
15.8
11.6*
11.9
7.9*

a

This table reports predicted percentages derived from our multivariate regression. The independent variables of interest are: “looked down/treated with disrespect”, “treated unfairly because of race”,
and “would have received better care if different race” The dependent variables were: gender, language, income, insurance, race, education and interaction terms for race and gender.

****Refers to significance level in regression p<0.001
*** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.01
** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.05
* Refers to significance level in regression p<0.10
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Table 4.12
Relationship of demographic variables to measures of negative perceptions: Predicted Percentages from Multivariate Regression
Model with Interaction Terms for Race and Income<100% Povertya
Looked Down/Treated
With Disrespect
(n=6663)

Treated Unfairly
Because of Race:
(n=6008)

Would Have Received
Better Care if Different Race
(n=6722)

Gender
Female
Male

11.6
15.8****

3.9
4.4

7.3
6.9

Primary language
English
Non-English

12.9
16.1***

3.6
9.9

6.0
20.0***

Income as % of
Poverty Level
<100%
100-200%
>200%

18.9***
17.2**
10.2

8.1*
7.3**
2.9

11.8***
9.4
5.2

Insurance
Insurance
No Insurance

11.4
22.7****

2.9
11.2****

5.3
16.2****

9.4
14.1**
19.4****
20.1****
14.9**

1.2
7.9****
7.9****
6.2****
6.9***

1.4
15.2****
13.4****
12.3****
8.8**

5.0
4.0

7.8
6.6**

Race
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Other Race

Education
High School/less
17.8
Some college/tech 10.3****
School or more
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Table 4.12, cont.
Race and Income<100% Poverty
White <100%
16.5
Black <100%
15,6
Hispanic <100%
20.1
Asian <100%
32.8
Other Race<100% 13.4

2.8
10.3
9.6
9.3
11.5

4.3
16.3**
10.4****
16.7*
8.9*

a

This table reports predicted percentages derived from our multivariate regression. The independent variables of interest are: “looked down/treated with disrespect”, “treated unfairly because of race”,
and “would have received better care if different race” The dependent variables were: gender, language, income, insurance, race, education and interaction terms for race and poverty level <100%.

****Refers to significance level in regression p<0.001
*** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.01
** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.05
* Refers to significance level in regression p<0.10
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Table 4.13
Relationship of demographic variables to measures of negative perceptions: Predicted Percentages from Multivariate Regression
Model with Interaction Terms for Race and Insurancea
Looked Down/Treated
With Disrespect
(n=6663)

Treated Unfairly
Because of Race:
(n=6008)

Would Have Received
Better Care if Different Race
(n=6722)

Gender
Female
Male

11.6
15.7****

4.0
4.3

7.2
7.0

Primary language
English
Non-English

13.0
15.7***

3.7
9.6

6.0
19.3**

Income as % of
Poverty Level
<100%
100-200%
>200%

19.5***
17.1**
10.2

8.5*
7.2**
2.9

12.3
9.3
5.1

Insurance
Insurance
No Insurance

11.6
22.0****

2.9
11.1

5.4
15.8***

Race
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Other Race

9.4
14.1*
19.4****
20.0****
15.2

Education
High School/less
17.9
Some college/tech 10.3****
School or more

1.2
7.8****
7.9****
5.9****
6.8****

1.4
15.2****
13.3****
12.1****
8.8****

5.0
3.5

7.8
6.6**
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Table 4.13, cont.
Race and Uninsured
White Uninsured
Black Uninsured
Hispanic Uninsured
Asian Uninsured
Other Race Uninsured

17.9
22.8
24.1
22.1
29.3

2.6
18.4
15.2
7.5
20.8

4.2
24.5
21.8
17.1*
11.4

a

This table reports predicted percentages derived from our multivariate regression. The independent variables of interest are: “looked down/treated with disrespect”,
“treated unfairly because of race”, and “would have received better care if different race” The dependent variables were: gender, language, income, insurance, race,
education and interaction terms for race and insurance.

****Refers to significance level in regression p<0.001
*** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.01
** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.05
* Refers to significance level in regression p<0.10
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Table 4.14
Relationship of negative perceptions to health care outcomes. Predicted percentages using multivariate regressiona

Total Sample:
Treated with disrespect or
looked down upon:
Yes
No
Treated unfairly because of:
Race
Yes
No
Would Have Received
Better Treatment If:
Different Race
Yes
No

Exam within
prior year

Optimal
Chronic disease
Screening

n=6663

n=1790

n=4860

n=6008

41.3 *
48.6

58.9 ***
76.0

52.8
54.2

32.3***
23.6

n=6008

n=1729

n=4561

n=6008

52.5
51.4

50.7 **
75.3

65.0 *
55.3

46.5 ****
23.9

40.8 ****
20.2

n=4894

n=6008

n=6722

55.4
53.6

33.8 **
24.1

33.7****
19.2

n=6722
46.2
47.4

n=1794
53.6 **
74.3

Optimal
Cancer
Screening

Not follow
doctor’s advice

b

Delayed
care

n=6663
31.1****
18.6
n=6008

This table reports predicted percentages derived from our multivariate regression. The independent variables of interest are: “exam within prior year”, “optimal chronic disease screening”,
“optimal cancer screening”, “did not follow the doctor’s advice” and “delayed care”. The principal dependent variables of interest are “treated with disrespect or looked down upon”,
“treated unfairly because of race”, “would have received better treatment if different race.” In each model, we examined the relationship of the principal dependent variable to each of our
independent variables controlling for income, insurance, education, presence of a primary physician and chronic disease (excluded from the heart disease/diabetes screening regression.)
a
All results shown using multivariate regression.
****Refers to significance level in regression p<0.001
*** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.01
** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.05
* Refers to significance level in regression p<0.10
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Chapter Five: Exploring the Relationship Between Racial Concordance and Perceptions of
Disrespect
The prior analysis demonstrated that minorities are more likely to perceive disrespect and
unfair treatment in the patient-provider relationship and that these perceptions impact utilization
of certain preventive care measures. This chapter now uses the same data from the
Commonwealth Fund 2001 Quality of Care Survey to evaluate the role of provider and staff
characteristics on perceptions of disrespect in the patient-provider relationship.
As shown in the conceptual model presented in Chapter 2, physician characteristics can
potentially impact a patient’s perceptions of discrimination in the health care setting. Evidence
from prior studies has supported the link between physician behavior and disparities in health
care. As discussed earlier, Shulman and colleagues created an experiment in which physicians
who, having examined various patients with identical presentations for heart disease, made
different recommendations for care according to the patient’s race and gender.238
For blacks, race concordance between physician and patient has been associated with
higher patient satisfaction and greater participatory decision-making, which can impact
compliance and possibly outcomes.239,240,241 While blacks in racially concordant patient-provider
relationships are more likely to report receiving counseling for preventive care and cancer

238. Schulman KA, Berlin JA, Harless W et al. The effect of race and sex on physicians'
recommendations for cardiac catheterization. N Engl J Med. 1999; 340:618-26.
239. Cooper-Patrick L, Gallo JJ, Gonzales JJ et al. Race, gender, and partnership in the patientphysician relationship. JAMA. 1999 Aug 11; 282(6): 583-9.
240. Kaplan SH, Greenfield S, Gandex B, Rogers WH, Ware JE. Characteristics of physicians
with participatory decision-making styles. Ann Intern Med. 1996; 124: 497-504.
241. Putnam SM, Stiles WB, Jacob MC, James SA. Patient exposition and physician
explanation in initial medical interviews and outcomes of clinical visits. Med Care. 1985; 23:7483.
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screening,242 concordance does not appear to be independently associated with different patterns
of utilization of these services.243 Other work has suggested that patients’ negative experiences
with the health care encounter might emanate from sources in addition to the physician,
including other personnel, such as ancillary staff.244 A more recent analysis by Saha and
colleagues, however, showed that race concordance was not associated with quality of care, as
measured according to patient satisfaction and receipt of preventive health care services.245
This chapter seeks to examine the relationship between racial concordance with our
measures of discrimination presented in Chapter 4. It looks at concordance not only between
patient and provider but between patient and staff to examine what role, if any, these factors may
have on a patient’s negative experiences within the health care setting.
Based on prior studies examining race concordance and satisfaction of care, I hypothesize
that minority respondents who are in racially concordant relationships with providers are less
likely than those in non-concordant relationships to perceive disrespect in the health care setting.
Similarly, patients who receive their health care from facilities at which at least some of the staff
share the patient’s racial background will report more positive experiences in the medical setting
than those without staff from the same racial background.

Methods
Variables:
242.
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Negative perceptions of the patient-provider relationship
The same constructed measures of mistreatment in the patient-provider relationship
defined in Chapter 4 were used for this stage of analysis. To reiterate, these measures
addressed the patient’s perception of being treated with disrespect/looked down upon (combined
into the variable described as “being treated with disrespect”), the patient’s perception of unfair
treatment because of race, and the patient’s belief that he or she would have received better
treatment if he or she belonged to a different race.

Racial concordance measures
Two questions in the dataset addressed racial concordance in patient-provider
relationships. Specifically these were:
x What is the race or ethnicity of this person [regular doctor or other health professional,
such as a nurse or a midwife] you usually go to when you are sick or need health care? Is
this person white, black or African American, Hispanic or Latino, Asian, Native
Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander, American Indian or Alaskan Native or some other
background? Asked of persons who reported having a regular doctor.
x Which best describes the ethnic or racial composition of the staff where you usually go
for healthcare—all of the staff are the same ethnicity and race as you, most of the staff
are the same ethnicity and race as you, some of the staff are the same ethnicity and race
as you, or none of the staff are the same ethnicity and race as you? Asked of persons who
reported having a usual source of care.
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Racially concordant patient-provider and patient-staff pairings were calculated for whites,
Blacks, Hispanics, Asians and Native Americans. Provider racial concordance was a
dichotomous variable that was considered positive if the race of the provider and race of
respondent was the same. Persons who did not have a provider were not included in this
analysis. The staff racial concordance variable was considered positive if respondents stated that
all, most, or some of the staff where they go for health care were from the same racial or ethnic
background. Persons who did not report a usual source of care were excluded from this analysis.
In addition, persons identifying themselves as “other race” were also excluded from the analysis
of the first dependent variable (racial concordance of providers) because there was no way to
determine whether their provider or staff was of the same racial background.

Demographic Variables
Demographic variables were included in the multivariate analysis to control for various
socioeconomic characteristics that could have potentially affected our analysis (described
below.) Demographic variables which were included in this analysis were constructed as
described in chapter 4. To reiterate, education was dichotomized into high school graduate or
less, and some technical school/college and more.

We dichotomized the primary language

spoken at home into non-English vs. English, and used federal poverty level groupings, <100%,
100-200% and >200% to categorize household income, with a dummy variable to account for
those with unreported income. Insurance status was classified insurance status as no insurance
versus any (both public and private.)
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In addition, separate models included race/ethnicity subgroups as independent variables in the
multivariate analysis. As in chapter 4, these were divided into white, black, Hispanic, Asian, and
other (Native American, mixed race or other.)

Analysis:
The relationship between negative perceptions within the patient-provider relationship
and each of the racial concordance variables was first analyzed using chi squared analysis. The
relationship between negative perceptions in the patient-doctor relationship and racial
concordance of provider as well as racial concordance of staff was then examined controlling for
sociodemographic characteristics. Specifically, I controlled for language, income, education,
and insurance status. This relationship was examined for the group as a whole as well as for
individual subgroups divided by racial groups: White, Black, Hispanic and Asian. Because of
the small sample size, Native Americans and Pacific Islanders were excluded from individual
multivariate analysis. In the individual racial subgroup analysis, sociodemographic controls
were included as above, however language was only included as a control variable for the
Hispanic subgroup, since this was the only group with a sizable number of non-English speaking
individuals that reported provider race.
I also performed multivariate analysis of the entire sample with race/ethnicity added as
additional independent variables. In this case, instead of dividing the group into racial
subgroups, I predicted percentages based on the entire model, in order to see if having a larger
sample size affected my outcomes of interest. This model was run both with and without
interaction terms between the racial subgroups and the concordance variables of interest (Black,
Hispanic and Asian).
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Results
Sixty five percent of persons reported having a regular provider from the same racial or
ethnic background (n=5063). This number was highest for whites (82%) and lowest for Native
Americans and Pacific Islanders (combined n=63.) Eighty-six percent of respondents (n=6464)
reported that at least some staff members at their usual place of care belonged to the same race as
the patient. Results by race are presented in Table 5.1
Table 5.2 shows the results from the bivariate analysis. Hispanic patients in racially
concordant relationships with their providers were more likely than those in non-concordant
relationships to perceive being treated with disrespect in the patient-provider relationship, more
likely to report receiving unfair treatment because of race (31% versus 17%), and more likely to
state that they would have received better treatment if they had been of a different race (16%
versus 7%.) On the other hand, whites in racially concordant relationships with providers were
less likely than those in non-concordant relationships to report being treated unfairly because of
race and less likely to report that they would have received better treatment if belonging to a
different race. Among other individual minority groups, no significant effect was demonstrated
between patient perceptions of mistreatment and provider racial concordance (see table 5.2.)
Multivariate analysis for the entire group as well as individual racial subgroups
controlling for income, insurance, education (and language for the entire sample and Hispanic
subgroups) is shown in table 5.3. (Associated correlation coefficients are shown in tables A.3.1A.3.15.) For the entire sample as a whole, persons in racially concordant relationships with their
provider were significantly more likely than those in non-concordant relationships to report
being treated unfairly because of race or receiving better care if belonging to a different race.
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Five percent of persons in non-concordant relationships versus less than 1% of those in
concordant relationships reported being treated unfairly because of race. Similarly, almost 8% of
persons in non-concordant relationships versus 2% of those in concordant relationships reported
that they would have been treated better if they had belonged to a different race (p<0.001.)
In individual analysis by racial subgroups, whites were similarly less likely to report
being treated unfairly because of race or receiving better treatment if being in a concordant
relationship. Hispanics, however, were more likely to report being treated with disrespect if in a
concordant relationship (28%) than in a non-concordant one (15%). Over 6% of Asians
reported being treated unfairly because of race if in a non-concordant patient-provider
relationship versus less than 1% of those who were in concordant relationships (see table 5.3.)
Alternative models included multivariate analysis with race added as independent
variables all in one model (instead of analyzing racial subgroups individually.) Appendix 3,
tables A.3.16-A.3.19 show the correlation coefficients from these models. Predicted percentages
from these coefficients, as well as the predictions of linear combinations of these coefficients by
race and staff concordance, are shown in table 5.4.
Using this approach, persons in non-concordant relationships are significantly more
likely to feel like they are looked down upon or treated with disrespect with almost 13% of
persons with providers of different race reporting this perception versus less than 11% of those
with providers of different races (p<0.10.) In addition, persons in patient-provider concordant
relationships are less likely to report being treated unfairly because of race (5%) versus those in
non-concordant relationships (1%, p<0.01.) In this model, none of the linear combinations by
race were found to be significant.
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Adding interaction terms to this model, showed that interaction terms for Blacks and
provider racial concordance as well as Hispanics and provider racial concordance were
significant in the models for being treated unfairly because of race and receiving better care if
belonging to a different race; however in these models the race variables were no longer found
to be significant. In both cases, blacks and Hispanics in racially concordant relationships with
their providers were found to be more likely to report negative perceptions than those in nonconcordant ones (table 5.5, appendix A. tables A.3.19-21.)
For a number of racial groups, racial concordance between patient and staff members was
found to be significantly associated with lower rates of perceived mistreatment than non-racial
concordance. Using bivariate analysis, Blacks and Hispanics who reported having racially
concordant health care staff were less likely to perceive being treated with disrespect or looked
down upon in the patient-provider relationship than were those patients with non- racially
concordant staff. Eleven percent of the entire sample in racially concordant patient-staff
relationships, versus 17% of those in non-concordant ones, reported being treated with disrespect
or being looked down upon. Similarly less than 14% of Blacks in concordant relationships and
less than 19% of Hispanics, reported being treated with disrespect or being looked down upon
versus 20% of Blacks and 29% of Hispanics in non-concordant relationships with staff. In
addition, for the entire sample, persons in concordant relationships were also less likely to be
treated unfairly due to race or reporting that they would have received better care if belonging to
a different race when in racially concordant relationships. For minority groups, there was no
significant relationship between patient-staff racial concordance and either perceptions of unfair
treatment because of race or belief that better treatment would have been received if belonging to
a different race (see table 5.6)
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These relationships persisted when controlling for income, insurance, education (and
language for the entire sample and Hispanics.) By examining the racial groups individually,
however, due to the reduced sample size, significance for the relationship between being looked
down upon/being treated with disrespect and staff concordance was reduced but still significant
at p<0.10; in addition to Hispanics and Blacks, Asians were now found to have a significant
relationship between disrespect and concordance (see table 5.7 for predicted percentages,
Appendix 3, table A.3.22-A.3.36 for correlation coefficients.) Specifically less than 13% of
Blacks, less than 18% of Hispanics and 17% of Asians in racially concordant relationships with
staff members versus 20% of Blacks, over 27% of Hispanics and over 26% of Asians in nonconcordant relationships, reported being treated with disrespect or being looked down upon
during their encounters.
Table 5.8 shows the predicted percentages of the model of the entire sample evaluated as
a whole with race/ethnicity added as independent variables (rather than being analyzed
individually as above). Appendix 3, tables A.3.37-A.3.39 present the correlation coefficients
associated with these percentages. Using this approach, there was a less dramatic difference in
perceived disrespect based on staff concordance than in the models evaluated separately by race,
although the entire sample was still less likely to perceive being treated with disrespect or being
treated unfairly due to race when in concordant relationships (see table 5.8). This may be
because race is a stronger predictor of perceptions of disrespect than actual concordance. Linear
combinations of race and concordance were found to be significant for the perception of being
treated unfairly because of race. Less than 15% of Blacks, 13% of Hispanics and 12% of Asians
in concordant relationships with staff members reported being treated unfairly because of race
versus 19% of Blacks, 14% of Hispanics and 14% of Asians in non-concordant relationships.
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I added interaction terms to this model to see if race and concordance together exerted an
additional, non-linear affect on negative perceptions within the patient provider relationship (see
table 5.9, Appendix 3 tables A.3.40-A.3.42.)

The interaction term for Blacks and concordance

was significant in the model examining the perception of unfair treatment because of race,
however in this case the coefficient on Blacks was now no longer significant. However in the
model examining whether better treatment would have been received if belonging to a different
race, the interaction term for Blacks and concordance, Asian and concordance as well as the
variables for Black, Asian and racial concordance were all found to be significant suggesting that
there may be a non-linear effect that race and staff concordance exert in concert on the
perception that better treatment would have been received if belonging to a different race for
Blacks and Asians. In this case, 16% of Blacks and 13% of Asians in non-concordant
relationships versus 15% of Blacks and 11% of Asians in concordant relationships reported that
they would have received better care if belonging to a different race. (See table 5.9,)

Discussion
Contrary to my hypothesis, racial concordance of providers did not appear to be a
significant factor in predicting minority patients’ perceptions of disrespect. However, as
hypothesized, racial concordance between minority patients and staff (as compared to nonconcordance) was found to be associated with lower rates of perceptions of disrespect and being
looked down upon.
The results of this analysis are surprising given prior evidence demonstrating the
positive relationship between satisfaction and racially concordant diads between patients and
providers. In fact, this analysis appeared to be particularly unexpected for Hispanics, with a
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higher number reporting negative perceptions within the patient-provider relationship. It may be
that, for Hispanics, factors such as language and availability of interpreter services play a bigger
role than provider race alone in affecting whether they perceive disrespect or mistreatment in the
patient-provider relationship. In a separate analysis, 19% of persons whose primary language
was Spanish, Mandarin, Cantonese, Korean or Vietnamese and who reported having a hard time
speaking with their doctors reported feeling that they had been treated with disrespect versus
only 15% of persons who did not have a difficult time speaking with their doctors. (This
difference, however, was not statistically significant largely because of limited sample size.)
Unfortunately, there were insignificant numbers of persons in the dataset reporting difficulty
with interpreter services to make any useful comments about the relationship of this factor to
perceptions of mistreatment.
In addition, we also do not have information about ethnicity of provider. The majority of
Hispanics in this datasets were of Mexican origin. We do not know whether their provider had a
similar ethnicity; it could be that this is playing an unmeasured effect influencing our results.
We also know little about practice setting. If Hispanic patients are being treated in practices that
are busier and providers have less time to spend with their patients, they may still perceive
disrespect. I did however alter my model and added controls for practice type (community clinic
versus hospital outpatient clinic or other clinic type) and did not see any difference in my results.
In analysis presented in Chapter 4, we saw that minorities were significantly more likely
to perceive mistreatment within the patient-provider relationship than whites. However, data
from this analysis suggest that there are still other unmeasured factors beyond provider race that
may affect these perceptions. Perhaps general characteristics of the communication style of
providers may play a role in influencing negative experiences. Also, as previously mentioned,
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experiences entirely outside of the patient-provider relationship may similarly affect our results.
For example, if a respondent feels that he or she is treated unfairly in general society, this
perception may be transferred to the patient-provider setting.
In this analysis having a staff with a similar racial/ethnic background appears to play a
more significant role in reducing patient perceptions of disrespect than the actual race of the
patient. This analysis provides evidence of the need to explore a multifactorial approach to
decreasing perceptions of discrimination within the patient-provider relationship. Increasing the
number of minority physicians is important, but it is also important to increase the number of
minority non-provider staff. Nurses and other ancillary staff may have a key role in making the
patient feel comfortable within the health care setting and influence patients’ overall impression
of the health care experience. It may also be important to provide cultural competency training
for non-minority providers and other staff members, especially given the fact that in general,
most minorities are in non-concordant relationships.
As presented in both chapters 4 and 5, there are many limitations to the analysis
performed in this chapter. For one, a significant number of minorities did not report a regular
provider (see table I); for example as many as 41% of Hispanics did not report a regular
provider. Of those that did have a regular provider, a relatively small number of minorities were
in racially concordant diads, restricting the power of our analysis. Finally, the wording of this
question referring to race of regular provider may exclude non-traditional health care providers,
such as shamans or cuanderos, who may be more likely to be used by persons from many ethnic
backgrounds, such as Hispanics and Native Americans, and may be associated with more
positive experiences within the health care setting. Finally, restrictions in sample size also
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limited our ability to conduct multivariate analysis to examine of the effect of other factors such
as language or interpreter services on our findings.
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Table 5.1: Percent of Respondents in Racially Concordant Relationshipsa
Whites

Racially
Concordant
Provider

Racially
Concordant
Staff

Blacks

n=2851

n=771

81.6%

22.9%****

n=3367

91.3%

Hispanics

n=710

Asians

Native
Americans/Pac Isl

n=265

n=63

26.4%****

39.3%****

9.5%****

n=1016

n=1088

n=642

n=87

77.6****

81.2****

60.0****

71.0****

a

Chi squared analysis comparing whites to Blacks, Hispanics, Asians or Native Americans
****Refers to significance level in regression p<0.001
*** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.01
** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.05
* Refers to significance level in regression p<0.10
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Table 5.2: Relationship of Racial Concordance of Provider to Measures of Disrespect/Mistreatment. Percentages from Bivariate Analysis

Looked Down/Treated
With Disrespect

Treated Unfairly
Because of Race:

Would Have Received
Better Care if
Different Race

Entire Sample
Concordance
No concordance

(n=5062)
10.2
12.2*

(n= 4752)
0.9
4.7****

(n=5063)
2.0
7.3****

(n=2850)
9.0
7.6

(n=2708)
0.4
3.9****

(n=2851)
0.8
2.8***

(n=771)
15.6
13.4

(n=731)
7.4
6.6

(n=771)
15.1
12.5

(n=710)
30.8**
17.1

(n=651)
10.3
3.3***

(n=710)
16.1
7.3**

(n=465)
20.8
16.1

(n=417)
0.4
4.3

(n=465)
10.4
13.3

Whites
Concordance
No concordance

Blacks
Concordance
No concordance

Hispanics
Concordance
No concordance
Asians
Concordance
No concordance

****Refers to significance level in regression p<0.001
*** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.01
** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.05
* Refers to significance level in regression p<0.10
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Table 5.3: Relationship of Racial Concordance of Provider to Measures of Disrespect/Mistreatment. Multivariate regression on racial groups analyzed individuallya
Looked Down/Treated
Treated Unfairly
Would Have Received
With Disrespect
Because of Race:
Better Care if
Different Race
Entire Sample
(n=5062)
(n= 4752)
(n=5063)
Concordance
9.7
0.9
2.3
No concordance
11.6
5.0****
7.8****
Whites
Concordance
No concordance

(n=2850)
8.4
7.0

(n=2708)
0.3
3.8****

(n=2851)
0.7
2.8***

(n=771)
15.0
12.9

(n=731)
7.8
6.8

(n=771)
15.5
13.3

(n=710)
28.2***
15.3

(n=651)
9.8
3.6

(n=710)
15.8
7.5

(n=465)
18.2
13.9

(n=378)
0.3
6.4****

(n=465)
9.7
13.2

Blacks
Concordance
No concordance

Hispanics
Concordance
No concordance
Asiansb
Concordance
No concordance
a

This table reports predicted percentages derived from our multivariate regression. The independent variables of interest are: “looked down/treated with disrespect”, “treated
unfairly because of race”, and “would have received better care if different race” Model controls for income, insurance, and education; for entire sample and Hispanics-

language added as an additional control variable.
b
Income subgroup 100-200% of poverty excluded as in independent variable for the Asian subgroup in the analysis of “looked down/disrespect” because it
predicted the independent variable perfectly.
****Refers to significance level in regression p<0.001
*** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.01
** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.05
* Refers to significance level in regression p<0.10
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Table 5.4: Relationship of Racial Concordance of Provider to Measures of Disrespect/Mistreatment. Percentages from Multivariate Analysis: Evaluation of Entire Sample with
Predicted Percentages for Subgroupsa

Looked Down/Treated
With Disrespect

Treated Unfairly
Because of Race:

Would Have Received
Better Care if
Different Race

Entire Sample
Concordance
No concordance

(n=5062)
10.9
12.5*

(n= 4752)
1.1
5.3***

(n=5063)
3.4
8.6

Whites
Concordance
No concordance

8.5
6.5

0.7
2.4

1.1
1.5

Blacks
Concordance
No concordance

16.1****
12.3

2.8
8.1

10.8***
14.1

Hispanics
Concordance
No concordance

23****
18.3

3.2
6.0

10.6***
9.5

Asians
Concordance
No concordance

19.4***
14.4

0.4
4.3

12.9*
12.7

a

This table reports predicted percentages derived from our multivariate regression. The independent variables of interest are: “looked down/treated with disrespect”, “treated
unfairly because of race”, and “would have received better care if different race” Model controls for race, income, insurance, education and language.

****Refers to significance level in regression p<0.001
*** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.01
** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.05
* Refers to significance level in regression p<0.10
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Table 5.5: Relationship of Racial Concordance of Provider to Measures of Disrespect/Mistreatment. Percentages from Multivariate Analysis: Evaluation of Entire Sample with
Interaction Terms for Race and Provider Concordancea
Looked Down/Treated
With Disrespect

Treated Unfairly
Because of Race:

Would Have Received
Better Care if
Different Race

Entire Sample
Concordance
No concordance

(n=5062)
11.1
12.3

(n= 4752)
1.1
5.3****

(n=5063)
3.6
8.3***

Whites
Blacks
Hispanics
Asians

8.0
13.3*
19.6****
16.7***

1.2
6.9
5.1
3.5

1.3
13.4****
9.7
12.5****

Interaction Terms:
Blacks
Concordance
No concordance

14.6
12.7

7.4 ****
6.7

15.0**
12.8

Hispanics
Concordance
No concordance

29.1*
16.2

9.7****
3.6

15.7***
7.6

Asian
Concordance
No concordance

19.6
14.3

2.7
6.0

11.2
13.6

a

This table reports predicted percentages derived from our multivariate regression. The independent variables of interest are: “looked down/treated with disrespect”, “treated
unfairly because of race”, and “would have received better care if different race” Model controls for Race, Income, Insurance, Language, Education and interaction

terms for provider concordance and race (Black*concordance, Hispanic*concordance and Asian*concordance.)
****Refers to significance level in regression p<0.001
*** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.01
** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.05
* Refers to significance level in regression p<0.10
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Table 5.6: Relationship of Racial Concordance of Staff to Measures of Disrespect/Mistreatment. Percentages from Bivariate Analysis

Looked Down/Treated
With Disrespect

Treated Unfairly
Because of Race:

Would Have Received
Better Care if
Different Race

Entire Sample
Concordance
No concordance

(n=6435)
11.0
17.0****

(n= 5860)
2.8
6.3****

(n=6464)
4.8
9.4****

(n=3356)
9.6
12.1

(n=3126)
1.1
3.1*

(n=3367)
1.1
4.7***

(n=1012)
13.6
20.0*

(n=935)
8.5
7.2

(n=1016)
15.2
15.9

(n=1076)
18.5
29.1*

(n=942)
7.3
9.4

(n=1088)
13.6
10.5

(n=642)
19.2
27.2

(n=548)
4.2
9.2

(n=642)
12.1
11.4

Whites
Concordance
No concordance

Blacks
Concordance
No concordance

Hispanics
Concordance
No concordance
Asians
Concordance
No concordance

****Refers to significance level in regression p<0.001
*** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.01
** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.05
* Refers to significance level in regression p<0.10
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Table 5.7: Relationship of Racial Concordance of Staff to Measures of Disrespect/Mistreatment. Predicted Percentages from Multivariate Analysis for Entire Group and
Individual Race Groups Evaluated Separatelya
Looked Down/Treated
With Disrespect

Treated Unfairly
Because of Race:

Would Have Received
Better Care if
Different Race

Entire Sample
Concordance
No concordance

(n=6435)
11.0
17.0****

(n= 5860)
2.8
17.0****

(n=6464)
4.8
9.4****

(n=3356)
8.9
11.3

(n=3126)
0.9
2.8*

(n=3367)
1.0
4.4***

(n=1012)
12.8
20.0*

(n=935)
8.6
6.9

(n=1016)
15.5
16.0

(n=1076)
17.5
27.7*

(n=942)
7.3
9.7

(n=1088)
13.5
10.5

(n=642)
17.0
26.2*

(n=548)
4.1
9.7

(n=642)
11.4
11.7

Subsamples:
Whites
Concordance
No concordance
Blacks
Concordance
No concordance
Hispanics
Concordance
No concordance
Asians
Concordance
No concordance
a

This table reports predicted percentages derived from our multivariate regression. The independent variables of interest are: “looked down/treated with disrespect”, “treated unfairly because of race”
and “would have received better care if different race” Model controls for Income, Insurance, and Education; for entire sample and Hispanics-language added as an additional control

variable.
****Refers to significance level in regression p<0.001
*** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.01
** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.05
* Refers to significance level in regression p<0.10
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Table 5.8: Relationship of Racial Concordance of Staff to Measures of Disrespect/Mistreatment. Predicted Percentages from Multivariate Analysis for Groups and Predicted by Race
from Entire Samplea
Looked Down/Treated
With Disrespect

Treated Unfairly
Because of Race:

Would Have Received
Better Care if
Different Race

Entire Sample
(n= 5860)
3.5
7.1**

(n=6464)
6.3
10.8

Predicted Percentages for Individual Groups
Whites
Concordance
8.8
No concordance
12.9

1.1
2.0

1.4
1.9

Blacks
Concordance
No concordance

13.5
17.4

7.2****
11.7

14.5****
18.8

Hispanics
Concordance
No concordance

19.0**
23.4

7.2**
9.5

12.8****
14.1

Asians
Concordance
No concordance

18.6***
24.4

5.3*
7.9

11.6****
14.2

Concordance
No concordance

(n=6435)
12.2
18.3*

a

This table reports predicted percentages derived from our multivariate regression. The independent variables of interest are: “looked down/treated with disrespect”, “treated
unfairly because of race”, and “would have received better care if different race” Model controls for Race, Income, Insurance, Language and Education

****Refers to significance level in regression p<0.001
*** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.01
** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.05
* Refers to significance level in regression p<0.10
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Table 5.9: Relationship of Racial Concordance of Staff to Measures of Disrespect/Mistreatment. Percentages from Multivariate Analysis: Evaluation of Entire Sample with Interactio
Terms for Race and Staff Concordancea

Looked Down/Treated
With Disrespect

Treated Unfairly
Because of Race:

Would Have Received
Better Care if
Different Race

Entire Sample
Concordance
No concordance

(n=6435)
12.0
18.9

(n= 5860)
3.5
6.9**

(n=6464)
6.6
10.2**

Whites
Blacks
Hispanics
Asians

9.2
14.4*
19.5****
20.1****

1.2
8.2
7.5**
5.9*

1.4
15.5****
13.2
12.8**

Interaction Terms:
Blacks and Concordance
Blacks and No concordance

12.9
19.5

8.5**
7.1

15.3
16.1**

Hispanic and Concordance
14.7
Hispanic and No concordance 23.0

7.2
9.3

13.7
10.2 **

17.5
26.0

4.3
9.6

11.3
13.1 *

Asian and Concordance
Asian and No concordance

a

This table reports predicted percentages derived from our multivariate regression. The independent variables of interest are: “looked down/treated with disrespect”, “treated
unfairly because of race”, and “would have received better care if different race” Model controls for Race, Income, Insurance, Language, Education and interaction

terms for staff concordance and race (Black*concordance, Hispanic*concordance and Asian*concordance).
****Refers to significance level in regression p<0.001
*** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.01
** Refers to significance level in regression p<0.05
* Refers to significance level in regression p<0.10
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Chapter Six: Policy approaches to Discrimination
Using the theoretical model developed in Chapter 2, I will now evaluate policies which
attempt to reduce discrimination in the health care setting. Discussing overall approaches for
reducing discrimination in general society is beyond the scope of this dissertation and will be
addressed only briefly. I will spend most of the time in this chapter discussing approaches to
reducing discrimination specifically within the health care setting.
The flowchart from chapter 2 (reproduced below, Figure 1) indicates the numerous
pathways through which discrimination can affect health care utilization. This chapter attempts
to outline approaches via each of these described pathways (Figure 2).
In general, approaches for eliminating discrimination fall into three categories: legal,
regulatory and educational/policy changes. Legal approaches include sanctions against those
who perpetrate illegal discriminatory practices in the workplace or other setting. The
government employs legal sanctions mainly through Title VI of the Civil Rights Act (see below.)
Regulatory mechanisms targeting discrimination include both governmental regulations as well
as regulations instituted by private organizations (such as managed care organizations) that
require procedures to be in place to reduce discriminatory practices and encourage cultural
competency. An example of a government regulation is associated with the Emergency Medical
Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTALA) which includes a provision stating that interpreter
services should be made readily available for persons with limited English proficiency (see
below.) Finally, many health care entities such as private managed care organizations or
medical schools employ educational mechanisms to decrease discrimination by exposing
providers to alternative cultures through cultural competency training or similar means.
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Figure 6.1
Conceptual Model: Categories of Discrimination and Linkage Pathways

General Social Factors:
Segregation
Lower Social Capital
Poverty

General Societal
Discrimination
-Direct
-Indirect

Segregation can lead to lower access;
Inadequate social capital can impact
physician supply

Health Care System Discrimination:
Direct:
-Purposeful division of care
based on race
Indirect:
-Inadequate access in
minority areas
-Lower minority physician
recruitment

Leads to unconscious
conditioning/
stereotypes
Individual/Provider
Discrimination:
-Intentional/Conscious:
-Purposeful mistreatment
based on race
-Unintential/Subconscious
-Stereotyping

Lack of
minority
physician supply

-Differing rates of referrals

Discrimination in general society
can lead to perceived discrimination,
mistrust

Poor communication
Mistrust

Patient Factors:
-Perceived Discrimination
-Stressors impacting health
-Internalized Discrimination
-Poor health practices
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Lack of racial concordance
with providers
Mistrust based on historical
examples of mistreatment

Figure 6.2: Conceptual Model: Approaches to Discrimination

General Social Factors:
Segregation

Segregation can lead to lower
access;
Inadequate social capitol can impact
physician supply

Lower Social Capital

Poverty

--REPORT CARDS
METHODS TO
TARGET
DISCRIMINATION
IN GENERAL
SOCIETY
--LEGAL
SANCTIONS

Leads to unconscious
conditioning/
stereotypes
Individual/Provider
Discrimination:
RACE REPORT CARDS

Health Care System Discrimination:
Direct:
RACE REPORT CARDS
LEGAL SANCTIONS
Indirect:
-INCREASE ACCESS
IN MINORITY AREAS
-INCREASE MINORITY
PHYSICIAN/STAFF
RECRUITMENT AND TRAINING

Lack of
minority
physician supply

CULTURAL SENSITIVITY
TRAINING OF PROVIDERS/STAFF
INTERPRETER SERVICES
Poor communication
Mistrust

Discrimination in general society
can lead to perceived discrimination,
mistrust

Lack of racial concordance
with providers
Mistrust based on historical
examples of mistreatment

Patient Factors:
-Perceived Discrimination
-Stressors impacting
health
-Internalized Discrimination
-Poor health practices

Direct Health Care System Discrimination
Combating Direct Discrimination in the Health Care System-Legal Sanctions
As presented in Chapter 2 and shown in Figure 1, an opportunity exists for direct
discrimination based on race to occur within the health care system. In David Smith’s book,
Health Care Divided, he traces the course of segregation and discrimination in the American
health care system and outlines some of the approaches used by the federal government to
facilitate change.246
246
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Perhaps one of the most historically significant tools used to combat discrimination in the
health care setting is Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Originally proposed by President
Kennedy during the height of the civil rights protests in the 1960’s, Title VI prohibits
discrimination based on race, color or national origin in any program receiving federal funding.
Although not specifically targeted towards health care, Title VI is broad reaching and therefore
applies to both institutions and individuals by prohibiting discrimination in a wide range of
contexts, including hospital care, managed care plans, and overall access to care. 247,248
The Hill-Burton Act is another tool that provides protections against discrimination
within the organized health care setting. This law provides funding for non-profit and public
health care facilities, with certain provisions attached. Under the community service provision of
the Hill-Burton Act, facilities receiving funds under the Act must provide services to persons
regardless of race, color or national origin.249
The Institute of Medicine’s Unequal Treatment outlines a broad range of cases in which
Title VI has been used to target discrimination in the health care industry. Such cases include a
suit against a hospital that had a segregated maternity ward, a case of redlining by a home health
agency which did not provide services to a predominately black housing development, and case
of a pharmacy which did not fill the prescription of a black Medicaid recipient.250
Legal sanctions to prohibit discrimination are effective to a certain point, but have several
limitations. Title VI, though a potentially effective tool, primarily relies on individual reporting
in order to combat discrimination. Cases can go unrecognized if not reported by a responsible
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party.251 In many cases, it can be challenging to prove that discrimination is a definitive cause
because confounding socioeconomic factors can similarly result in differential treatment and
outcomes.252 The Office of Civil Rights within the Department of Health and Human Services,
which is responsible for enforcing Title VI, is also restricted in budget and staffing to the point
that the department cannot usually be aggressive in investigating discrimination in federally
funded health care programs.253 The Office of Civil Rights reports that despite the potential of
legal sanctions as a means of enforcing cases of racial discrimination, in the face of rising
numbers of discriminatory complaints, budget and staffing for federal offices charged with
enforcing such sanctions have declined.254255
In The Right to Equal Treatment, Physicians for Human Rights recommend several ways
in which sanctions provided under Title VI and the Hill-Burton Act can be strengthened to more
effectively reduce racial disparities. These include assigning dedicated staff within the Office of
Civil Rights to be responsible for evaluating discrimination specifically within the health care
setting. In addition, they recommend that facilities receiving federal funds undertake improved
data collection on race, ethnicity, and language in order to more accurately record disparities in
health care. Such facilities would include hospitals funded through the Hill-Burton Act. Data
should be collected according to uniform standards, such as those defined by the Office of
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Management and Budget, so that reporting can be consistent and more easily comparable across
multiple facilities. 256

Combating Direct Discrimination-- Race Report Cards
Another tool which can aid in the evaluation and prevention of cases of direct
discrimination within the health care setting is race report cards. The Urban Institute has
presented a policy argument in support of a national race report card that uses data collected
from paired experiments that measure racial discrimination in a wide variety of social settings
Most paired experiments that have been conducted in the past focus on fair housing and
mortgage lending practices; however, the use of similar approaches in other settings has merit
not only to present an adequate picture of discrimination in the United States as a central part of
a racial report card, but to strengthen the utility of legal sanctions such as Title VI.257

To date,

however, there has been little use of race report cards in the health care setting making this an
area wide open for development.
One template for such a report card in health care is the Health Employer Data
Information Set (HEDIS). HEDIS was initiated by the National Committee on Quality
Assurance to measure managed care plan performance across a number of measures, including
cancer screening, childhood immunizations and other preventive care services. Since its original
initiation, HEDIS has expanded to include measures for both Medicare and Medicaid plans.
HEDIS includes information on screening performance by doctors as well as a section evaluating
patient satisfaction with health plan attributes.
256
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HEDIS data have not been used extensively to report racial disparities in quality of care.
Using Medicare HEDIS data combined with a dataset containing demographics conducted from
an onsite medical record audit, Epstein and colleagues showed that black Medicare beneficiaries
were less likely than white beneficiaries to receive retinal eye exams (for those with diabetes),
beta blockers after myocardial infarction, and follow-up for mental illness hospitalization.258
HEDIS has also been used to track quality in plans based on sociodemographic mix. Plans
serving higher percentages of persons on public assistance, or persons of black or Hispanic racial
origin, have reported lower performance measures than those serving predominately white,
privately insured individuals.259
Although HEDIS does not have any information pertaining to perceived discrimination,
its domains include some measures of racial disparities in access, satisfaction, and other
culturally mediated services such as interpreter services. HEDIS incorporates satisfaction
measures from another well established survey, the Consumer Assessment of Health Plans. It
includes useful information about a wide variety of topics including consumers opinions of how
well doctors communicate, how easily patients can get an appointment with a primary care or a
specialist, and whether patients found provider staff to be respectful and courteous. Many of the
satisfaction elements of the report card, however, do not adequately reflect how well minorities
actually do in health plans, and can’t predict perceived discrimination. For example, satisfaction
within health plans has been shown to be independent of plan attributes and may instead be
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dependent on other factors, such as physician choice and cost, as previously shown in other
literature.260
One of the major criticisms of HEDIS to date is that is does not routinely report
information separately based on race. (This information can be obtained in cases where HEDIS
is combined with medical record review such as that conducted in the study cited previously, but
is not standard.) Such information could potentially prove valuable for understanding racial
disparities by health plan. However, many health plans may be reluctant to collect this
information or not rank it as a priority, although there are no federal laws that would prohibit the
collection of data on race or ethnicity for HEDIS.261
This criticism spurred investigation of the feasibility of a targeted report card with the
specific objective of reporting on how well plans perform for racial minorities.

Dr. David

Nerenz from Michigan State University and collaborators are currently testing a model of a
minority health plan report card supported by a grant from the Commonwealth Fund. The report
card received input from minorities in the community and was pilot tested among 8 health plans.
The card relies on typical HEDIS and CAHPS health measures but also includes items (identified
by a community-based advisory panel) designed to capture specific issues of importance in
minorities, such as patient-provider communication, provider cultural competence, and provision
of interpreter services in the health care setting. Unfortunately, not all of the 8 health plans
completed all domains of the survey during the pilot phase. In general, there were mixed results
with plans reporting lower quality of care for minorities than whites in some performance
domains and some providing higher quality of care. Since there were fewer plans who
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contributed data related to cultural competence issues, the study reported limited results in this
domain.262
The minority health plan report card, nonetheless, is a good starting point for a more
comprehensive report card that could include measures of discrimination and could be expanded
to include a variety of health care entities, such as hospitals and individual practitioners. Such a
report card could use perceived discrimination as the reporting measure; many of the survey
elements used in the datasets outlined in Chapter 3 could be incorporated in a separate survey for
racial minorities to evaluate their perceptions of disrespect and perceived discrimination within
the health care setting.
in Chapter 3.

However, such measures may be subject to many of the biases reported

In order to present a global assessment of health plan performance for

minorities, the results of such a survey should be presented in concert with other more objective
measures of disparities of care within a health plan, such as referral rates for specific procedures.
The survey should also include measures of how well health plans train their staff members on
issues related to cultural sensitivity, encompassing elements similar to those captured in
Nerenz’s model.
In addition, future health plan report cards could improve the quality of data reported by
including patients’ reports of discrimination as part of reporting surveys. In this way, researchers
can directly link reports of perceived discrimination with actual recorded quality measures from
chart data.
Some researchers, such as Thomas LaVeist of Johns Hopkins, advocate a two-tiered
report card combining elements of Nerenz’s model and the Urban Institute’s paired testing
model. The first stage would involve reporting from health plans and other health care
262
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institutions using a HEDIS-like traditional report card system. When such a report card
identifies a “red flag” indicating issues of possible discrimination, paired testing can be used to
investigate the alleged institutions in more detail.263
Although these race-based report cards have been used primarily in the research setting,
they can also be an effective policy tool to track performance measures of various health care
entities. For such report cards to be most effective, however, providers must be held accountable
to standards of performance on race-based measures. Performance data must be made available
to the general public and ideally, should be linked to an incentive system. For example, health
plans seeking Medicaid or Medicare contracts should be required to have a minimum score on
race-related measures to encourage them to seriously consider this as an area of improvement.
Traditionally, report cards have been used to make health plans more accountable to
purchasers, such as the government or private employers. This insures some level of quality by
managed care organizations and their providers. However, another possible mechanism for
managed care plans to further impact quality of care and reduce discrimination is to use racebased report cards to assess and monitor the quality of hospitals and physicians groups that
participate as providers in their health plan.
In negotiating with hospitals and physician groups, managed care plans could require
such entities to meet some minimal requirements for addressing issues of discrimination. These
requirements might include the use of cultural competency mechanisms and reporting on race, or
could employ the types of comprehensive report card system suggested by Nerenz and others.
Contract renewals with hospitals could be contingent on hospitals having such programs in place.
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Such a policy would not only improve patient care, but could potentially place more

responsibility on hospitals to recruit minority providers and staff. To date, hospitals have few
incentives other than legal sanctions imposed by Title VI to reduce discriminatory practices.
Making hospitals more accountable in terms of negotiating power with health plans will add a
monetary incentive (i.e., if plans require in contract renewal negotiations that hospitals report
health plan data), which can be even more effective.
The PHR Report also recommends incorporating accountability into the accreditation
process used by the National Committee on Quality Assurance (NCQA) and the Joint
Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO.)265 Currently these
organizations are responsible for providing accreditation to a number of health care entities such
as managed care organizations (NCQA and JCAHO) and hospitals (JCAHO) using a vigorous
review of a number of quality measures; however, data on racial disparities are not incorporated.
The PHR recommends that NCQA and JCAHO require data collection on outcomes by race to
insure that organizations meet a uniform standard of care.266

Indirect Health Care Discrimination
Increasing Access to Care
Even more difficult than combating direct discrimination is the challenge of combating
indirect discrimination, particularly since its causes are multifactorial in nature. Lack of access to
health care facilities is a major cause of indirect, or unintentional, discrimination. Measures
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described above, such as the legal requirements of Title VI and the Hill-Burton Act, can be
effective tools to insure that disparities in access to care based on race are minimized.
Addressing the problem of access to care is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
However, it must be mentioned that increasing access would likely have an impact in reducing
indirect discrimination.

There are federal mandates in place to increase access to care in

minority areas. The Bush administration launched a five-year initiative to expand health center
in 1200 communities by the year 2006.267 The Community Health Center (CHC) Program
administers grants to public and private nonprofit organizations that run community-based health
centers under Title 330 the Public Health Service Act. Funding is based on designation of an
area as a medically underserved area (see below.)
Included in these CHC funded programs are Federally Qualified Health Centers.
Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHC) are federally clinics such as Community Health
Centers, Migrant Health Centers, Health Care for the Homeless Programs and Indian Health
Service clinics. Although federally qualified health centers receive funding through Title 330 of
the Public Health Service Act, other clinics can still be determined as “Federally Qualified
Health Center-look alikes”, even if they do not receive funding through this mechanism,
allowing them to receive special advantages accorded to FQHCs. Both FQHC and FQHC-look
alikes receive Medicare and Medicaid cost-based reimbursement and improve drug pricing
through a federal incentive program.

Federally and state funded safety net facilities have played a key role in access for
minorities and vulnerable populations. Of patients who utilize FQHCs for care, 41% are
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uninsured, 33% have Medicaid and 64% are minorities.268

Safety net facilities may also

provide continuity of care for Medicaid patients who otherwise experience barriers to care. One
study showed that Medicaid patients who use FQHCs had lower rates of emergency department
visits and ambulatory care sensitive hospitalizations than those seeking care elsewhere.269

Increasing physician availability
Minority physicians undoubtedly play a role in increasing access to care for members of
vulnerable racial groups. Given lower supplies of physicians in minority communities and the
higher propensity of minorities to work in these areas, there is evidence that efforts to increase
minority medical student matriculation may help decrease racial and ethnic disparities in health.
Increasing the numbers of minority physicians may also impact health care use.270
Several efforts to increase the number of minority physicians have emerged, under the
assumption that this will in turn lead to an overall higher level of access for minority
communities. The Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) has led one of the most
visible efforts. The AAMC’s 2000 by 3000 initiative is designed to target minorities early in
their educational process encouraging them to pursue careers in medicine. The initiative was
started in 1991 and was designed to increase the number of minorities in medical school to match
percentages of minorities within the general population. There are two principal components of
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this program, the Health Professions Partnership and the Minority Medical Education
Program.271
The Health Professions Partnership was started in 1996, funded jointly by the Kellogg
Foundation and the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. This partnership includes medical
schools, undergraduate institutions, elementary and high schools, and community based groups.
The idea behind this initiative is to expose minority students to the field of medicine early during
their educational process. Although it is too early to determine how effectively these programs
are producing trained medical professionals, a qualitative assessment showed that a strong sense
of community commitment by medical school officials, as well as the willingness to listen to the
input of various community players in devising programs, was a key element in predicting high
rates of participation by minority students.272
The Minority Medical Education Program was initially started by the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation in 1989. It is currently run by the AAMC and consists of an intensive sixweek residential program designed to prepare minority college students for medical school
acceptance. One study evaluated the effectiveness of the Minority Medical Education Program
in improving/raising medical school acceptance rates and showed that almost 49% of applicants
from one MMEP cohort were accepted to medical school versus 41% of those minorities who
did not participate in a MMEP program.273
The current political climate has threatened many of the programs designed to recruit
minorities to medical school.

Several notable rulings have challenged admission processes of

both university and graduate schools that appear to favor disadvantaged minorities. In 1978,
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Robert Bakke sued the Regents of the University of California, alleging that that the University’s
practice of setting aside positions for minority applicants led to a refusal of his admission
because he was white. The Supreme Court ruled at that time that affirmative action was allowed
but that quotas were not permissible. Affirmative active was again challenged with the
Hopwood case in 1996 in which the Fifth United States Court of Appeals ruled that race could
not be considered for admission in schools in Texas, Louisiana and Mississippi.274 This was
followed by Proposition 209 in California and Proposition 200 in Washington which were voter
mandated initiatives that prohibited affirmative action policies in state medical schools.275 The
most recent case of affirmative action that reached the Supreme Court involved University of
Michigan in the Grotter versus Bollinger that challenged the law school’s admission policies and
Gratz versus Bollinger, a companion case involving the undergraduate school. In these cases,
the Court ruled that schools could consider race as a supplemental factor in admissions if there
was a compelling interest but reaffirmed its opinion that quotas were not constitutional.276
Affirmative action adds benefits beyond simply increasing numbers, such as adding to
diversity of a medical school class, and often gives otherwise unavailable opportunities to
students from disadvantaged backgrounds who may have otherwise not had access to a medical
education. As discussed earlier, minorities are more likely to work in underserved areas and
therefore offer much needed manpower to areas that would otherwise lack providers. However
many people who oppose affirmative action argue theoretically that it does not encourage a merit
based approach to admission; a study of University of California Davis medical school
273
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graduates, however, showed no difference in outcomes of persons admitted through preferential
policies.277 A great deal has been written about both the potential positive and negative
consequences of discrimination and a detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this
dissertation.278279 280281 282 However, the politics that have surrounded many of the affirmative
action cases have impacted many of the aforementioned programs which have traditionally
sought to increase numbers of minority physicians in the so-called medical school pipeline. In
the first year that provisions under California proposition 209 went into effect, the number of
Black candidates admitted to University of California Berkeley dropped to 191 as compared tp
562 in the prior year; the number of Hispanic students dropped from 1045 to 434.283 In
California medical schools, the number of underrepresented minorities dropped from 17.5% in
1995 (prior to Proposition 209) to 11.6% in 1999 after Proposition 209 was initiated. Similarly
in Texas, after Hopwood, the number of underrepresented minorities decreased from 18% to
13% of the medical school class.284 Overall in the five states impacted by the Hopwood decision
and Propositions 200 and 209 there was a decline by a total of 11.5% in underrepresented
minorities from 1995 to 2001.285
Many of the pipeline initiatives described above were similarly affected by many of the
lawsuits that occurred in the nineties. For example one of the reasons the 3000 by 2000
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initiative, which technically ended in 2000, did not reach its goal of enrolling 3000 minority
medical students was thought to be due to the legal restrictions imposed by many of the court
rulings.286 In response to the legal changes, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation has steered
away from promoting programs as exclusively targeting minorities; for instance the MMEP
program has now been changed to the Summer Medical and Dental Education Program
(SMDEP) and is open to all students. Consideration is given to persons from racially
underrepresented backgrounds however it is also given to those who are financially
disadvantaged or who intend to practice in underserved communities.287 Many medical schools
are changing their admission policies to adjust to the affirmative action challenges in response to
the sharp decrease in minority representation after many of the recent legal decisions. Texas A
and M, for example, placed more weight on the interview process in lieu of traditionally heavier
weight on more quantitative factors which subsequently increased their numbers of minority
enrollees.288
Another option for increasing numbers of physicians (both minority and non-minority)
available to work in underserved areas is to create incentive programs. The federal government
has incentive programs in place designed to encourage providers to choose to practice in certain
areas that are designated as federal manpower shortage areas. There are three designated
categories which allow for special provider incentives: Health Provider Shortage Area,
Medically Underserved Area and Medically Underserved Population.
A Health Professional Service Area (HPSA) is an area, facility or population in which
there is either a shortage of primary care physicians, such that the ratio exceeds 3500 persons per
285
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one primary care physician, or there is a severe barrier to access due to distance (from patient to
provider) or overuse of a particular caregiver.289 HPSA incentives include Medicare Physician
Incentive Bonus Payments, which pays a 10 percent incentive in Medicare payments to
physicians working within a HPSA designated area.
Other incentives for providers working in HPSA areas include the National Health
Service Corps scholarship and loan repayment. These programs cover tuition for health care
providers in advance or through loan repayment programs if the physician agrees to enter certain
primary care fields and serve in an underserved area.
Medically underserved areas (MUA) refer to any defined area—either a county,
contiguous group of counties or census tracts—in which inhabitants have decreased access to
health care services. Similarly, a medically underserved population (MUP) is a population
which does not receive adequate health care due to cultural, linguistic or income barriers.
Designation of a MUA and MUP is determined by the Health Resources and Services
Administration (HRSA) using a scoring system called the index of medical underservice (IMU),
which ranges from 0 to 100, with 0 being no medical service. The IMU takes into consideration
the ratio of primary medical care physicians per 1,000 population, the infant mortality rate,
percentage of the population living below the poverty level, and percentage of the population
over the age of 65. Community Health Center grant funds, such as those funded through the
Bush administration’s initiative discussed above, receive funding based on MUA designation.
Similarly, federally qualified health centers receive their designation, with special funding
priorities, based on MUA/MUP status.290 In addition, the Rural Health Clinic Act allows costbased reimbursement for providers who care for patients covered by Medicaid or Medicaid.
288
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Other state-based programs offer additional provider incentives for practice in MUA/MUP areas.
The Medically Underserved Community State Matching Incentive Program helps underserved
areas recruit providers by providing matching grants to communities to start primary care
practices.291 Other states have their own loan repayment programs or supplemental incentives to
assist primary care providers in establishing practices in underserved areas.
Physician incentive programs have been shown to impact access to care among poor and
minority patients. For example, studies have shown that alumnae of the National Health Service
Corps are more likely than the general population of medical school graduates to practice in
vulnerable populations.292,293,294
State programs have similarly been effective in increasing access to care. In 1996, there
were over 1600 providers who practiced in underserved areas through state-based incentive
programs such as loan repayment programs and scholarship programs, a number comparable to
those providers funded through the National Health Service Corps.295
The data presented in Chapter 5 did not demonstrate a link between patient-provider
racial concordance and perceived discrimination among minorities suggesting other factors
beyond simply increasing numbers of minority physicians are also important. Although racial
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concordance with providers did not impact perception of disrespect from the Commonwealth
sample, there is some evidence that racial concordance with general medical staff can impact
perceived discrimination; in chapter 5, there was a significant relationship demonstrated between
patient-staff concordance with perceptions of disrespect in the healthcare setting. These findings
suggest that increasing workforce diversity beyond the provider level is critical. It is important
to also promote programs that train ancillary minority medical staff in order to improve the
experience for minority patients within the healthcare system. While many of the grants
described above for underrepresented minorities do include nurses, very few if any target other
ancillary staff.

Individual/Provider Level Direct Discrimination
Individual level discrimination is another pathway which can affect utilization rates based
on our model. Such discrimination can include direct discrimination, representing a purposeful
intention to mistreat based on race. Such purposeful actions would likely be mediated through
such legal sanctions as described above, such as Title VI of the Civil Rights Act.

Individual/Provider Level Indirect/Unintentional Discrimination
Combating Indirect Individual Level Discrimination: Cultural Competency Training
Individual/provider level discrimination will often present in the form of unintentional
discrimination that is unconscious/subconscious. For example, as described in Chapter 2,
providers may stereotype patients based on the provider’s own lack of awareness or exposure to
different cultures. One option for addressing such cases of unintentional/subconscious
discrimination is cultural sensitivity training of providers. Chapter 5 showed that ancillary staff
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can be as important as physician interactions in affecting patients’ reports of disrespect in the
healthcare setting. For this reason, such cultural sensitivity training should not only be directed
to physicians but all health care staff members. There has been an increasing body of evidence
in the literature examining the role of cultural sensitivity training. A number of theories have
been developed to define the goal of cultural sensitivity training. Such theories typically assume
that training should empower the provider to strive towards achieving a level of cultural
competency. Levels of cultural competency can vary from lowest level, in which the provider
having no insight into cultural competency, to at the very best, in which the provider has
achieved cultural “proficiency”.296,297,298 According to Culhane Pera, a person’s level of cultural
competency can be present in five gradations: no insight about culture, minimal emphasis on
culture in the medical setting, acceptance of the roles of culture on beliefs and treatment,
incorporation of culture into daily medical practice and full integration of the awareness of
culture into all aspects of professional practice (representing the most proficient level of cultural
competency.)17,299
The Lewin group, as part of HRSA’s initiative on cultural competence, examined several
measurement variables to assess how well cultural competence is being achieved in health care
settings. They found that the key measures of how well an institution addresses cultural
competency can be grouped into four categories: capacity/structure measures, process
measures, impact/outcome measures, and organizational viewpoint measures.
Capacity/structure measures refer to items in an institution’s infrastructure that support cultural
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competency, such as dedicated resources to interpreter services, availability of advisory
committees, and quality improvement initiatives to track how well cultural competency is being
achieved. Process measures include measures of quality of interventions targeted towards
cultural competency in an organization, such as tracking information about the number of staff
trained in cultural competency, the percent of non-English speaking patients who have access to
interpreter services and the percent of patients who have language concordance with their
providers. Organization/viewpoint measures investigate how well an organization embraces the
ideal of cultural competency, such as incorporating this goal as part of its mission statement.
Impact/Outcome measures are perhaps the most useful and can show how improvements in the
cultural competence of providers and staff can affect patient outcomes. Such measures include
patient satisfaction and health care compliance.300 Although outcomes are particularly
important, they are also probably the most challenging to track given the difficulty of linking
such outcomes solely to cultural competency since many other confounding variables can play a
contributory role in determining outcomes.301
Achieving cultural competency within an institution begins with individual providers and
staff members. Medical school training is one outlet through which physicians can be trained to
become culturally competent providers. Cultural competency can be presented in medical school
through various settings, such as full courses devoted to cultural competency, lectures integrated
as part of larger courses, and specialized rotations and immersion courses designed to place the
student in a community-based setting.17,302,303,304
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States Medical Schools offered an entire course specifically dedicated to issues related to cultural
competency. The majority of schools taught this issue in a limited number of lectures integrated
as part of another larger course.305 In an evaluation of the cultural competency of 19 schools
considered to be likely leaders in the field, Grumbach and colleagues found that only 32% had
separate cultural competency courses, although 84% had some type of mandatory instruction in
place. The schools used a wide variation in approaches to teaching these skills ranging from
cross-cultural mentoring experiences to internships.306
Unfortunately, few studies have examined which educational approach works best or how
such cultural competence programs might affect medical students. In a MEDLINE-directed
review of the literature on this topic, Champaneria and Axell found only two studies discussing
the effectiveness of training programs in cultural competency. One study showed an
improvement in various measures of cultural sensitivity reported by students, including better
understanding of cultural references from patients and improved interaction with patients via the
use of interpreters. Another study identified in Champaneria’s review showed no improvement
in students’ skills in cultural competency with a two-year course. Unfortunately, both studies
lacked a true randomly assigned control group limiting what conclusions could be made about
each intervention.307,308,309
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One criticism of cultural competency programs is that they use an approach which places
undue pressure on the patient by overemphasizing emphasis on learning about inherent patient
cultural characteristics; this can lead to stereotyping patients based on assumed behavior based
on race or culture. Betancourt instead recommends a more “patient-centered” approach that uses
clinical scenarios as a model for teaching cultural competency. Such scenarios should provide
an opportunity to learn about social and cultural issues that impact a given case as well as
emphasize patient-doctor communication. 310 311
While the number of medical schools with cultural competency programs are limited in
number, fewer still are the number of programs that train physicians once they have completed
medical school. A study by Betancourt of residents showed that most had not had any formal
cultural sensitivity training. Many felt that such training was important but could adversely lead
to stereotyping of patients. Most noted the biggest barrier to cultural sensitivity training was
lack of resources or appropriate role models.312313 The University of Massachusetts offers a
unique regional training center designed to train community-based faculty in cultural
competency. The Center offers four workshops designed to increase cultural awareness among
its faculty members. The course has received positive feedback from its attendees, but no
formal evaluation of its effectiveness has been published.314
Outside of medical school and specialized training programs, the responsibility for
cultural competency training may rest heavily with individual institutions. This is particularly
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true for ancillary staff (such as nurses, receptionists and other associated support staff) who may
not have received opportunities to learn about cultural competency during their employment
training period. As the Commonwealth Fund data showed, perceived disrespect was linked
more closely to the race of the staff than the race of the provider alone. Conceivably, having a
culturally competent staff would be equally as important as having a culturally competent or
racially concordant provider.
Does cultural competence make a difference? From our model, improving patientprovider communication is one pathway to reducing perceived discrimination among minorities.
Studies have revealed that poor understanding of cultural beliefs can lead to adverse
consequences in a wide variety of settings. In a survey of literature evaluating cultural
competency in the pediatric emergency department setting Flores and colleagues revealed a
number of poor health outcomes resulting from lack of cultural understanding, including lower
levels of patient satisfaction.315
Although cultural competency has been recognized as an important element of both
medical education and provider training, there is insufficient evidence to suggest that it impacts
outcomes. Price, Beach and colleagues conducted a systematic review of the literature
evaluating cultural competency programs. Sixty four studies that focused on evaluating
culturally competency training initiatives in health care settings were analyzed. Of these studies,
most lacked a comparison group and few used a pre-test/post-test analysis making it difficult to
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assert validity. In addition, most studies used changes in provider attitudes as the endpoint of
interest rather than any patient centered outcomes.316
There is evidence that incorporating culturally competence in educational materials can
affect minorities’ interactions with the medical system. Clinical trials that have incorporated
culturally sensitive education materials have had better rates of minority participation than
traditional trials. 317
Part of cultural competency includes having adequate interpreter services. Adequate
interpreter services have been associated with a number of positive health outcomes ranging
from improved levels of satisfaction by both patients and physicians in a wide variety of clinical
settings to better levels of patient compliance and understanding of treatment decisions.318,319,320
Baker and colleagues studied a cohort of Spanish-speaking patients presenting to Harbor-UCLA
Medical Center. They found that in 34% of cases of poor language concordance between
provider and patient, an interpreter was not used to provide translation services. Only 38 percent
of patients who felt they needed an interpreter but did not get one reported excellent
understanding of their condition post-discharge with 90% stating that they would have preferred
a better explanation from their provider.321 Even when interpreters are available, their quality
can vary significantly. In the health care setting, providers may choose from a wide variety of
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interpreter services ranging from a full-fledged interpreter, which can be expensive, to telephone
interpreter services, less formal interpreter sources, and even family member interpreters. 322
Flores showed that serious flaws in patient-provider communication can occur in the absence of
trained interpreters. In an analysis of transcripts recording interactions between patients and
providers, he found an overall average of 31 errors per interaction. When providers use so-called
“ad hoc” interpreters such as social workers, nurses or siblings, up to 77% of medical errors
occurred that could result in potentially serious clinical consequences, such as incorrect
directions about medications.323 An ideal situation for the non-English speaking patient is to
have a provider who has fluency in the patient’s native language. In the absence of a formally
trained interpreter present on-site, telephone interpretation services are another option, and
satisfaction for patients who use this service during clinic visits was found to be equivalent to
that experienced by those using providers who speak the same language and higher than that for
interactions which rely on family members or informal interpreters.324
In addition to its effect on overall patient satisfaction and quality of care, interpreter
services may have some impact on costs. One study showed that using interpreter services or
having a physician that spoke the same language as the patient, was associated with both a lower
number of unnecessary tests ordered and fewer hospital admissions for non-English speaking
patients compared to cases involving non-concordance of physician-patient language and no
interpreter use.325 However, because interpreter services can be expensive, the decision to use
one might be more accurately viewed as an issue of quality rather than overall cost.
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Like the legal sanctions for discrimination, legal sanctions also encourage or require the
availability of interpreter services for non-English speaking patients when needed. Many federal
laws encourage the use of interpreters and many states have more strict mandates.326,327 In
addition to protections based on language under the Hill-Burton Act and Title VI, EMTALA
requires emergency departments that receive Medicare Funding to provide adequate interpreter
services or risk civil fines and loss of funding.328 In 2000, President Bush released an executive
order requiring federal agencies and recipients of federal funding to improve access to interpreter
services for persons with limited English proficiency.329
Although there are no legal mandates requiring cultural competency training, the use of
cultural competency measures in health care report cards, as described above, can potentially
make health care facilities take the need for cultural competency more seriously. The PHR
report outlines other ways in which culturally competency can be incorporated into the culture of
institutions, as well as into the practices of individual providers. These methods include
expanding state licensing tools and board exams to include cultural competency measures as a
requirement for provider certifications and mandating medical schools to provide cultural
competency courses as a requirement for accreditation.330
Unfortunately, there is limited, if any, data, on how cultural sensitivity training or
interpreter services specifically affect patient’s perceptions of discrimination. The
Commonwealth Fund Data does not offer a sufficient sample size to make such determinations.
Extrapolating from the previously discussed studies on interpreter services that demonstrate a
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positive effect on improved communication between patient and provider, it is likely, based on
my model, that cultural competence and interpreter services would also create an environment in
which patients are less likely to perceive discrimination.
Even in the presence of interpreters, patients can still have difficulty communicating with
their providers. One study showed that Spanish speaking patients using interpreters were still less
likely than English-speaking patients to have their comments acknowledged with English
physicians.331 Part of this problem may be linked to the increased length of time that using an
interpreter adds to a visit causing the physician to rush through topics that otherwise could have
been addressed in a more sensitive manner. In a time-motion study of a Seattle Clinic,
physicians spent the same amount of time with patients requiring interpreter services as with
those who did not, although physicians believed that they had spent more time with the
former.332 Perez Stable showed that Spanish-speaking patients in Seattle whose caregiver spoke
the same language reported better overall well-being and functioning, though no differences in
satisfaction, than patients who lacked a provider who spoke the same language.333 Studies such
as these support the prior argument that increasing numbers of minority physicians, particularly
those who can provide language concordant interactions, should still be an important priority
even in the presence of adequate interpreter services.

Combating Unintentional Provider Level Discrimination through targeting referral patterns
Still another manifestation of unintentional provider level discrimination is differing rates
of patient referral. As described earlier, race report cards can be used to evaluate potential
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discriminatory behaviors of individual practitioners. Another model might behaving a central
watchdog agency for which individual grievances involving alleged discrimination can be
reported and made available to the public, similar to what is done with malpractice. Reporting
rates of perceived discrimination or grievances to the public on the individual provider level,
however, might be difficult, as well as controversial, similar to those controversies surrounding
public access to malpractice claims. For example, past malpractice claims have not been shown
to predict future malpractice trends.334 Similarly, grievances in discrimination might be due to
other patient level factors beyond direct discrimination and could have nothing to do with a
provider’s propensity for disparate treatment.
A more feasible alternative than public reporting by provider might be to establish an
internal quality assurance system within a health care organization, such as a managed care plan
or hospital, which not only investigates discrimination grievances, but also tracks provider
referral levels according to patient race. Cases in which there are wide discrepancies in the
number of referrals according to race could be investigated to provide the physician with
feedback (since often the physician may be unaware of differential referral patterns). In extreme
cases where no improvement has occurred after feedback, unusually high numbers of cases of
racial discrepancies by an individual provider could be used for making decisions about retention
and promotion.

Patient Level
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Addressing patient-level factors is perhaps the most challenging task for reducing
discrimination in the health care setting. Trying to develop strategies to reduce perceptions of
discrimination specifically from the patient level is hard to achieve. Many of the strategies to
improve patient’s perceptions of discrimination can be more easily achieved by addressing
provider and system-level factors, which can be more controllable through policy interventions
such as legal sanctions and mandates. Based on Van Ryn’s discussion of the “self-fulfilling”
prophecy (see chapter 2), provider effects are cyclical, that is, the providers behaviors that reflect
subconscious discrimination can impact patients’ perceptions. Therefore, policy approaches that
help improve a provider’s sensitivity not only can reduce the chance of discriminatory behavior
elicited by the provider, but can also indirectly lower patient perceptions of disrespect as well.
One strategy might be to give minority patients a greater role in providing feedback for
providers and health systems about discriminatory practices. This could involve educating
minorities above grievance processes and allowing them to participate in internalized quality
assurance initiatives. Nerenz’s study used patients from the community to help develop cultural
competency indicators for his pilot report card; such community-based patient involvement is
one step in this direction. Hospitals can employ minority patients in developing quality
improvement strategies to enhance patient-provider communication.
Minority patients can similarly become more participatory in the patient-doctor
relationship. Increasingly, organizations are striving to provide the patient-consumer with more
tools to use to actively participate in the patient-provider relationship. Such tools can increase
overall health literacy rates, which in general are lower among minority patients. Initiatives such
as the Ask Me Three Program, funded by Pfizer, are designed to give patients basic tools of what
to ask during the health care visit. This program involves patients asking three questions that can
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improve the flow of communication with their provider: What is my main problem? What do I
need to do? Why is this important for me to do this? It also offers patients strategies to help
facilitate this communication available through a publicly accessible website. 335
Another approach might be to involve minority patients in cultural competency initiatives
as well. Most of the cultural competency training initiatives focus on training providers. Very
few, if any, focus on exposing minority patients to differing cultures. Although this is a difficult
task to achieve for every patient in the medical system, such programs could be integrated as part
of broader patient-managed programs, and could be conceivably be combined with other patient
empowerment initiatives.

Conclusion/Summary
Discrimination can impact health care utilization from a number of different pathways
ranging from the health care system as a whole to the individual provider. Patients’ experiences
in this system can also lead to perceptions of discrimination, which can reduce their desire to use
care.
In this dissertation we have seen that discrimination can be particularly challenging to
measure. As a result, it can be difficult to implement policies to effectively combat
discrimination. This dissertation offers analysis of the Commonwealth Fund’s data and shows
that perceived discrimination can impact patients’ utilization of preventive health care services.
It also analyzes the role of patient-provider racial concordance on patients’ perceptions of
discrimination suggesting that, although concordance is an important pathway, other approaches
must be taken in concert to effectively reduce such perceptions in the health care setting.
Discrimination must instead be approached from many different angles, ranging from enhanced
335
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enforcement of legal sanctions to making health care systems accountable via such tools as
health care report cards. In addition, discrimination can be approached by improving the
patient-doctor interaction through such means as provider education and provision of interpreter
services to patients. Such improvements may ultimately decrease the chance that a patient will
perceive discrimination and increase their utilization of the health care system, thus while
reducing disparities in health care use between whites and minority patients.
Much further research is needed in this area. More quantitative measures are needed to
adequately link discrimination with health care utilization. However, trying to build such
objective measures by documenting discriminatory practices through traditional routes such as
field or laboratory studies is very difficult in the health care setting. Analysis of administrative
data is one option, but the data have the limitations discussed above, and do not always possess
the rigor of health services research. Another alternative is to build better datasets which report
information on perceived discrimination in health care setting, utilization patterns, and referral
rates by race. Although perceived discrimination may be subject to its own biases, linking such
reports to documented measures of patient health care utilization rates reported by race, such as
through the use of health plan report cards, can be of great value. Such information can allow us
to better understand how race and perceived discrimination actually impacts health care
utilization.
While discrimination is not the only explanatory factor in predicting why racial
disparities occur, it is undoubtedly an area that deserves attention. Understanding the role that
discrimination plays in health care use and implementing policies that seek to measure and
combat it is a huge step in reducing racial disparities in the health care setting.
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Appendix One: Questions Useful for Studying the Link Between Discrimination and Health
by Dataset:
I. General Social Survey (1998) 336
x Health Questions:
o In general would you say your own health is excellent, good, fair or poor?
o Now I'm going to ask you about things you did during the last seven days. I’m
only interested in what you did during the last seven days. From the last (DAY
OF WEEK) to today did you go to see a doctor or receive medical treatment at a
clinic or hospital?
o As you read each of the following statements, please think about the medical care
you are now receiving. (scale 1-5)
x Doctors aren’t as thorough as they should
x Doctors always do their best to keep the patient from worrying.
x

Sometimes doctors take unnecessary risks in treating their patients.

x

Doctors are very careful to check everything when examining their
patients.

x Doctors always treat their patients with respect.
x

I hardly ever see the same doctor when I go for medical care.

x Doctors always avoid unnecessary patient expenses.
x Doctors cause people to worry a lot because they don’t explain medical
problems to patients.
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x The medical problems I’ve had in the past are ignored when I seek care for
a new medical problem.
x

Doctors never recommend surgery (an operation) unless there is no other
way to solve the problem.

x My doctor is willing to refer me to a specialist when needed.
x

I worry that my doctor is being prevented from telling me the full range
of options for my treatment.

x I worry that I will be denied the treatment or services I need.
x I worry that my doctor will put cost considerations above the care I need.
o Questions about opinions of doctors (asked about agreement on a scale of 1 to 5):
x I doubt that my doctor really cares about me as a person.
x

I trust my doctor’s judgments about my medical care

x

I feel my doctor does not do everything s/he should for my medical care.

x I trust my doctor to put my medical needs above all other considerations
when treating my medical problems.
x My doctor is a real expert in taking care of medical problems like mine.
x

I trust my doctor to tell me if a mistake was made about my treatment

o Also questions about mental health, use of prozac, and opinions of health plans
including health plan use, switching and satisfaction with plans.

x Discrimination Questions:
o Questions referring to whether a group has been treated with discrimination:
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x Do you think most people would try to take advantage of you if they got a
chance, or would they try to be fair?
x What do you think the chances are these days that a white person won’t
get a job or promotion while an equally or less qualified black person gets
one instead? Is this likely, somewhat likely, or not likely to happen these
days?
x In the past few years, do you think conditions for black people have
improved, gotten worse, or stayed about the same?
x On the average (blacks/African-Americans) have worse jobs, income, and
housing than white people. Do you think these differences are mainly due
to discrimination?
o Questions referring to a group’s views of minorities:
x (Blacks/African-Americans) shouldn't push themselves where
they're not wanted. (range from strongly agree to strongly disagree)
x Do you think there should be laws against marriages between
(blacks/African-Americans) and whites?
x On the average (blacks/African-Americans) have worse jobs, income, and
housing than white people. Do you think these differences are
--Mainly due to discrimination?
--Because most (blacks/African-Americans) have less in-born ability
to learn?
--Because most (blacks/African-Americans) don't have the chance for
education that it takes to rise out of poverty?
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--Because most (blacks/African-Americans) just don't have the
motivation or will power to pull themselves up out of poverty?
x Now I have some questions about different groups in our society. I’m
going to show you a seven-point scale on which the characteristics of
people in a group can be rated. Participants are asked about rating
whites and blacks on the following based on a 7 point scale:
x Rich(1)-Poor(7)
x Hardworking(1) –Lazy(7)
x Unintelligent (1)- Intelligent(7)
x Now I’m going to ask you about different types of contact with various
groups of people. In each situation would you, please tell me whether you
would be very much in favor of it happening, somewhat in favor, neither
in favor nor opposed to it happening, somewhat opposed, or very much
opposed to it happening? Living in a neighborhood where half of your
neighbors were Blacks? (5 point scale)
x What about having a close relative or family member marry a black
person? Would you be very in favor of it happening, somewhat in favor,
neither in favor or opposed to it happening, somewhat opposed, or very
opposed to it happening? (5 point scale)

o Questions referring to a person’s views on discrimination policies:
x Some people say that because of past discrimination, blacks should be
given preference in hiring and promotion. Others say that such preference
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in hiring and promotion of blacks is wrong because it discriminates
against whites. What about your opinion -- are you for or against
preferential hiring and promotion of blacks?
x Do you agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree,
disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly with the following statement:
Irish, Italians, Jewish and many other minorities overcame prejudice and
worked their way up. Blacks should do the same without special favors.
o Questions giving evidence for interaction with other racial groups:
x Are there any (black/African Americans) living in your neighborhood?
x (If black) : Are there any whites living in this neighborhood now?
x Are the people who work where you work all white, mostly white, about
half and half, mostly black, or all black?
x In general, how close do you feel to blacks?
x And in general how close do you feel to whites?
x Are any of your good friends that you feel close to black/white?
II. CARDIA Study337
x Health Questions-CARDIA contains a wide range of questions about health related to
general health status, health care utilization , behavior/lifestyle choices (such as smoking)
and questions as well as laboratory/testing measures related to cardiac disease.
x Discrimination questions
o Since your last CARDIA exam have you had any of these things happen to you:
Discriminated against on the basis of age, sex or color?

337

CARDIA Data Collection Forms. http://www.cardia.dopm.uab.edu/em_dacf.htm
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o Do you think you have had a fair opportunity to make the most of yourself in life
or have you been held back in some ways?(from the Framingham type A/B form)
o From the Discrimination Questionnaire (2000-2001)
If you feel you have been treated unfairly, do you usually accept it as a
fact of life? Try to do something about it?
And if you have been treated unfairly, do you usually: Talk to other people
about it? Keep it to yourself?
Have you ever experienced discrimination, been prevented from doing
something, or been hassled or made to feel inferior in any of the following
seven situations because of your race or color [also asks about gender in a
separate question]? If Yes, how often?
--At school
--Getting a job
--Getting housing
-- At work
--At home
--Getting medical care
--On the street or in a public setting
Have you ever experienced discrimination, been prevented from doing
something, or been hassled or made to feel inferior in any of the following
seven situations because of your socioeconomic position or social class? If
Yes, how often? (same 7 settings as above)
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o Also has other questionnaires to assess individual coping styles and support
mechanisms such as the Cook Medley hostility questionnaire, a John Henryism
questionnaire and a social support questionnaire. The latest wave also includes a
neighborhood cohesion form to evaluate the strength of neighborhood supports.

III. Detroit Area Study, 1995: Social Influences on Health: Stress, Racism, and Health
Protective Services338
x Health Questions:
o The survey asks a wide range of health related questions including questions
about:
x General health status, chronic illness
x Alcohol and substance abuse,
x Depression
x Coping strategies
x Health care access measures (including usual source of care)
x Preventive care including mammograms, past smears, general check up
x Race of Doctor
x Question about treatment and trust:
x At your last visit for a general check-up, how would you rate the
job that your doctor and office staff did in spending enough time
with you? Would you say they did an excellent, good, fair or poor
338

Jackson, James, and David Williams. Detroit Area Study, 1995: Social Influences on Health: Stress, racism and
health protective resources[Computer file]. ICPSR version. Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan, Dept. of
Sociology, Detroit Area Studies [producer], 2002. Ann Arbor, MI: Inter-university Consortium for Political and
Social Research , 2002.
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job on this? How about treating you with dignity and respect.
(Would you say he or she is doing an excellent, good, fair, or poor
job?)
x In general, would you say you trust doctors to be able to help you
with your medical problems very much, somewhat, not very much,
or not at all?

x Discrimination Questions:
o Questions referring to whether a group has been treated with discrimination:
x Do your chances in life depend more on what happens to your racial or
ethnic group, or does it depend more on what you do yourself?
x

Thinking over your whole life, do you think that you have ever been
treated unfairly or badly because of your race or ethnicity? (at what age

x Because of the shade of your skin color do you think white people treat
you a lot better, somewhat better, no different, somewhat worse, or a lot
worse than other blacks?
x Because of the shade of your skin color do you think black people treat
you a lot better, somewhat better, no different, somewhat worse, or a lot
worse than other blacks?
x Do you think you have ever been unfairly fired or denied a promotion?
What was the main reason?
x For unfair reasons, do you think you have ever not been? What was the
main reason?
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x Do you think you have ever been unfairly stopped, searched, questioned,
physically threatened or abused by the police? What was the main reason?
x Do you think you have ever been unfairly prevented from moving into a
neighborhood because the landlord or a realtor refused to sell or rent you a
house or apartment? What was the main reason?
x Have you ever moved into a neighborhood where neighbors made life
difficult for you or your family? What was the main reason? Was it so bad
you moved out?
x When you felt you were treated unfairly, how did you usually respond?
Did you accept it as a fact of life or did you try to do something about it?
Did you talk to other people about it or did you keep it to yourself? Did
you lose your temper?
x In your day-to-day life how often have any of the following things
happened to you? First, ...
x You are treated with [less?] courtesy than other people. (Would
you say very often, fairly often, not too often, hardly ever, or
never?)
x You are treated with less respect than other people
x You receive poorer service than other people at restaurants or
stores
x People act as if they think you are not smart
x People act as if they are afraid of you
x People act as if they think you are dishonest
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x People act as if they're better than you are
x You are called names or insulted
x you are threatened or harassed
x In dealing with the [above] day-to-day experiences you just told me about,
how often do you…
x think in advance about the kinds of problems you are likely to
experience?
x try to prepare for possible insults before leaving home?
x

feel that you always have to be very careful about your appearance
to get good service or avoid being harassed?

x

carefully watch what you say and how you say it?

x

carefully observe what happens around you?

x try to avoid certain social situations and places?
x

get very angry or mad?

x Would you say over the last five years that Blacks as a group in the
United States are economically much better off, a little better off, about
the same, worse off, or much worse off than most Whites living here in the
United States (asked of blacks)

o Questions referring to a group’s views of minorities:
x Would you say over the last five years that Whites as a group in the
United States are economically much better off, a little better off, about
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the same, worse off, or much worse off than most blacks living here in the
United States. (asked of whites)
x I am going to mention several reasons why blacks may not do as well as
whites in the United States. Please tell me how strongly you agree or
disagree with each of the following reasons. (range from strongly agree to
strongly disagree)
x Blacks teach their children values and skills that are different from
the values and skills that whites teach their children.
x God made the races different as part of a divine plan.
x

Whites have more in-born ability than blacks.

x What do you think the chances are these days that a white person will not
get a job or promotion while an equally or less qualified black person gets
one instead? (Is this very likely to happen, somewhat likely, somewhat
unlikely, very unlikely to happen, or can't you say one way or the other?)
x Do you feel this way because of something that happened to you
personally?
x

Have you ever felt the following ways about black people
x How often have you ever felt sympathy for blacks? (range from
very often to hardly ever)
x How often have you felt admiration for blacks? (Very

x Most whites think that blacks do not work as hard as whites. (strongly
agree to strongly disagree)
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x I think that blacks do not work as hard as whites. (strongly agree to
strongly disagree)
x Most blacks would not mind giving special preferences in
hiring and job promotions to blacks. (strongly agree to strongly disagree)
x Most blacks think that blacks do not work as hard as whites. (strongly agree to
strongly disagree)
x Discrimination against blacks is no longer a problem in the United States.
(strongly agree to strongly disagree)
x Blacks have a tendency to blame whites too much for problems that are of
their own doing (strongly agree to strongly disagree)
x Over the past few years blacks have gotten more than they deserve. (strongly
agree to strongly disagree)

o Questions referring to a person’s views on discrimination policies:
x The government should make every effort to improve the social and
economic position of blacks living in the United States. (strongly agree to
strongly disagree)
x

On the whole, do you think most white people in the Detroit area want to see
black people get a better break, or do they want to keep black people down, or
don't they care one way or the other?

x Most whites would not mind giving special preferences in hiring and job
promotions to blacks. (strongly agree to strongly disagree)
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x I would not mind giving special preferences in hiring and job promotions to
blacks. (strongly agree, agree to strongly disagree)
x Many other groups have come to the United States and overcome prejudice
and worked their way up. Blacks should do the same without any special
favors. (strongly agree to strongly disagree)

o Questions giving evidence for interaction with other racial groups:
x

Do you know any (OPPOSITE RACE--white/black) person who you
think of as a good friend--that is, someone to whom you can say what you
really think?

x Most white people would be willing to have romantic relations with a
black person (strongly agree to strongly disagree) [Blacks asked the
reverse question]
x I would be willing to have romantic relations with a black person. (
strongly agree to strongly disagree) [Blacks asked the reverse question]
x Black people and white people can never be really comfortable with each
other even if they are close friends.
x I would like you to imagine that you have been looking for a house and
have found a nice house you can afford. This house could be located in
several different types of neighborhoods as shown on these cards. Some of
the neighborhoods have more white families, and others have more black
families. Would you look through the cards and rearrange them so that the
neighborhood that is most attractive to you is on top, the next most
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attractive second, and so on down the line with the least attractive
neighborhood on the bottom.

National Survey of Black Americans Wave IV Questions339
x Health Questions:
o The survey asks a few questions about health including presence of specific health
conditions, usual source of care and access.
o Also asks about reasons for not using the medical system including trust and lack
of confidence in the medical system.

x Discrimination Questions:
o Questions referring to whether a group has been treated with discrimination:
o In the United States, if black people don't do well:
x One, they do not work hard to get ahead.
x Two, they are kept back because of their race.
o In this country, if black people do not get a good education or job, it is because...
x One, they have not had the same chances as whites in this country.
x Two, they have no one to blame but themselves.

Midlife in the United States (MIDUS) 340
x Health Questions:

339

Laveist TA. Racial segregation and longevity among African Americans: an individual-level analysis. : Health
Serv Res. 2003;38:1719-33.
340
http://midmac.med.harvard.edu./research.html
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o Asks a wide variety of health questions including general health status, usual
source of care, mental health, stressors, physical activity, health insurance
coverage, substance abuse, and parental health
x Discrimination Questions:
o How many times in your life have you been discriminated against in each of the
following ways because of such things as your race, ethnicity, gender, age,
religion, physical appearance, sexual orientation, or other
characteristics?
a. You were discouraged by a teacher or advisor from seeking
higher education?
b. You were denied a scholarship?
c. You were not hired for a job?
d. You were not given a job promotion?
e. You were fired?
f. You were prevented from renting or buying a home in the
neighborhood you wanted?
g. You were prevented from remaining in a neighborhood because
neighbors made life so uncomfortable?
h. You were hassled by the police?
i. You were denied a bank loan?
j. You were denied or provided inferior medical care?
k. You were denied or provided inferior service by a plumber, car
mechanic, or other service provider?
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o How often on a day-to-day basis do you experience each of the following types of
discrimination?
a. You are treated with less courtesy than other people.
b. You are treated with less respect than other people.
c. You receive poorer service than other people at restaurants or
stores.
d. People act as if they think you are not smart.
e. People act as if they are afraid of you.
f. People act as if they think you are dishonest.
g. People act as if they think you are not as good as they are.
h. You are called names or insulted.
i. You are threatened or harassed.
o What was the main reason for the discrimination you experienced?
1. Your age
2. Your gender
3. Your race
4. Your ethnicity or nationality
5. Your religion
6. Your height or weight
7. Some other aspect of your appearance
8. A physical disability
9. Your sexual orientation
10. Some other reason for discrimination (Please specify:)
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o Overall, how much has discrimination interfered with you having a full and
productive life?
o

Overall, how much harder has your life been because of discrimination?
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Appendix Two: Coefficients from Chapter Four Regressions
Table A.2.1
Coefficients from Regression: Relationship of demographic variables to Disrespect/Look Down Variable
Dependent Variable: Look Down/Disrespect
n=6663
Coefficient
Standard Error
P>|t|
Male
.3886382
.1094781
0.000
NonEnglish
-.7965237
.2448973
0.001
<100% Poverty
.4566627
.1723506
0.008
100-200% Poverty
.3678964
.1467408
0.012
Unknown Income
.2979134
.
.1506985
0.048
Uninsured
.5947733
.1436513
0.000
Black
.2717431
.1481676
0.067
Hispanic
.7677052
.1671955
0.000
Asian
1.045652
.1850797
0.000
Other Race
.4640163
.2279766
0.042
College
-.556368
.1180143
0.000
Constant
-2.330163
.1312039
0.000

[95% Conf. Interval]
.174014, .6032624
-1.276628, -.3164195
.1187812 , .7945441
.0802212, .6555716
.0024794, .5933475
.3131549, .8763918
-.0187293, .5622155
.43993, 1.09548
.6828157, 1.408487
.0170839, .9109487]
-.7877268, -.3250091
-2.587379, -2.072947

Table A.2.2
Coefficients from Regression: Relationship of demographic variables to Treated Unfairly Because of Race Variable Dependent Variable: Treated Unfairly
Because of Race
n=6008
Coefficient
Standard Error
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
Male
Non English
<100% Poverty
100-200% Poverty
Unknown Income
Uninsured
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Other Race
College
Constant

.1813327
.1989176
.4873128
.5876568
-.5834183
1.114018
1.787991
1.57754
1.631019
1.732994
.1189105
-4.841499

.1967182
.3369117
.2803033
.2548781
.3250474
.2176994
.2837312
.3171745
.4022345
.3614876
.2169216
.3021052

0.357
0.555
0.082
0.021
0.073
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.584
0.000
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-.2043277
-.4615881
-.0622138
.0879755
-1.220665
.6872242
1.231744
.9557282
.8424494
1.024307
-.3063581
-5.433767

.5669931
.8594233
1.036839
1.087338
.0538279
1.540811
2.344238
2.199351
2.419588
2.44168
.544179
-4.24923

Table A.2.3
Coefficients from Regression: Relationship of demographic variables to Would Have Received Better Treatment if Belonging to a Different Race Variable
Dependent Variable: Would Have Received Better Treatment if Belonging to a Different Race
n=6772
Coefficient
Male
Non English
<100% Poverty
100-200% Poverty
Unknown Income
Uninsured
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Other Race
College
Constant

.0931515
.5952756
.3029507
.2511738
.0796984
.9002092
2.465378
1.926448
2.053264
1.776801
.3863538
-4.760113

Standard Error
.1462381
.2458023
.2340204
.1962294
.1930531
.172816
.2347935
.2775066
.2812733
.3147358
.1615277
.247465
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P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.524
0.015
0.196
0.201
0.680
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.017
0.000

-.1935377 .3798406
.113398 1.077153
-.1558292 .7617307
-.1335198 .6358674
-.2987682 .458165
.5614159 1.239002
2.005082 2.925674
1.382416 2.470479
1.501848 2.60468
1.159785 2.393818
.0696905 .7030171
-5.24525 -4.274976

Relationship of demographic variables to measures of negative perceptions: Coefficents from linear combinations of Variables: Race
and Gender, Race and Income and Race and Insurance using multivariate regression (without interaction terms)
Table A.2.4
Dependent Variable: Look Down/Disrespect
n=6663
Coefficient
Race/Gender
Black Male
Hispanic Male
Asian Male
Other Race Male

.6603813
1.156343
1.43429
0.8526545

Race/Income
Black <100% Poverty
Hispanic<100% Poverty
Asian <100% Poverty
Other Race <100% Poverty

.7284058
1.224368
1.502314
0.920679

Race/Insurance
Black Uninsured
Hispanic Uninsured
Asian Uninsured
Other Race Uninsured

.8665164
1.362478
1.640425
1.05879

Standard Error

.

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

.1866439
.1967532
.2091438
.2512163

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001

.2944789, 1.026284
. 7706223, 1.542064
1.024278, 1.844302
.3601624 1.345147

.212656
.2352468
.2540612
.2767015

0.001
0.000
0.000
0.001

.3115083, 1.145303
0.7631827, 1.685553
1.004245, 2.000384
0.3782247, 1.463133

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

.4751701,1.257863
.9448962, 1.780061
1.187591, 2.093259
.5303794, 1.5872

.1996226
.2130054
.2309871
.2695378
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Table A.2.5
Dependent Variable: Treated Unfairly Because of Race
n=6008
Coefficient.
Race/Gender
Black Male
Hispanic Male
Asian Male
Other Race Male

1.969324
1.756673
1.812351
1.914326

Race/Income
Black <100% Poverty
Hispanic<100% Poverty
Asian <100% Poverty
Other Race <100% Poverty

2.275304
2.064853
2.118331
2.220306

Race/Insurance
Black Uninsured
Hispanic Uninsured
Asian Uninsured
Other Race Uninsured

2.902009
2.691558
2.745036
2.847011

Standard Error

.

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

.3515198
.3553961
.4107467
.3992558

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

1.280179, 2.658468
1.062129, 2.455617
1.007094, 2.617609
1.131597, 2.697056

.3528039
.3748687
.4758493
.4587775

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

1.583642, 2.966966
1.329933, 2.799772
1.185442, 3.05122
1.320886, 3.119726

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

.217739,3.626627
1.900143, 2.482972
1.828777, 3.661296
1.962127, 3.731896

.369145
.4036856
.467367
.4513632
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Table A.2.6
Dependent Variable: Would Have Received Better Treatment if Belonging to a Different Race
n=6772
Coefficient.
Race/Gender
Black Male
Hispanic Male
Asian Male
Other Race Male

2.558529
2.019599
2.146416
1.869953

Race/Income
Black <100% Poverty
Hispanic<100% Poverty
Asian <100% Poverty
Other Race <100% Poverty

2.768329
2.229399
2.356215
2.079752

Race/Insurance
Black Uninsured
Hispanic Uninsured
Asian Uninsured
Other Race Uninsured

3.365587
2.826657
2.953473
2.67701

Standard Error

.

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

.2573726
.2811536
.2811074
.321294

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

2.052969, 3.06309
1.468418, 2.570781
1.595325, 2.697506
1.240079, 2.499826

.2812342
.3176472
.3337963
.3680226

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

2.216989, 3.319668
1.606674, 2.852123
1.701831, 3.010598
1.35827, 2.801234

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

2.814219, 3.916955
2.197763, 3.455551
2.326342, 3.580605
2.008711, 3.34531

.2812488
.3207942
.3198952
.3408947

a

This table reports predicted percentages derived from our multivariate regression. The independent variables of interest are: “looked down/treated with disrespect”, “treated unfairly because of race”,
and “would have received better care if different race” The dependent variables were: gender, language, income, insurance, race and education.
****p<0.001
***p<0.01
**p<0.05
*p<0.1
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Coefficients from Regressions: Relationship of Negative Perceptions with Interaction Terms for Race/Gender
Table A.2.7
Dependent Variable: Look Down/Disrespect
n=6663
Coefficient
Male
.3343287
NonEnglish
-.7943867
<100% Poverty
.4584207
100-200% Poverty
.3690469
Unknown Income
.2973055
Uninsured
.5945465
Black
.1613889
Hispanic
.7500867
Asian
.9573338
Other Race
.3804842
College
-.5545794
Black*Male
.2262484
Hispanic*Male
.0334468
Asian*Male
.1632658
Other Race*Male
.1422956
Constant
-2.303816

Standard Error
.1559725
.2448983
.1725717
.1470999
.1506698
.1434985
.1945577
.2206091
.2707003
.3233987
.1180109
.291847
.2893452
.3549641
.4482232
.1401758

P>|t|
0.032
0.001
0.008
0.012
0.049
0.000
0.407
0.001
0.000
0.239
0.000
0.438
0.908
0.646
0.751
0.000

[95% Conf. Interval]
.0285553 .6401021
-1.274493 -.3142805
.1201058 .7967357
.0806677 .6574262
.0019277 .5926833
.3132275 .8758655
-.2200281 .5428059
.3175979 1.18257
.4266445 1.488023
-.2535166 1.014485
-.7859316 -.3232272
-.3458975 .7983943
-.5337944 .600688
-.5326168 .8591484
-.7364151 1.021006
-2.578621 -2.029011

Table A.2.8
Dependent Variable: Treated Unfairly Because of Race
n=6008
Coefficient
Standard Error
Male
.5424648
.41921
NonEnglish
.1865232
.3354311
<100% Poverty
.5090145
.2834183
100-200% Poverty
.6142652
.2520147
Unknown Income
-.571863
.3288363
Uninsured
1.101487
.2168107
Black
1.808524
.394901
Hispanic
1.968159
.4126899
Asian
2.175087
.5225656
Other Race
1.969319
.4878412
College
.1399751
.2166475
Black*Male
-.001399
.5567363

P>|t|
0.196
0.578
0.073
0.015
0.082
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.518
0.998

[95% Conf. Interval]
-.2793844 1.364314
-.4710798 .8441262
-.0466191 1.064648
.1201977 1.108333
-1.216537 .0728112
.6764364 1.526539
1.034332 2.582716
1.159092 2.777226
1.150612 3.199562
1.012921 2.925718
-.2847562 .5647064
-1.092865 1.090067
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Asian*Male
Hispanic*Male
Other Race*Male
Constant

-1.441577
-.9336033
-.4552916
-5.041121

.8163756
.5595886
.7149589
.3659056

0.077
0.095
0.524
0.000

-3.042058
-2.030661
-1.856948
-5.758468

.1589037
.1634541
.946364
-4.323773

Table A.2.9
Dependent Variable: Would Have Received Better Treatment if Different Race
n=6722

Male
Non English
<100% Poverty
100-200% Poverty
Unknown Income
Uninsured
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Other Race
College
Black*Male
Hispanic*Male
Asian*Male
Other Race*Male
Constant

Coefficient
.7121314
.5880597
.3080128
.2622721
.0765277
.8947045
2.800515
2.384487
2.497926
2.338824
.3826438
-.6200164
-.8917408
-.8376507
-1.03106
-5.094739

Standard Error
.3864238
.2457344
.2364072
.1965893
.194784
.1733989
.3370758
.3800793
.3976339
.4098529
.1615217
.4619515
.4761143
.5477128
.6252863
.3096427

P>|t|
0.065
0.017
0.193
0.182
0.694
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.018
0.180
0.061
0.126
0.099
0.000

[95% Conf. Interval]
-.0454243 1.469687
.1063153 1.069804
-.1554464 .771472
-.1231269 .6476712
-.3053322 .4583876
.5547685 1.23464
2.139702 3.461327
1.639369 3.129604
1.718394 3.277459
1.535337 3.142311
.0659923 .6992952
-1.525639 .285606
-1.825128 .0416468
-1.911402 .2361004
-2.256888 .1947686
-5.701771 -4.487707
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Coefficients from Regressions: Relationship of Negative Perceptions with Interaction Terms for Race/Income
Table A.2.10
Dependent Variable: Look Down/Disrespect
n=6663
Coefficient
Male
.3888244
NonEnglish
-.7685356
<100% Poverty
.6568888
100-200% Poverty
.3699948
Unknown Income
.2858715
Uninsured
.5912035
Black
.3428411
Hispanic
.8574409
Asian
1.025593
Other Race
.5459441
College
-.5561061
Black*100% Poverty
-.4749021
Hispanic*100% Poverty
-.4590245
Asian*100% Poverty
.0916316
Other Race * 100% Poverty -.8376674
Constant
-2.350633

Standard Error
.1095889
.2485717
.2296657
.1469773
.1511345
.1426684
.1625587
.1734886
.1935381
.2400634
.1175353
.3592847
.3196611
.5818235
.6524163
.1334356

P>|t|
0.000
0.002
0.004
0.012
0.059
0.000
0.035
0.000
0.000
0.023
0.000
0.186
0.151
0.875
0.199
0.000

[95% Conf. Interval]
.1739829 .603666
-1.255843 -.281228
.206645 1.107132
.081856 .6581336
-.0104173 .5821603
.3115119 .8708951
.024156 .6615262
.5173285 1.197553
.6461754 1.405011
.0753165 1.016572
-.7865259 -.3256863
-1.179255 .2294507
-1.085698 .1676491
-1.048993 1.232256
-2.116685 .4413498
-2.612224 -2.089041

Table A.2.11
Dependent Variable: Treated Unfairly Because of Race
n=6008
Coefficient
Standard Error
Male
.1773911
.1967678
NonEnglish
.242688
.3233274
<100% Poverty
.9036398
.4896902
100-200% Poverty
.5914498
.2564197
Unknown Income
-.6143127
.3265111
Uninsured
1.110756
.2158868
Black
1.872924
.3076999
Hispanic
1.728025
.3469076
Asian
1.745951
.4381087
Other Race
1.81139
.3936488

P>|t|
0.367
0.453
0.065
0.021
0.060
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

[95% Conf. Interval]
-.2083665 .5631487
-.3911861 .8765622
-.0563838 1.863663
.0887463 1.094153
-1.254428 .025803
.6875165 1.533996
1.269687 2.47616
1.047923 2.408127
.8870513 2.604851
1.039653 2.583127
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College
Black*100% Poverty
Hispanic*100% Poverty
Asian*100% Poverty
Other Race * 100% Poverty
Constant

.1086423
-.5183573
-.7215072
-.7098472
-.4827836
-4.898953

.2156158
.618948
.5628848
.9709253
.9022886
.3113413

Table A.2.12
Dependent Variable: Would Have Received Better Treatment if Different Race
n=6722
Coefficient
Standard Error
Male
.094998
.1464694
NonEnglish
.6745184
.2461258
<100% Poverty
1.297174
.4284589
100-200% Poverty
.2640159
.1971504
Unknown Income
.0227973
.1962174
Uninsured
1.900626
.1704095
Black
2.652178
.2413435
Hispanic
2.213067
.2761726
Asian
2.225996
.3014598
Other Race
1.976163
.3346858
College
.372332
.1602294
Black*100% Poverty
-1.155969
.506567
Hispanic*100% Poverty
-1.620778
.4604745
Asian*100% Poverty
-1.126683
.6812664
Other Race * 100% Poverty -1.330234
.7969227
Constant
-4.907562
.2511927

0.614
0.402
0.200
0.465
-0.535
0.000

-.3140662
-1.731787
-1.825027
-2.613318
-2.251695
-5.509329

P>|t|
0.517
0.006
0.002
0.181
0.908
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.020
0.023
0.000
0.098
0.095
0.000

[95% Conf. Interval]
-.1921446 .3821406
.1920066 1.15703
.4572109 2.137136
-.1224831 .6505149
-.3618727 .4074673
.5665505 1.234701
2.179042 3.125315
1.67165 2.754483
1.635006 2.816986
1.320036 2.632291
.0582139 .6864501
-2.149057 -.1628814
-2.523505 -.7180509
-2.462256 .2088904
-2.892543 .2320749
-5.400007 -4.415117
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.5313508
.6950725
.3820125
1.193624
1.286128
-4.288577

Coefficients from Regressions: Relationship of Negative Perceptions with Interaction Terms for Race/Insurance
Table A.2.13
Dependent Variable: Look Down/Disrespect
n=6663
Coefficient
Male
.3881037
NonEnglish
-.7383347
<100% Poverty
.462873
100-200% Poverty
.364244
Unknown Income
.3025068
Uninsured
.6866779
Black
..2992831
Hispanic
.8365715
Asian
1.154087
Other Race
.3766987
College
-.5612583
Black*Uninsured
-.1362118
Hispanic*Uninsured
-.2890563
Asian*Uninsured
-.6808757
Other Race*Uninsured
.2934616
Constant
-2.344109

Standard Error
.109426
.2557744
.1710924
.1469784
.1508946
.2109645
.1671721
.178538
.1976729
.2650454
.1182655
.346771
.3455618
.4701961
.5482412
.1331219

Table A.2.14
Dependent Variable: Treated Unfairly Because of Race
n=6008
Coefficient
Standard Error
Male
1698959 .
1961056
NonEnglish
.2010346
.3621925
<100% Poverty
.5278886
.2813218
100-200% Poverty
.609645
.2529808
Unknown Income
-.5674307
.3273225
Uninsured
.8029132
.5208104
Black
1.643673
.3306962
Hispanic
1.484327
.332235
Asian
1.718575
.4280686

P>|t|
0.000
0.004
0.007
0.013
0.045
0.001
0.073
0.000
0.000
0.155
0.000
0.694
0.403
0.148
0.592
0.000

[95% Conf. Interval]
.1735816 .6026258
-1.239763 -.2369067
.1274582 .7982879
.076103 .6523851
.0066884 .5983252
.2730965 1.100259
-.0284463 .6270125
.4865601 1.186583
.7665627 1.541611
-.1429046 .896302
-.7931097 -.3294069
-.8160325 .5436088
-.9665064 .3883938
-1.602663 .2409113
-.7813275 1.368251
-2.605085 -2.083132

P>|t|
0.386
0.579
0.061
0.016
0.083
0.123
0.000
0.000
0.000

[95% Conf. Interval]
-.2145636 .5543554
-.5090335 .9111027
-.0236347 1.079412
.1136833 1.105607
-1.209137 .0742756
-.2181208 1.823947
.9953529 2.291994
.83299
2.135664
.8793588 2.557791
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Other Race
College
Black*Uninsured
Hispanic*Uninsured
Asian*Uninsured
Other Race*Uninsured
Constant

1.470793
.1304147
.4845128
.3324445
-.6982487
.7948342
-4.781534

.4291104
.2212336
.6491469
.6569748
1.175192
.834406
.3004024

Table A.2.15
Dependent Variable: Would Have Received Better Treatment if Different Race
n=6722
Coefficient
Standard Error
Male
.0933771
.1462431
Non English
.6330554
.2573428
<100% Poverty
.2965037
.2313308
100-200% Poverty
.2432016
.1947279
Unknown Income
.0824647
.193469
Uninsured
1.372291
.434431
Black
2.57597
.271193
Hispanic
2.056196
.307912
Asian
2.297116
.3222699
Other Race
2.059201
.3619448
College
.3895255
.162828
Black*Uninsured
-.4179131
.5104604
Hispanic*Uninsured
-.5167343
.5257927
Asian*Uninsured
-1.067793
.6405634
Other Race*Uninsured
-1.064545
.720031
Constant
-4.886407
.2694979

0.001
0.556
0.455
0.613
0.552
0.341
0.000

.629534
-.3033075
-.7881212
-.9555358
-3.00218
-.8409949
-5.370465

P>|t|
0.523
0.014
0.200
0.212
0.670
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.017
0.413
0.326
0.096
0.139
0.000

[95% Conf. Interval]
-.1933218 .3800761
.1285534 1.137557
-.1570036 .750011
-.1385483 .6249514
-.2968173 .4617467
.5206202 2.223961
2.044315 3.107624
1.452557 2.659835
1.665329 2.928903
1.349634 2.768767
.070313 .708738
-1.418634 .5828074
-1.547513 .514044
-2.323571 .1879851
-2.476114 .3470232
-5.414738 -4.358076
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2.312051
.5641369
1.757147
1.620425
1.605682
2.430663
-4.192604

Coefficients from Regressions: Relationship of negative perceptions to health care outcomes.
Table A.2.16
Dependent Variable: Exam Within Prior Year
Principal Independent Variable: Treated with Disrespect/Looked Down Upon
n=6663
Coefficient
Standard Error
Treated with Disrespect/
Looked Down Upon
.1850035
.1119971
<100% Poverty
.0283539
.1296465
100-200% Poverty
.0103318
.1034683
Unknown Income
.0402595
.1014959
Uninsured
-.4407903
.1120912
Primary Physician
.7238175
.0933026
Chronic Illness
.5021219
.0780343
College
.0267284
.0793319
Constant
-.7606562
.1122686

Table A.2.17
Dependent Variable: Exam Within Prior Year
Principal Independent Variable: Treated Unfairly Because of Race
n=6008
Coefficient
Standard Error
Treated Unfairly Because
Of Race
.2523462
.1957615
<100% Poverty
-.0002399
.1354227
100-200% Poverty
. 0064943
.1078522
Unknown Income
.0370605
.1070299
Uninsured
-.4775912
.1198263
Primary Physician
.6101423
.0999563
Chronic Illness
.3624191
.0806975
College
-.0142375
.0836251
Constant
-.4972209
.1197516

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.099
0.827
0.920
0.692
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.736
0.000

-.4045661
-.2258092
-.1925107
-.1587161
-.6605375
.5409042
.3491411
-.1287963
-.9807511

.034559 .
.2825169
.2131744
.2392352
-.2210432
.9067308
.6551028
.182253
-.5405612

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.197
0.999
0.952
0.729
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.865
0.000

-.1314387 .6361311
-.2657322 .2652524
-.2049469 .2179356
-.1727686 .2468896
-.7125072 -.2426752
.4141808 .8061039
.2042139 .5206242
-.1781821 .1497071
-.7319905 -.2624513
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Table A.2.18
Dependent Variable: Exam Within Prior Year
Principal Independent Variable: Would Have Received Better Treatment if Different Race
n=6627
Coefficient
Standard Error
P>|t|
Would Have Received Better
Treatment If Different Race .1182932
.1478682
0.424
<100% Poverty
.008109
.1289985
0.950
100-200% Poverty
. -.0067304
.1033623
0.948
Unknown Income
.0262798
.1009811
0.795
Uninsured
-.475655
.1117656
0.000
Primary Physician
.7678917
.0925617
0.000
Chronic Illness
.4987411
.0777632
0.000
College
.0356248
.0788588
0.651
Constant
-.8240806
.1102285
0.000

Table A.2.19
Dependent Variable: Optimal Chronic Disease Screening
Principal Independent Variable: Treated with Disrespect/Looked Down Upon
n=1790
Coefficient
Standard Error
Treated with Disrespect/
Looked Down Upon
. -.5880139
.2083854
<100% Poverty
-.6598992
.2618429
100-200% Poverty
.0067724
.2429987
Unknown Income
-.5498284
.2046254
Uninsured
-.5935378
.2323545
Primary Physician
.789725
.2069094
College
.2524213
.1845041
Constant
-..6726405
.2483533

[95% Conf. Interval]
-.1715915
-.2447832
-.2093648
-.1716864
-.6947634
.5864313
.346292
-.1189722
-1.040176

.408178
.2610013
.1959039
.2242459
-.2565466
.9493522
.6511902
.1902217
-.6079856

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.005
0.012
0.978
0.007
0.011
0.000
0.171
0.007

-.996743 -.1792848
-1.17348 -.146318
-.4698475 .4833923
-.9511826 -.1484742
-1.04928 -.1377953
.383891 1.195559
-.109467 .6143095
.1855179 1.159763
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Table A.2.20
Dependent Variable: Optimal Chronic Disease Screening
Principal Independent Variable: Treated Unfairly Because of Race
n=1729
Coefficient
Standard Error
Treated Unfairly Because
Of Race
-.6111798
.3827468
<100% Poverty
-.6426197
.2709756
100-200% Poverty
-.0759004
.247101
Unknown Income
-.6348032
.2086675
Uninsured
-.5981437
.2577189
Primary Physician
.8053595
.2097041
College
.2919859
.1870944
Constant
.6498001
.2432929

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.111
0.018
0.759
0.002
0.020
0.000
0.119
0.008

-1.361921
-1.174127
-.5605786
-1.044096
-1.103649
.3940336
-.0749918
.1725912

Table A.2.21
Dependent Variable: Optimal Chronic Disease Screening
Principal Independent Variable: Would Have Received Better Treatment if Different Race
n=1794
Coefficient
Standard Error
P>|t|
Would Have Received Better
Treatment If Different Race -.5564187
.2783293
0.046
<100% Poverty
-.6811356
.2579121
0.008
100-200% Poverty
-.0109755
.2383088
0.963
Unknown Income
-.5776437
.203814
0.005
Uninsured
-.5867932
.2376374
0.014
Primary Physician
.84754
.2022515
0.000
College
.2986754
.1808141
0.099
Constant
.5474318
.2356315
0.020
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.1395619
-.1111124
.4087777
-.2255108
-.0926389
1.216685
.6589636
1.127009

[95% Conf. Interval]
-1.102336
-1.187006
-.4783957
-.9774058
-1.052897
.4508427
-.0559744
.0852627

-.0105018
-.1752653
.4564448
-.1778816
-.1206897
1.244237
.6533253
1.009601

.

TableA.2.22
Dependent Variable: Optimal Cancer Screening
Principal Independent Variable: Treated with Disrespect/Looked Down Upon
n=4860
Coefficient
Standard Error
Treated with Disrespect/
Looked Down Upon
.0787286
.1427583
<100% Poverty
.0072777
.1510532
100-200% Poverty
.2137197
.1228152
Unknown Income
-.4221033
.1170585
Uninsured
.0935421
.1370603
Primary Physician
.4274876
.118266
Chronic Illness
-.7858268
.0902512
College
.4027861
.0944418
Constant
-.0827694
.1435011

Table A.2.23
Dependent Variable: Optimal Cancer Screening
Principal Independent Variable: Treated Unfairly Because of Race n=4561
Coefficient
Standard Error
Treated Unfairly Because
Of Race
.487086
.2799101
<100% Poverty
-.1017662
.1555604
100-200% Poverty
.1594267
.1277963
Unknown Income
-.4498735
.1220489
Uninsured
.0677291
.1463679
Primary Physician
.2625879
.1264098
Chronic Illness
-.8651504
.0927065
College
.3369984
.0984829
Constant
.2140403
.1523071

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.581
0.962
0.082
0.000
0.495
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.564

-.2011591
-.2888727
-.0270681
-.6516047
-.1751741
.1956189
-.9627706
.2176262
-.3641135

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.082
0.513
0.212
0.000
0.644
0.038
0.000
0.001
0.160

-.0617063
-.4067584
-.091131
-.6891629
-.2192401
.0147486
-1.046911
.1439126
-.0845734
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.3586163
.3034281
.4545076
-.1926019
.3622584
.6593563
-.608883
.5879459
.1985746

1.035878
.2032259
.4099843
-.210584
.3546984
.5104272
-.6833899
.5300841
.512654

.

Table A.2.24
Dependent Variable: Optimal Cancer Screening
Principal Independent Variable: Would Have Received Better Treatment if Different Race n=4894
Coefficient
Standard Error
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
Would Have Received Better
Treatment If Different Race .115841
.1879105
0.538
-.25257 .4842519
<100% Poverty
.0069085
.1500857
0.963
-.2873444 .3011613
100-200% Poverty
.2280715
.1227552
0.063
-.0125982 .4687412
Unknown Income
-.4331841
.1165651
0.000
-.6617177 -.2046504
Uninsured
.0664767
.1361559
0.625
-.2004659 .3334193
Primary Physician
.4972615
.117374
0.000
.2671421 .727381
Chronic Illness
-.7769749
.0902624
0.000
-.9539403 -.6000095
College
.3979866
.0938349
0.000
.2140172 .5819561
Constant
-.1481725
.1406866
0.292
-.4239978 .1276528

Table A.2.25
Dependent Variable: Not Following Doctor’s Advice
Principal Independent Variable: Treated with Disrespect/Looked Down Upon
n=6008
Coefficient
Standard Error
Treated with Disrespect/
Looked Down Upon
.4048627
.1291925
<100% Poverty
.2124278
.1537524
100-200% Poverty
.0413943
.1286042
Unknown Income
-.1588056
.1285498
Uninsured
.3592056
.1335616
Primary Physician
-.1364938
.1150782
Chronic Illness
.3423499
.0934261
College
.3918205
.100477
Constant
-1.501957
.142395

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.002
0.167
0.748
0.217
0.007
0.236
0.000
0.000
0.000

.1515846
-.0889993
-.2107306
-.4108238
.0973619
-.3621013
.1591907
.1948382
-1.781118
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.6581409
.5138549
.2935192
.0932126
.6210493
.0891138
.5255091
.5888028
-1.222795

.

.

Table A.2.26
Dependent Variable: Not Following Doctor’s Advice
Principal Independent Variable: Treated Unfairly Because of Race
n=6008
Coefficient
Standard Error
Treated Unfairly Because
Of Race
.9215336
.2038261
<100% Poverty
.2080836
.1545219
100-200% Poverty
.0336053
.1290237
Unknown Income
-.1356825
.1284768
Uninsured
.3295689
.1357285
Primary Physician
-.1314926
.1164741
Chronic Illness
.338059
.0936926
College
.3666401
.0999438
Constant
-1.468897
.1411829

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.000
0.178
0.795
0.291
0.015
0.259
0.000
0.000
0.000

.5219383
-.0948522
-.2193419
-.3875576
.063477
-.3598368
.1543773
.1707032
-1.745682

Table A.2.27
Dependent Variable: Not Following Doctor’s Advice
Principal Independent Variable: Would Have Received Better Treatment if Different Race
n=6008
Coefficient
Standard Error
P>|t|
Would Have Received Better
Treatment If Different Race .3971724
1629895
0.015
<100% Poverty
. 2176676
.1536324
0.157
100-200% Poverty
.0507311
.1282212
0.692
Unknown Income
-.1509175
.1284803
0.240
Uninsured
.3531269
.1340128
0.008
Primary Physician
-.1507313
.1153832
0.191
Chronic Illness
.3525728
.0934029
0.000
College
. 3655442
.0995561
0.000
Constant
-1.450016
.140495
0.000
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1.321129
.5110193
.2865526
.1161926
.5956607
.0968516
.5217407
.5625771
-1.192112

[95% Conf. Interval]
.0776363 .7167086
-.0835243 .5188595
-.200643 .3021051
-.4027995 .1009645
.0903986 .6158552
-.3769368 .0754741
.1694592 .5356865
.1703673 .560721
-1.725453 -1.17458

.

Table A.2.28
Dependent Variable: Delayed Care
Principal Independent Variable: Treated with Disrespect/Looked Down Upon
n=6663
Coefficient
Standard Error
Treated with Disrespect/
Looked Down Upon
.5653428
.1249297
<100% Poverty
.5263074
.1482055
100-200% Poverty
. .3872961
.1261151
Unknown Income
-.1764935
.1393786
Uninsured
.7508419
.1249275
Primary Physician
-.1337373
.1104554
Chronic Illness
.2077631
.0982287
College
.36208
.1025801
Constant
-1.911452
.1448512

Table A.2.29
Dependent Variable: Delayed Care
Principal Independent Variable: Treated Unfairly Because of Race
n=6008
Coefficient
Standard Error
Treated Unfairly Because
Of Race
.7488878
.2053507
<100% Poverty
.5020882
.1542725
100-200% Poverty
. .3857554
.1320173
Unknown Income
-.1101415
.1450913
Uninsured
.8913566
.1336174
Primary Physician
.-.192792
.117871
Chronic Illness
.1344048
.1012176
College
.3708358
.1069901
Constant
-1.762968
.1534258

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.000
0.000
0.002
0.205
0.000
0.226
0.034
0.000
0.000

.3204267
.2357607
.1400561
-.4497356
.5059303
-.3502774
.0151925
.1609787
-2.195423

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.000
0.001
0.003
0.448
0.000
0.102
0.184
0.001
0.000

.3463037
.1996413
.1269393
-.3945889
.6294036
-.4238747
-.0640294
.1610848
-2.063754
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.810259.
.8168541
.6345362
.0967486
.9957536
.0828028
.4003338
.5631813
-1.627481

1.151472
.804535
.6445715
.1743059
1.15331
.0382908
.332839
.5805869
-1.462181

Table A.2.30
Dependent Variable: Delayed Care
Principal Independent Variable: Would Have Received Better Treatment if Different Race
n=6722
Coefficient
Standard Error
P>|t|
Would Have Received Better
Treatment If Different Race .5953224
.1588911
0.000
<100% Poverty
. 5101006
.1467528
0.001
100-200% Poverty
.3949149
.1258026
0.002
Unknown Income
-.1971113
.1396151
0.158
Uninsured
.7368637
.1246002
0.000
Primary Physician
-.1305891
.110371
0.237
Chronic Illness
.236705
.098144
0.016
College
.3161911
.101368
0.002
Constant
-1.851785
.1423698
0.000
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[95% Conf. Interval]
.283828 .9068168
.2224024 .7977989
.1482881 .6415417
-.4708166 .076594
.4925941 .9811333
-.3469633 .0857851
.0443008 .4291092
.1174664 .5149158
-2.130891 -1.572679

.

Appendix Three: Coefficients from Chapter Five Regressions
Coefficients from Regressions: Models Examining Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
Table A.3.1
Relationship of Racial Concordance of Provider to Measures of Disrespect/Mistreatment. Coefficients from Multivariate Analysis: Evaluation of Entire Sample
Dependent Variable: Looked Down/Disrespect
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
n=5062
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
-.1500978
.1317598
Non English Speaking
.0055122
.2933432
<100% Poverty
.3869357
.2221325
100-200% Poverty
.4747609
.1759274
Unknown Income
.3848228
.1766127
Uninsured
.6761649
.1928645
College
-.5113909
.1375773
Constant
-2.051883
.1515354

Table A.3.2
Dependent Variable: Treated Unfairly Because of Race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
N=4752
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
-1.668046
.2875123
Non English Speaking
1.039369
.446406
<100% Poverty
.6828651
.3648269
100-200% Poverty
.5454163
.3285263
Unknown Income
-.714599
.4104181
Uninsured
.9994294
.3376683
College
.3295379
.2950067
Constant
-3.506554
.3190725

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.255
0.985
0.082
0.007
0.029
0.000
0.000
0.000

-.4084192
-.569601
-.0485655
.1298469
.0385653
.298045
-.7811177
-2.348975

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.000
0.020
0.061
0.097
0.082
0.003
0.264
0.000

-2.231737
.1641536
-.0324078
-.0986863
-1.519257
.3374033
-.2488468
-4.132122

Table A.3.3
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.1082236
.5806254
.8224369
.819675
.7310802
1.054285
-.241664
-1.75479

-1.104355
1.914584
1.398138
1.189519
.0900592
1.661455
.9079226
-2.880987

.

Dependent Variable: Perception that better treatment would have been received if different race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
n=5063
Coefficient
Standard Error
P>|t|
Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
. -1.321451
.2015662
0.000
Non English Speaking
1.47908
.3499167
0.000
<100% Poverty
.4112129
.3436619
0.232
100-200% Poverty
.2300276
.2548862
0.367
Unknown Income
.1136387
.2466547
0.645
Uninsured
1.186347
.2527406
0.000
College
.4936331
.2168558
0.023
Constant
-3.222286
.234975
0.000

[95% Conf. Interval]
-1.716631 -.9262706
.793052 2.165108
-.2625524 1.084978
-.2696887 .7297439
-.3699395 .5972169
.6908371 1.681857
.068477 .9187892
-3.682966 -2.761607

Table A.3.4
Relationship of Racial Concordance of Provider to Measures of Disrespect/Mistreatment. Coefficients from Multivariate Analysis: Evaluation of Individual Racial Groups: Whites
Dependent Variable: Looked Down/Disrespect
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
Sample: Whites n=2849
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
.2165514
.2369034
<100% Poverty
.3928305
.3325204
100-200% Poverty
.2794458
.2526477
Unknown Income
.3304645
.2410634
Uninsured
.3832118
.3189664
College
-.6409581
.1928412
Constant
-2.392267
.2613473

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.361
0.238
0.269
0.171
0.230
0.001
0.000

-.2479944
-.2592114
-.215973
-.1422387
-.2422519
-1.019102
-2.904745
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.6810971.
1.044872
.7748646
.8031677
1.008676
-.2628142
-1.879789

Table A.3.5
Dependent Variable: Treated Unfairly Because of Race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
Sample: Whites n=2708
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
-2.415397
.5346924
<100% Poverty
1.377953
.590185
100-200% Poverty
.7990967
.5936048
Unknown Income
-1.930872
.6134217
Uninsured
.0978043
.8510342
College
-.1174993
.5021471
Constant
-3.35393
.5182129

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.000
0.020
0.178
0.002
0.909
0.815
0.000

-3.463903
.2206276
-.3649346
-3.133763
-1.571034
-1.102186
-4.370121

Table A.3.6
Dependent Variable: Perception that better treatment would have been received if different race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
Sample: Whites n=2851
Coefficient
Standard Error
P>|t|
Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
-1.318509
.5242652
0.012
<100% Poverty
1.156393
.6163617
0.061
100-200% Poverty
-.2232747
.700895
0.750
Unknown Income
-1.713902
.6491635
0.008
Uninsured
1.602055
.5832526
0.006
College
-.0724755
.5115689
0.887
Constant
-3.727917
.4969014
0.000
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-1.36689
2.535278
1.963128
-.7279808
1.766643
.8671876
-2.337739

[95% Conf. Interval]
-2.346544
-.0522356
-1.597665
-2.986852
.4583508
-1.075615
-4.702295

-.2904734
2.365021
1.151115
-.4409532
2.745759
.9306636
-2.75354

Table A.3.7
Relationship of Racial Concordance of Provider to Measures of Disrespect/Mistreatment. Coefficients from Multivariate Analysis: Evaluation of Individual Racial Groups: Blacks
Dependent Variable: Looked Down/Disrespect
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
Sample: Blacks n=771
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
.1805232
.3308877
<100% Poverty
.1314566
.4241874
100-200% Poverty
.3661923
.3783846
Unknown Income
-.1326408
.4653396
Uninsured
.5839499
.432184
College
-.3913111
.32908
Constant
-1.906107
.3356042

Table A.3.8
Dependent Variable: Treated Unfairly Because of Race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
Sample: Blacks n=731
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
.1744568
.5701573
<100% Poverty
-.4556752
.6566961
100-200% Poverty
-.8354161
.5960777
Unknown Income
-.7095071
.6100142
Uninsured
1.146334
.5381373
College
.4787562
.5211699
Constant
-2.773516
.4940486

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.586
0.757
0.333
0.776
0.177
0.235
0.000

-.4691122
-.7013551
-.3766942
-1.046247
-.2645616
-1.037397
-2.565003

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.760
0.488
0.162
0.245
0.034
0.359
0.000

-.9450354
-1.745084
-2.005802
-1.907257
.0897121
-.5445501
-3.743571
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.8301585
.9642683
1.109079
.7809654
1.432461
.2547751
-1.247212

1.293949
.833734
.3349702
.4882432
2.202955
1.502063
-1.803462

Table A.3.9
Dependent Variable: Perception that better treatment would have been received if different race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
Sample: Blacks n=771
Coefficient
Standard Error
P>|t|
Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
.1865904
.3165869
0.556
<100% Poverty
-.2093408
.4524298
0.644
100-200% Poverty
-.3741867
.3622431
0.302
Unknown Income
-.1300135
.4307907
0.763
Uninsured
1.03408
.4195593
0.014
College
.8615929
.3258403
0.008
Constant
-2.413678
.3516558
0.000

[95% Conf. Interval]
-.434968 .8081489
-1.097601 .6789196
-1.085383 .3370091
-.9757896 .7157626
.2103544 1.857805
.221867 1.501319
-3.104088 -1.723268

Table A.3.10
Relationship of Racial Concordance of Provider to Measures of Disrespect/Mistreatment. Coefficients from Multivariate Analysis: Evaluation of Individual Racial Groups: Hispanic
Dependent Variable: Looked Down/Disrespect
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
Sample: Hispanics n=710
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
.9449104
.3479621
Non English speaking
1.392932
.3853596
<100% Poverty
.5170792
.5289822
100-200% Poverty
. 1.101014
.4210417
Unknown Income
1.52078
.447523
Uninsured
.7806808
.3804491
College
-.7499339
.3469651
Constant
-1.944346
.3574796

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.007
0.000
0.329
0.009
0.001
0.041
0.031
0.000

.2616566
-2.149619
-.5216232
.2742622
.6420302
.033636
-1.43123
-2.646288
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1.628164
-.6362451
1.555782
1.927766
2.399531
1.527726
-.0686379
-1.242404

Table A.3.11
Dependent Variable: Treated Unfairly Because of Race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
Sample: Hispanics n=651
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
.7862522
.5211178
Non English speaking
.5013062
.5505696
<100% Poverty
1.43249
.63844
100-200% Poverty
2.38271
.5425813
Unknown Income
.0707787
.6556559
Uninsured
.2806595
.5997743
College
.9609113
.5018796
Constant
-5.140403
.6615208

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.132
0.363
0.025
0.000
0.914
0.640
0.056
0.000

-.2371707
-.5799571
.1786585
1.317135
-1.216863
-.8972368
-.0247296
-6.439564

Table A.3.12
Dependent Variable: Perception that better treatment would have been received if different race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
Sample: Hispanics=710
Coefficient
Standard Error
P>|t|
Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
.4250311
.3866507
0.272
Non English speaking
1.177256
.4588426
0.011
<100% Poverty
-.1196162
.6401804
0.852
100-200% Poverty
.8070073
.5245045
0.124
Unknown Income
.6018475
.6408713
0.348
Uninsured
.4813038
.4071124
0.238
College
.4832009
.3846903
0.210
Constant
-3.484533
.5176649
0.000
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1.809675
1.58257
2.686322
3.448285
1.358421
1.458556
1.946552
-3.841243

[95% Conf. Interval]
-.334191
.2762786
-1.376666
-.2229027
-.656559
-.3180968
-.272172
-4.501013

1.184253
2.078233
1.137434
1.836917
1.860254
1.280704
1.238574
-2.468053

Table A.3.13
Relationship of Racial Concordance of Provider to Measures of Disrespect/Mistreatment. Coefficients from Multivariate Analysis: Evaluation of Individual Racial Groups: Asians
Dependent Variable: Looked Down/Disrespect
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
Sample: Asians n=465
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
.1791419
.3943399
<100% Poverty
.0379851
.760971
100-200% Poverty
.4677929
.5841456
Unknown Income
.3668768
.4752167
Uninsured
.3364425
.5965802
College
-.8951216
.4377425
Constant
-1.136839
.4717437

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.650
0.960
0.424
0.441
0.573
0.041
0.016

-.5959944
-1.457822
-.6804359
-.5672355
-.8362286
-1.755572
-2.064125

Table A.3.14
Dependent Variable: Treated Unfairly Because of Race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
Sample: Asians n=378
Coefficient
Standard Error
P>|t|
Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
-3.9394
1.12087
0.000
<100% Poverty
2.89337
.9520825
0.003
Unknown Income
-1.942202
.8770721
0.027
Uninsured
.5617541
.7935655
0.479
College
1.788897
.8117281
0.028
Constant
-4.452664
.8946876
0.000
Note: Variable 100-200% poverty dropped because of perfect correlation with dependent variable
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.9542783
1.533792
1.616022
1.300989
1.509114
-.0346707
-.2095538

[95% Conf. Interval]
-6.144067
1.020695
-3.667337
-.9991294
.1922888
-6.212447

-1.734734
4.766044
-.2170673
2.122638
3.385505
-2.692881

Table A.3.15
Dependent Variable: Perception that better treatment would have been received if different race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
Sample: Asians n=465

Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
<100% Poverty
100-200% Poverty
Unknown Income
Uninsured
College
Constant

Coefficient

Standard Error

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

-.4357386
-.5646984
-.8318949
-.0372315
.8927209
-.5045078
-1.416448

.4118597
.8620753
.9429107
.550478
.6015904
.5033191
.4849045

0.291
0.513
0.378
0.946
0.139
0.317
0.004

-1.245313
-2.259241
-2.685332
-1.119282
-.2897986
-1.49386
-2.369603

.3738357
1.129845
1.021543
1.044819
2.07524
.4848442
-.4632928

Table A.3.16
Relationship of Racial Concordance of Provider to Measures of Disrespect/Mistreatment. Coefficients from Multivariate Analysis: Evaluation of Entire Sample with Racial
Subgroups Included as Independent Variables
Dependent Variable: Looked Down/Disrespect
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
n=5062
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
.3319433
.1684276
Non English Speaking
-.8081188
.3189728
<100% Poverty
.2955414
.2266195
100-200% Poverty
.4464059
.1780887
Unknown Income
.3570623
.1795736
Uninsured
.6355395
.1927947
College
-.5549685
.140751
Black
.5525736
.2033969
Hispanic
1.188252
.2242882
Asian
1.154321
.2312861
Other Race
.9167011
.3019841
Constant
-2.587273
.2018558

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.049
0.011
0.192
0.012
0.047
0.001
0.000
0.007
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.000

.0017331 .6621535
-1.43348 -.1827577
-.1487568 .7398396
.0972546 .7955573
.0049998 .7091248
.2575564 1.013523
-.8309175 -.2790195
.1538043 .9513428
.7485245 1.62798
.7008738 1.607769
.324647 1.508755
-2.983021 -2.191525
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Table A.3.17
Dependent Variable: Treated Unfairly Because of Race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
n=4752
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
-1.193793
.4537219
Non English Speaking
.9459808
.4743182
<100% Poverty
.6057289
.3748792
100-200% Poverty
.4520615
.3341934
Unknown Income
-.7255541
.3975284
Uninsured
.9454221
.3357281
College
.3492225
.2992143
Black
1.174184
.5006299
Hispanic
.5946126
.5397086
Asian
.7505087
.5500225
Other Race
.7495774
.5729388
Constant
-4.09865
.5322924

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.009
0.046
0.106
0.176
0.068
0.005
0.243
0.019
0.271
0.172
0.191
0.000

-2.083352
.0160412
-.1292523
-.2031518
-1.504941
.2871998
-.2374115
.1926579
-.4635302
-.3278552
-.3737157
-5.142252

Table A.3.18
Dependent Variable: Perception that better treatment would have been received if different race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
n=5062
Coefficient
Standard Error
P>|t|
Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
-.3242988
.2900236
0.264
Non English Speaking
1.069604
.3639389
0.003
<100% Poverty
.2353728
.3519268
0.504
100-200% Poverty
.0130275
.2603347
0.960
Unknown Income
.0356108
.2467147
0.885
Uninsured
1.102083
.2705893
0.000
College
.4864165
.2272633
0.032
Black
2.351157
.3822983
0.000
Hispanic
1.555113
.4267213
0.000
Asian
2.132461
.3891235
0.000
Other Race
1.65123
.4778989
0.001
Constant
-4.641039
.4342676
0.000
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-.3042347
1.87592
1.34071
1.107275
.0538328
1.603644
.9358565
2.155709
1.652755
1.828873
1.87287
-3.055047

[95% Conf. Interval]
-.8929037 .2443062
.3560843 1.783123
-.4545961 .9253418
-.4973709 .523426
-.448085 .5193066
.5715795 1.632586
.0408562 .9319768
1.601643 3.10067
.7185054 2.39172
1.369567 2.895356
.7142872 2.588174
-5.492441 -3.789637

Table A.3.19
Relationship of Racial Concordance of Provider to Measures of Disrespect/Mistreatment. Coefficients from Multivariate Analysis: Evaluation of Entire Sample with Racial
Subgroups Included as Independent Variables and Interaction Terms Between Race and Concordance
Dependent Variable: Looked Down/Disrespect
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
n=5062

Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
Non English Speaking
<100% Poverty
100-200% Poverty
Unknown Income
Uninsured
College
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Other Race
Black*Concordance
Hispanic*Concordance
Asian*Concordance
Constant

Coefficient

Standard Error

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

.2037489
-.9510574
.280085
.4478622
.3551521
.625883
-.5529325
.4887336
.9488551
1.035787
.8117167
-.0315085
.6593593
.1743491
-2.477673

.235777
.3264765
.2272127
.1780951
.1798414
.194675
.1410059
.2808209
.2872045
.3441958
.327275
.4098158
.4003134
.4558445
.2431003

0.388
0.004
0.218
0.012
0.048
0.001
0.000
0.082
0.001
0.003
0.013
0.939
0.100
0.702
0.000

-.2585031 .6660009
-1.59113 -.3109848
-.1653763 .7255462
.0986983 .7970261
.0025646 .7077396
.2442135 1.007552
-.8293812 -.2764838
-.0618291 1.039296
.3857771 1.511933
.3609747 1.710599
.1700786 1.453355
-.8349717 .7719548
-.1254741 1.444193
-.7193557 1.068054
-2.954283 -2.001064

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.000
0.237
0.157
0.239
0.068
0.001

-3.483518
-.4017599
-.2073281
-.2684741
-1.531238
.2439284

Table A.3.20
Dependent Variable: Treated Unfairly Because of Race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
n=4752
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
-2.414272
.5453723
Non English Speaking
.6119509
.517046
<100% Poverty
.5395811
.3809631
100-200% Poverty
.404175
.3430866
Unknown Income
-.7386382
.4042677
Uninsured
.6255484
.1946497
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-1.345025
1.625662
1.28649
1.076824
.0539614
1.007168

.

.

College
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Other Race
Black*Concordance
Hispanic*Concordance
Asian*Concordance
Constant

.3121018
.4323219
-.378767
.4205485
.2330145
2.493463
3.145234
-1.035332
-3.508586

.2953974
.4155145
.4635905
.5367277
.484221
.7728184
.7616326
1.029732
.4322955

0.291
0.298
0.414
0.433
0.630
0.001
0.000
-1.005
0.000

-.2670487
-.3823281
-1.287674
-.6317498
-.7163403
.9782898
1.651991
-3.054205
-4.356136

.8912524
1.246972
.5301398
1.472847
1.182369
4.008637
4.638476
.9835403
-2.661035

Table A.3.21
Dependent Variable: Perception that better treatment would have been received if different race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
n=5063

Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
Non English Speaking
<100% Poverty
100-200% Poverty
Unknown Income
Uninsured
College
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Other Race
Black*Concordance
Hispanic*Concordance
Asian*Concordance
Constant

Coefficient

Standard Error

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

-1.317584
.8664933
.2189352
-.0132746
.0153504
1.080695
.4712352
1.571617
.712246
1.553924
.9963875
1.49556
1.790518
.802456
-3.955602

.503937
.3595416
.3491476
.2552258
.2489515
.2655869
.2227611
.4129323
.4500852
.4636448
.4703907
.5900753
.6419597
.7044851
.4112507

0.009
0.016
0.531
0.959
0.951
0.000
0.034
0.000
0.114
0.001
0.034
0.011
0.005
0.255
0.000

-2.305577 -.3295922
.161595 1.571392
-.465585 .9034554
-.5136568 .4871076
-.4727307 .5034315
.5599993 1.601391
.0345016 .9079688
.7620437 2.38119
-.1701673 1.594659
.6449268 2.462922
.0741644 1.918611
.33869 2.652431
.5319263 3.049111
-.5787202 2.183632
-4.761879 -3.149326
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Coefficients from Regressions: Models Examining Patient-Staff Racial Concordance
Table A.3.22
Relationship of Racial Concordance of Staff to Measures of Disrespect/Mistreatment. Coefficients from Multivariate Analysis: Evaluation of Entire Sample
Dependent Variable: Looked Down/Disrespect
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Staff Racial Concordance
n=6435
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-staff
Racial Concordance
-.4463298
.1388302
Non English Speaking
-.1898229
.2357494
<100% Poverty
.4592828
.1724784
100-200% Poverty
.3409904
.1496264
Unknown Income
.1814708
.1571149
Uninsured
.5840029
.151226
College
-.5207515
.1179935
Constant
-1.600382
.1595777

Table A.3.23
Dependent Variable: Treated Unfairly Because of Race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Staff Racial Concordance
n=5860
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
-.9202996
.2372668
Non English Speaking
.9437427
.3169963
<100% Poverty
.6326974
.2893629
100-200% Poverty
.5710215
.2621554
Unknown Income
-.5009789
.3468511
College
.1092866
.2196561
Constant
-3.256851
.278738

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.001
0.421
0.008
0.023
0.248
0.000
0.000
0.000

-.7184988
-.6519967
.1211484
.0476562
-.1265442
.2875327
-.7520713
-1.913225

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.000
0.003
0.029
0.029
0.000
0.619
0.000

-1.385457
.3222771
.0654066
.0570706
.7029328
-.3213453
-3.803312
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-.1741608
.2723508
.7974172
.6343247
.4894859
.8804731
-.2894317
-1.287538

-.4551422
1.565208
1.199988
1.084972
1.610311
.5399186
-2.71039

Table A.3.24
Dependent Variable: Perception that better treatment would have been received if different race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Staff Racial Concordance
n=6464
Coefficient
Standard Error
P>|t|
Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
-.7419417
.1857321
0.000
Non English Speaking
1.288126
.2352553
0.000
<100% Poverty
.5485027
.2415863
0.023
100-200% Poverty
.4723939
.2010299
0.019
Unknown Income
.127325
.2147224
0.553
Uninsured
1.02465
.1812341
0.000
College
.3212109
.1597466
0.044
Constant
-3.06455
.2421018
0.000

[95% Conf. Interval]
-1.106059
.8269217
.0748865
.0782862
-.293626
.6693508
.0080369
-3.539177

-.3778246
1.749331
1.022119
.8665016
.5482759
1.379949
.6343849
-2.589924

Table A.3.25
Relationship of Racial Concordance of Staff to Measures of Disrespect/Mistreatment. Coefficients from Multivariate Analysis: Evaluation of Individual Racial Groups as Separate
Samples: Whites
Dependent Variable: Looked Down/Disrespect
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Staff Racial Concordance
Sample: Whites n=3356
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-staff
Racial Concordance
-.0975945
.2648498
<100% Poverty
.4427847
.2595029
100-200% Poverty
.1850889
.2125581
Unknown Income
-.0583801
.2350413
Uninsured
.6413722
.2227071
College
-.6600528
.165371
Constant
-1.960934
.2811755

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.713
0.088
0.384
0.804
0.004
0.000
0.000

-.6169067
-.0660433
-.2316908
-.5192444
.2046925
-.984309
-2.512258
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.4217178
.9516127
.6018685
.4024841
1.078052
-.3357966
-1.409611

Table A.3.26
Dependent Variable: Treated Unfairly Because of Race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Staff Racial Concordance
Sample: Whites n=3126
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-staff
-1.045453
.5463993
Racial Concordance
<100% Poverty
1.100037
.5271652
100-200% Poverty
.7466332
.4648888
Unknown Income
-1.879562
.5112404
Uninsured
.5331908
.5129393
College
-.2563198
.4017218
Constant
-3.627485
.5473782

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.056
0.037
0.108
0.000
0.299
0.523
0.000

-2.116851 .0259448
.0663543 2.133721
-.1649363 1.658203
-2.882019 -.8771049
-.4725979 1.538979
-1.044029 .5313899
-4.700803 -2.554168

Table A.3.27
Dependent Variable: Perception that better treatment would have been received if different race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Staff Racial Concordance
Sample: Whites n=3367

Patient-staff
Racial Concordance
<100% Poverty
100-200% Poverty
Unknown Income
Uninsured
College
Constant

Coefficient

Standard Error

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

-1.54116
1.299301
.051254
-2.619449
.9105715
.1401571
-3.291515

.5173086
.5203416
.5474061
.5256446
.5313136
.4304091
.6165621

0.003
0.013
0.925
0.000
0.087
0.745
0.000

-2.555487
.2790272
-1.022087
-3.650121
-.1312162
-.7037792
-4.500456
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-.5268335
2.319575
1.124595
-1.588777
1.952359
.9840935
-2.082574

Table A.3.28
Relationship of Racial Concordance of Staff to Measures of Disrespect/Mistreatment. Coefficients from Multivariate Analysis: Evaluation of Individual Racial Groups as Separate
Samples: Blacks
Dependent Variable: Looked Down/Disrespect
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Staff Racial Concordance
Sample: Blacks n=1012
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-staff
Racial Concordance
-.4798503
.2780579
<100% Poverty
.1228582
.3567889
100-200% Poverty
.3159817
.3352398
Unknown Income
.2834754
.3750036
Uninsured
.4618986
.3184459
College
-.6088811
.2778145
Constant
-1.416625
.3350129

Table A.3.29
Dependent Variable: Treated Unfairly Because of Race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Staff Racial Concordance
Sample: Blacks=935
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-staff
Racial Concordance
.307107
.448834
<100% Poverty
-.0443535
.4793372
100-200% Poverty
-.2221649
.4452061
Unknown Income
-.9410646
.5617269
Uninsured
1.522122
.3718664
College
.3395386
.3829567
Constant
-3.067012
.5368043

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.085
0.731
0.346
0.450
0.147
0.029
0.000

-1.025549 .0658488
-.5773533 .8230696
-.341939 .9739023
-.4524831 1.019434
-.1630633 1.086861
-1.154102 -.0636596
-2.074101 -.7591501

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.494
0.926
0.618
0.094
0.000
0.376
0.000

-.5738371
-.9851674
-1.095988
-2.043588
.7922448
-.4121054
-4.120619

1.188051
.8964604
.6516584
.1614589
2.251998
1.091183
-2.013405

Table A.3.30
Dependent Variable: Perception that better treatment would have been received if different race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Staff Racial Concordance
Sample: Blacks=1016
Coefficient
Standard Error
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
Patient-staff
Racial Concordance
.0224187
.2762344
0.935
-.5197001 .5645374
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<100% Poverty
100-200% Poverty
Unknown Income
Uninsured
College
Constant

0735493
.010558
.2084565
1.181066
.7187292
-2.423087

.3416044
.3070857
.3449981
.2780599
.2547331
.3478112

0.830
0.973
0.546
0.000
0.005
0.000

-.5968602
-.5921076
-.4686133
.6353648
.2188074
-3.105678

.7439588
.6132235
.8855263
1.726768
1.218651
-1.740497

Table A.3.31
Relationship of Racial Concordance of Staff to Measures of Disrespect/Mistreatment. Coefficients from Multivariate Analysis: Evaluation of Individual Racial Groups as Separate
Samples: Hispanics
Dependent Variable: Looked Down/Disrespect
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Staff Racial Concordance
Sample: Hispanics n=1076
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-staff
Racial Concordance
-.5679181
.3137458
Non English
-.9404349
.3361259
<100% Poverty
.9399042
.3810891
100-200% Poverty
.8838181
.3610386
Unknown Income
1.240625
.3867575
Uninsured
.2766291
.2963919
College
-.4589972
.3039879
Constant
-1.283907
.4037932

Table A.3.32
Dependent Variable: Treated Unfairly Because of Race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Staff Racial Concordance
Sample: Hispanics n=942
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-staff
Racial Concordance
-.5535858
.4717896
Non English
.3545497
.458174
<100% Poverty
.6243224
.5852843
100-200% Poverty
1.100887
.5379943
Unknown Income
-.3918288
.7453636
Uninsured
1.245584
.4395193
College
.5409088
.4448147
Constant
-3.310988
.6501751

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.071
0.005
0.014
0.015
0.001
0.351
0.131
0.002

-1.183637 .047801
-1.600074 -.2807955
.1920255 1.687783
.175288 1.592348
.4816223 1.999628
-.3050334 .8582916
-1.055566 .1375721
-2.076342 -.4914716

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.241
0.439
0.286
0.041
0.599
0.005
0.224
0.000

-1.479611 .3724392
-.5447505 1.25385
-.524469 1.773114
.0449157 2.156858
-1.854823 1.071165
.3828994 2.108269
-.33217 1.413988
-4.587147 -2.03483
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Table A.3.33
Dependent Variable: Perception that better treatment would have been received if different race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Staff Racial Concordance
Sample: Hispanics n=1088
Coefficient
Standard Error
P>|t|
Patient-staff
Racial Concordance
.1724855
.3659946
0.638
Non English
.7022322
.3276914
0.032
<100% Poverty
.0112344
.4301896
0.979
100-200% Poverty
.9553664
.4157526
0.022
Unknown Income
.4052504
.4844856
0.403
Uninsured
.878131
.3358213
0.009
College
.4048937
.3000691
0.178
Constant
-3.204327
.5310409
0.000

[95% Conf. Interval]
-.545759
.0591556
-.8329894
.1394745
-.5455263
.2190999
-.1839757
-4.246466

.8907301
1.345309
.8554582
1.771258
1.356027
1.537162
.9937631
-2.162188

Table A.3.34
Relationship of Racial Concordance of Staff to Measures of Disrespect/Mistreatment. Coefficients from Multivariate Analysis: Evaluation of Individual Racial Groups as Separate
Samples: Asians
Dependent Variable: Looked Down/Disrespect
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Staff Racial Concordance
Sample: Asians n=642
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-staff
Racial Concordance
-.5632446
.3272833
<100% Poverty
.6870506
.5385472
100-200% Poverty
-.1253306
.4791156
Unknown Income
.3777138
.4283543
Uninsured
-.0834239
.44344
College
-.719573
.369472
Constant
-.5599704
.4594646

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.086
0.203
0.794
0.378
0.851
0.052
0.223

-1.20608 .0795911
-.3707405 1.744842
-1.066389 .8157274
-.4636411 1.219069
-.9544095 .7875618
-1.445274 .0061278
-1.462431
.34249
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Table A.3.35
Dependent Variable: Treated Unfairly Because of Race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Staff Racial Concordance
Sample: Asians n=548
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-staff
Racial Concordance
-.8230738
.6456573
<100% Poverty
.7420014
.7755794
100-200% Poverty
-.0164059
1.127664
Unknown Income
.4105205
.954625
Uninsured
.1543702
.9282825
College
.1771769
.7829854
Constant
-2.632627
.7606838

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.203
0.339
0.988
0.667
0.868
0.821
0.001

-2.091666 .4455182
-.7818625 2.265865
-2.232047 2.199235
-1.465134 2.286175
-1.669526 1.978266
-1.361238 1.715592
-4.127224 -1.13803

Table A.3.36
Dependent Variable: Perception that better treatment would have been received if different race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Staff Racial Concordance
Sample: Asians n=642
Coefficient
Standard Error
P>|t|
Patient-staff
Racial Concordance
-.0320539
.4006737
0.936
<100% Poverty
-.1300263
.5354641
0.808
100-200% Poverty
-.8329532
.717896
0.246
Unknown Income
-.0575294
.5032074
0.909
Uninsured
.4262472
.473721
0.369
College
-.4857771
.3927681
0.217
Constant
-1.587081
.4634266
0.001
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[95% Conf. Interval]
-.8190399
-1.181762
-2.243013
-1.045908
-.504215
-1.257235
-2.497323

.754932
.921709
.5771069
.9308488
1.356709
.2856809
-.6768382

Table A.3.37
Relationship of Racial Concordance of Staff to Measures of Disrespect/Mistreatment. Coefficients from Multivariate Analysis: Evaluation of Entire Sample with Race Variables
Dependent Variable: Looked Down/Disrespect
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Staff Racial Concordance
n=6435
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-staff
Racial Concordance
-.2644293
.1425818
Non English Speaking
-.8052878
.2612752
<100% Poverty
.3952475
.1743836
100-200% Poverty
.3233189
.1508442
Unknown Income
.165439
.1574386
Uninsured
.5540736
.1509406
College
-.5606119
.1205783
Black
.2591752
.1520989
Hispanic
.8083519
.1667691
Asian
1.055606
.1911231
Other Race
.4404259
.2432328
Constant
-1.902556
.1774685
Table A.3.38
Dependent Variable: Treated Unfairly Because of Race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Staff Racial Concordance
n=5860
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-staff
Racial Concordance
-.5093538
.2401065
Non English Speaking
.3122064
.3516152
<100% Poverty
.4922314
.2884035
100-200% Poverty
.4708841
.2651447
Unknown Income
-.5829088
.3379334
Uninsured
1.082085
.2226539
College
.1335315
.2207071
Black
1.730276
.2958467
Hispanic
1.450883
.3263051
Asian
1.496646
.4059328
Other Race
1.481878
.3752202
Constant
-4.276522
.3743453

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.064
0.002
0.023
0.032
0.293
0.000
0.000
0.088
0.000
0.000
0.070
0.000

-.5439531 .0150946
-1.317503 -.2930722
.0533781 .737117
.0275971 .6190407
-.1432106 .4740886
.2581629 .8499842
-.796999 -.3242249
-.0390063 .5573567
.4814103 1.135294
.6809194 1.430292
-.0364185 .9172703
-2.250473 -1.554639

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.034
0.375
0.088
0.076
0.085
0.000
0.545
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

-.9800784 -.0386292
-.377129 1.001542
-.0731786 1.057641
-.0489274 .9906956
-1.245421 .0796037
.6455758 1.518594
-.2991609 .5662238
1.150274 2.310279
.8111672 2.090598
.7008224 2.29247
.7462655 2.21749
-5.010419 -3.542624
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Table A.3.39
Dependent Variable: Perception that better treatment would have been received if different race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Staff Racial Concordance
n=6464
Coefficient
Standard Error
P>|t|
Patient-staff
Racial Concordance
-.2718613
.1986415
0.171
Non English Speaking
.6197148
.262746
0.018
<100% Poverty
.3064676
.2453268
0.212
100-200% Poverty
.3013272
.2008174
0.134
Unknown Income
.0286071
.2118377
0.893
Uninsured
.9298763
.1815746
0.000
College
.3846132
.1667753
0.021
Black
2.440736
.2507463
0.000
Hispanic
1.89197
.2908705
0.000
Asian
2.035839
.3077894
0.000
Other Race
1.74885
.331788
0.000
Constant
-4.490108
.3633256
0.000

[95% Conf. Interval]
-.6612866 .1175641
.1046164 1.134813
-.1744815 .7874167
-.0923639 .6950182
-.3866884 .4439027
.5739097 1.285843
.0576598 .7115667
1.949162 2.93231
1.321736 2.462205
1.432436 2.639243
1.09839 2.399302
-5.202387 -3.777829

Table A.3.40
Relationship of Racial Concordance of Staff to Measures of Disrespect/Mistreatment. Coefficients from Multivariate Analysis: Evaluation of Entire Sample with Racial Subgroups
Included as Independent Variables and Interaction Terms Between Race and Concordance
Dependent Variable: Looked Down/Disrespect
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Staff Racial Concordance
n=6435
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
-.0239331
.2324673
Non English Speaking
-.7807725
.2625704
<100% Poverty
.3981408
.1746085
100-200% Poverty
.3278366
.1510389
Unknown Income
.1758347
.1576661
Uninsured
.5662504
.1508942
College
-.5691579
.120467
Black
.6222328
.326314
Hispanic
1.286552
.3686017
Asian
1.362347
.3382178

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.918
0.003
0.023
0.030
0.265
0.000
0.000
0.057
0.000
0.000

-.4796724
-1.295527
.0558304
.0317333
-.133261
.2704307
-.8053268
-.0174877
.5639289
.6992896
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.4318061
-.2660178
.7404512
.62394
.4849303
.86207
-.332989
1.261953
2.009176
2.025404

Other Race
Black*Concordance
Hispanic*Concordance
Asian*Concordance
Constant

.5071308
-.4466669
-.5930357
-.4058461
-2.119156

.2487832
.3642323
.3917113
.3951126
.2458331

Table A.3.41
Dependent Variable: Treated Unfairly Because of Race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
n=5860
Coefficient
Standard Error
Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
-1.016861
.4132578
Non English Speaking
.3330681
.3531573
<100% Poverty
.4670186
.2888977
100-200% Poverty
.4436508
.264115
Unknown Income
-.6248832
.3396361
Uninsured
1.08871
.2231607
College
.1361323
.2206665
Black
.7402903
.5527318
Hispanic
.9939483
.5844357
Asian
1.286009
.6208238
Other Race
1.318917
.3930628
Black*Concordance
1.262785
.6021194
Hispanic*Concordance
.543961
.6149782
Asian*Concordance
.0559743
.7852845
Constant
-3.839727
.4458397

0.042
0.220
0.130
0.304
0.000

.0194051
-1.160724
-1.360964
-1.180443
-2.601099

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

0.014
0.346
0.106
0.093
0.066
0.000
0.537
0.181
0.089
0.038
0.001
0.036
0.376
0.943
0.000

-1.827046 -.2066769
-.3592904 1.025427
-.0993601 1.033397
-.074142 .9614435
-1.290734 .0409674
.6512077 1.526213
-.2964804 .568745
-.3433305 1.823911
-.1518275 2.139724
.068895 2.503123
.548324 2.089509
.082341 2.44323
-.6616929 1.749615
-1.483562 1.595511
-4.713788 -2.965666
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.9948566
.2673903
.1748926
.3687504
-1.637214

.

Table A.3.42
Dependent Variable: Perception that better treatment would have been received if different race
Principal Independent Variable: Patient-Provider Racial Concordance
n=6464

Patient-provider
Racial Concordance
Non English Speaking
<100% Poverty
100-200% Poverty
Unknown Income
Uninsured
College
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Other Race
Black*Concordance
Hispanic*Concordance
Asian*Concordance
Constant

Coefficient

Standard Error

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

-1.029318
.5841262
.3019194
.2843194
.0065474
.9367367
.4092139
1.612415
.8963611
1.203657
1.514477
1.022277
1.231073
1.101634
-3.865972

.4085774
.2591718
.2468477
.2020993
.2159338
.1823895
.166553
.4663538
.5484096
.5096043
.3667469
.4877294
.5426335
.5654639
.4643772

0.012
0.024
0.221
0.160
0.976
0.000
0.014
0.001
0.102
0.018
0.000
0.036
0.023
0.051
0.000

-1.83031 -.2283254
.0760348 1.092218
-.1820114 .7858502
-.1118847 .6805234
-.4167784 .4298731
.5791726 1.294301
.0826962 .7357315
.698155 2.526675
-.1787645 1.971487
.2046066 2.202707
.7954909 2.233463
.0661114 1.978442
.1672709 2.294874
-.0069255 2.210193
-4.776357 -2.955587
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